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O F F I C I A L N O T I C E S 
REGARDING TRANSFERS 
I. Before issuing a transfer note that 
the member wishing to transfer must be 
a member not less^ than 6 months in good 
standing in your focal. 
a. When issuing a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the. 
word, "Cancelled," the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his «lues book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member 'sign his name and 
compare his signatures. 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to 
the member a new dues/book and don't 
paste the dues istamps into his old can-
celled book. 
Trlepfcnnr Ori-burri liî«7 
B. BENOWITZ 
DKflltJMER Ann IMI . . ) ! ! 
M A KE US PHOVK ITI 
ï^SsEA»8 ' 
Wr viMtm that oar 
ctothrm flt «be best 
A Trial Wi l l l-nnwlmr* 
SUITS MADE TO ORDER 
F r o m S1N.0O I'p. 
22 RIVINGTON STREET, N^Y 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
IF NOT? ES WHY NOT? 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your 
employer and your shopmates that you are a loyal mem-
ber of your organization. • 
/ ' 
Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no mat ter wha t it* name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP. 
All shoes without the UNION 
s-, STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT A N D SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 6 S u m m e r Street , Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBIN. Pris. CHAS. L. BAINE. J*rV-7>#«. 
* 
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Our Recent Strikes in Nçw York and Boston* 
Being President Rosenberg's Report to the Fourth Quarterly 
Meeting of the G. E. B. Û 
Since the last quarterly meeting in Decem-
ber, we conducted six Generar Strikes in New 
York anil Boston, involving the Locals io, 4'r 
.•5, 50 and 62 in New York and Locals-12, 49. 
56 and 73 in Boston, comprising about 60,000 
employees. These strikes all terminated suc-
cessfully and Protocols and agreements, were 
«itercd into granting a reduction in the hour* 
of (aborto 50 peT week and in some instances 
4'i hours for the summer months, an increase 
in the wages and many other improvements. 
Secretary Dyche, "Vice-Presidents Polakoff, 
Micheli, Sigman. Lcfkovits and myself had 
our hands full conducting these strikes, con-
icrring with the employers, and bringing about 
. the desired results. 
While the strikes were in progress in New 
York, tire General Office maintained a staff of 
organizers at times numbering forty, to con-
trol the English, Yiddish, Italian and Spanish 
workers. At present there are some compli-
cations in the effort to establish permanent 
scales, but as a whole, conditions have been 
improved, hours shortened, wages increased. 
and we have gained an additional membership 
of about fifty thousand. 
I instructed Vice-President Mitchell to pro-
ceed to Boston to take charge of the move-
ment there, started by Vice-President Sigman 
with my consent. When Vice-President Mit-
chell arrived he found the newspapers filled 
with strike talk. The Boston Women's Traile 
Union League also took the matter up and 
applied to the General Office for information 
regarding the action they were to take in the 
impending fight. 
Mr.. Kilene and Mr. Brandéis called upon a 
number -of Boston Manufacturers requesting 
thefll to meet us in conference for the purpose 
of preventing 
consent. W 
and met th j 
Local No.yfo, Wais 
ion, formi 
strike, and obtained their 
cuponNl 'proceeded to Boston 
factfrers in conference. » 
and Dress Makers' Un-
the, Joint Board, were 
manu 
^ 
closely connected with Local No. 56. In view 
•of tin's I «Bci^ not think ,it would be advisable 
m call a strikeN>f one-half the trades affiliated 
with the Joint Board, an¿| therefore I derided 
to call a strike of Local, No. 49 first, with ¡he 
result that we have established two Protocols 
covering the Ladies' Garment ' Workers' 
branches of Boston and secured a 50 and 49 
hour week, and a higher scale for prcssers 
and sample makers than now exists in New' 
York. In the Cloak and Skirt trade we have 
unionized about -08% of the workers, but in 
the waist and dress trade we were not so 
successful because of misunderstandings re-
garding the interpretation of the Preferential 
shop. In many shops many American girls 
did not respond to the strike call and we were 
not successful in getting out the so-called 
strike breakers. 
The I. W. W. added (o the confusion by 
fomenting discontent and discord, with the 
result that three hundred girls employed by 
the Independent manufacturers returned Io 
work without a settlement. Wc were also 
confronted by another obstacle: Nine chil-
dren's Dress Manufacturers wantcil lo settle 
in a group. Out of die nine, three were lo-
cated in Maiden and their work people be-
longed to the I. W, W. " 
Being reluctant to enter, into a .controversy 
* T H E LADIES' G 
with the I, VV. W., we decided to abandon* the 
nine shops altogether. * 
The trouble in the waist makers' strike, can 
be attributed to the number of trades ^ n one 
organization. The conditions and scales 
worked out did not meet the requirement! of 
all oi them. Had we enough, competent help 
to conduct the strike, we could have separated 
the various trades and drawn up separale 
agreements suiting the requirements of the 
various branches. For fully two weeks I sat 
in conference with the two Associations day 
and night. Organizer Casey spoke in the halls 
and Vice-President Mitchell'attended to the 
work'himself. There was "no one to take 
charge of the settlement committee, with the 
exception of a few inexperienced girls who 
knew nothing of settlements or changing the 
agreements to suit the, various concerns. In 
spite of all these obstacles, I believe, we shall 
be successful in building up a strong organ-
ization in the waist and dress trade in Boston, 
providing *tJie girls do„not lose their faith in 
unionism. 
During the cloakmakers' strike in Boston, 
a number of small shops, working a cheap 
line of custom work, were pulled out and about 
fifty oí them signed agreements for an eight-
hour day. This incident created a desire on 
the part of Local No. 36, Ladies' Tailors of 
Boslon, who form part of the Joint Board. 
for. a General Strike to establish an eight-hour 
day. Recently they have organized about 00 
per cent, of their traile and knowing that the 
season is a short one. they called a strike on 
the Jist of March to which all the organized 
employees responded. The employers were not 
in a fighting mood and this strike also was 
crowned with success. 
To make the Unions effective in Boston it 
is necessary to provide them witlyá competent 
person who understands the working of the 
Protocol and Who can command the respect 
of the Boston workers and employers. 
The Standing of Local No. 38 
Since the committee who had charge of that 
Local was discharged, the l,ocal made little 
progress. They are still experiencing trouble 
witb a few large employers, especially Mr. 
Htçlcson. At one time it appeared that a Gen-
eral Strike would have to be called, but after 
communicating with the former President of 
the Association, Mr. Goodman, a meeting was 
arranged with three manufacturers and they 
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agreed to submit to me all future disputi i 
between their association, composed of n¡!"j 
members, and the Union, and that my decision 
should be final. 
We have been officially informed that LOCÜI 
No. 30 of Albany and Local No. 60 of Troy, 
are on the verge of colla^psc. I immediately 
sent Vice-President .Polakoff there to tak< 
charge of the í nances. The Locals, however, 
will remain idle for some time to come. 
Local No. 16 of Çt. Louis, which has been 
out of existence for'about a year, is now re-
organizing. 
Locai No. 20, Raincoat Makers of New-
York, have been involved in many strikes, 
some of which were sympathetic strikes with 
the United Garment Workers. The General 
Office rendered them financial assistance. 
r- Local No. 90 was reported to l>e in bad 
shape, because ;he Italians refused to join the 
Union. I instructed Brother La Porta to pro-
ceed to Buffalo tp rçndcr whatever assistance 
he could. From Brother La Porta's report 
I understand that the Local is reviving as a 
rcslut of his work there. 
At the last quarterly meeting of the Board 
I reported that I had made arrangements with 
a French organizer for 'Montreal After n 
three weeks' commission, he came to the con-
clusion' that he coukl not accomplish -anything 
and therefore sent in his resignation-
During the strike agitation of the Wai-j. 
and Dress Makers' Union of New York I 
have also made an attempt to reorganize ih< 
waist makers of Philadelphia, I-ocal Nò. 1? 
Not having an available organizer, I engaged 
Brother SvJrinoff to revive Local No. 15. He 
has been with the Local now for nine weeks 
but is making \ery slow progress. The Hoard 
must, therefore, 'decide whether or not he 
should continue his work. Brother SvirinpiT 
has also attempted to assist Local No. 43, >>n¡ 
it appears that this local will hnvc to bo afean 
dotted; for it shows no sigh of life. 
Matty.,local* have been neglected owing 1 
j l i t lack of organizers. At prcscnt^we nave 
S Poîakolï. Miss Casey, Miss Barmitn *wî 
Vice-President Mitchell and since they haw 
been very busy with the New York and Bos-
ton strikfs, nothing .could be done elsewhere 
The Western ¡ocals have been entirely neg 
lee ted, To do effective work we must have 
at least seven permanent organizers. 
Respectfully submitted, 
A. ROSKNBKBO, Genera! Pr&idoi! 
• 
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How die Protocol Works in the Waist an 
Dress Industry 
Being V i c « - P r « i d « t PaUkoff'i Reparti to the G. E. Ii. and Local No. 25 
At the last quarterly meeting held in De-. 
ccmbcr 1912, in Mew York City, the General 
Incentive Board decided that I should not go 
lack to the Middle West, but remain in the 
Cily.of New York for the reason that several 
strikes were expected to be called in connec-
tion with I-ocal No. 25, Ladies' Waist and 
Dresss.Makers' Union, Local No. 62, White 
Goods Workers' Union, ami Local No. 41, 
Wrapper and Kimono Makers' Union, involv-
ing more than 50,000 men and women and that 
my services would he absolutely necessary in 
New. York. 
Immediately after the meeting of the Board 
f began taking part in the agitation and or-
-.- iitizúig .work carried on by the above-named 
locals. .1 attended several conferences by 
means of which Brothers Rosenberg and'Dy che 
were negotiating with the manufacturers of 
the Waist and Dress Industry and with the 
representatives of the Manufacturers of Lo-
cals No..62 and 41. 
On January 3rd, 1913, at a meeting of the 
\ \w York Board, where the preparations for 
calling the strikes were made I was appointed 
li)-president Rosenberg to act as the chairman 
<u7jhc Settlement Committee for Local No. 25. 
On January 13th the* Wrapper and Kimono 
Workers were called out on strike. On Jan-
uary 14th, the White (Joods Workers were 
railed out and on January 15th the Waist 
Makers were called out, so during that week I 
was busy helping in those three strikes as far 
as possible. . ' » 
On January 18th the Protocol of Peace with 
the Waist and Dress Manufacturers' Associa1 
tion was signed by Brothers Dyche and Rosen-
berg. Nearly 100 members Belonged to the 
Association at that time and we were all of 
m busy explaining to the rank and file the 
idea of ilic settlement and the Protocol. 
Oil Monday morning, January 20th, all the 
workers who were employed by the members 
the Association went back to work on Un-
T
»litions. 
On the same day I, in conjunction with 
otnraittecs of Locals No. 25 and 23. began to 
make settlements with the Independent manu-
torers of the Waist and Dress Industry. 
It took us nearly two weeks to settle 23s shops, 
where about 8,000 workers are employed. Ev-
ery one of them received an increase o í wa 
some of them receiving a raise of 50 per ce 
because the c o w l i n g were very bad. 
On February 2nd, ài a Special Meeting of 
the New York Board, I the question came up 
as to wha'should take/are of the transactions 
witn the^yManufaortircrs' Association. For 
how that aKiotocol was signed it • was v 
important to have some one with the Me 
sary experience to take charge of that 
Of the business. 
The Board requested mc to act as the Chief 
Clerk (Cenerai Manager) for the Union in 
all its dealings with the Association. I knew 
that this meant very hard work, requiring 
much energy and physical endurance, espe-
cially with a Union that grew up in a very 
short 'time, the majority of the members not, 
having the least idea of unionism, and 80 per 
cent, of the workers being women and girjs 
of various nationalities.' I was also aware 
of the fact that besides immediate problems 
arising from the ProlocoT with the Dress and 
.Waist Manufacturers' Association, there were 
other problems which in the Cloak Industry 
do not exist. Yet, 1 accepted the appointment 
because Í thought that at the time there was 
no one else in the field ready to take charge -
of this particular work. I am very glad to 
report to you that so far my work has \KC 
crowned with success. 
I am acting not only as Chief Clerk for 
the Union in its dealings with the Association, 
in the matter of carrying out the regular 
work entailed by the Protocol, but I am also 
a member of the Wage Scale Board where a 
good deal of time and energy is required to 
straighten out Wage Sfai* cases, and also to 
meet all the new problems which come up in 
the industry for consideration by the above 
named Board. ' 
About four weeks ago I arranged with the 
Chief Clerk of the Association, Mr. Hartholo-. 
mew, that a special committee should investi-
gate the conditions existing in the shops of 
the members of the Association, whether they 
come Up to the standard of the Protocol, how 
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far union conditions exist in the shops and-' 38 shops have filed 1. complaint each. 
•how many. union and non-union people are 
employed, specifying those who are not receiv-
ing the scale and other important points. 
Until now out of 312 shops that are mem-
bers of the Association, 261 «ere investigated 
by that special committee. I am in a position 
to report to you that in these 261 shops^s^,-
628 workers arc employed, 4,546 male.and 
19,082 female. From those 23.628, 20,760 arc 
members of the Union anu* 3,868 have riot 
joined ihe Union as yet. Of course, it re-
quires a good deal of work and a special 
woman, organizer to organize those who do 
not belong to the Uniqn as yet, and 1 am 
working out a plan how to reach those em-
ployees. But although among the 261 shops 
visited there were a number of shops whose 
employees were not expected to join the Un-
ion, yet, we have succeeded through the help 
of the shop chairmen and also through other 
means to organize them. 
,Let me quote here a few interesting ex-
tracts from the Report I have submitted to 
the officers and members of the Waist Makers' 
Union, Local No. 35, covering the period from 
January 27th to April 5th, 1913: 
Association shops under my control 312 
Shops that registered complaints 273 
•Shops that brought no complaints 39 
••Shops holding no meetings 109 
The 273 shops brought 1,478 complaints and 
these were disposed of as follows: 
Cases Won 8 6 J g ($VA7c)t 
Cases Lost t y ' 0 % ) 
Cases not sustained fur lack of évidence.. 129 
Cases compromised (settled by the clerks ' 
ihineselvcs) ; . 5 (*/i%) 
Cases withdrawn where employer and em-
ployees came to a reasonable adjuHtmcnt 125 
Cases referred to Wage Scale Board 87 i _, 
" to Grievance Board 5 6 ) *"° 
Of these 1487 cases, 1,275 were actually 
tried and 1,221 adjusted. 
The following is a tabulated schedule of 
the number of complaints received from 273 
shops that have registered complaints in the 
office. 
'These shops held regular incutimi» but 
registered no complaints. It Is evident from 
the meeting reports that these shops ere 
thoroughly organised, the Arms observing the 
provisions of the Protocol. 
••Shop meeting* have been called by the 
Union, but the employees hav<. not responded, 
although complaint» regarding violation» or 
36 •• • .• " 2 
34 «* H - 3 
25 »• r 4 
26 <» tu '' s 
32 M 0 " 6 
IS » — , u •' 7 
l6 N •• " 8 
IS 11 •• " 9 
6 U I » . " 10 
10 • - •1 • " u 
11 •• « " 12 
5 i i u " 13 





1 . 11 « ' " 3 2 
i. 
TotaL... « . 1 * ; K-
t h r 
locol 1 
office. 
been rece ived u t 
There were also 63 "No Calendar CèVs." 
These contain complaints of a mild character 
and letters are written to the manufactured 
reminding them of the necessity of complying 
with the provisions of the Protocol. 
In 28 cases of îoss of time, non-payment 
for legal holidays, discrimination or imprup 
er discharge, the office has collected (or 30 
employees the sum of $28841 of which $241/38 
was handed over to the claimants and thr 
balance, $47.03, remains to be collected through 
the Manufacturers' Association, Here art- a 
few instances: 
Morris Agree, gi>t from Ihc London Drcs< 
Co. $18.00, having been sent away at the I" 
ginning of the week. 
R. Weisberg, from L. J. Margulies ïhrec 
weeks' wages, $45-°o. 
M. Milango,' from the Bijou Waist Co.. iwn 
weeks' wages, $29.00. 
pora Cherefson, from Max Grecnbcrt!, tWo 
weeks' 'wages, $33.00. \* 
» días . Starr, from the Howard Ladies' Ap-
parel Waist Co., one weeks' wages, $i&49> 
(The above-mentioned four cases were all 
in the nature of discrimination. The employ-
ees had been sent away for union activity m 
the various committees. But the Grievance 
Board decided that they be reinstated ana 
paid for the whole time tost.) 
Brookstone & Sons paid for legal h< I; ¡ 
$45.00. — 
COMPLAINTS FILED BY THE WAIST 
AND DRESS MANUFACTURERS' 
ASSOCIATION AGAINST MEM-
BERS OF THE UNION 
For the same period referred to above lac 
Association filed'& complaints, 52 of.** 
***' 
- í * 
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were dealt with, 12 were settled amicably be-
tween Employers and employees before the 
clerks arrived and 18 are still pending. 
Below is a- detailed tabulation of the ad-
justed cases : 
Eleven complaints were filed against indi-
'vidual membeuof the Union: shop chairmen, 
shop chairladiti and prier committees, who. 
according to the-firm, either misbehaved or 
misinterpreted the Protocol or created gen-
eral disorder, and were disposed of in the 
following manner: 
Three cases were not sustained after in-
vestigation. 
five- cases were compromised. 
Three cases where the firms' charges were 
proven, the union called shop meetings and 
changes in shop'organization took place. 
Since the signing of the protocol, eleven 
stoppages of work occurred. In all such cases 
they were the direct result of numerous griev-
ances flic employees had even after frequent 
visits oí the clerks and as a result of the firms' 
disobeying the decisions of the clerks and 
provisions of the Protocol. However, no 
sooner have such cases been called toglie at-
tention oT the union than the people of the 
respective shops have been ordered back tô 
work, and their grievances considered. 
Adjustment of prices, dissatisfaction with 
lime tests and attempts at reducing prices 
ivuscd Zi complaints, of which 18 were de-
cided in favor of the Union by the clerks 
after investigation, 2 cases were decided in 
favor of the firm and otic case was com-
promised. 
'hie .Association also filed 6 complaints 
against the employees of 6 shops.respectively 
for unpunetuality in coming into or ¡caving 
the shop. In all these cases the employees 
were instructed to be punctual. 
Three firms filed complaints against some 
of their week workers who left them and 
(hey wanted them to return. It was found on 
investigation that they went to places where 
they had received substantial increases in 
wages, ranging from $2.00 to $5.00 a week 
and where they were able to change from 
week work to piece work. 
Sixteen cases were tried before the Wage 
Scale Board, of which ten were won (62¡¿9&), 
? lost ( i 2 # % ) and 4 compromised (25%). 
Fifteen cases were tried before the Griev-
ance Board of which 9 were won, 2 lost, 2 
compromised, i withdrawn and 1 referred to 
the Executive Board of the Association for 
special inquiry. 
1 shall be ready at t 
Board to give a full report of the number of 
workers there arc in all the' shops of the 
Association, not only the number of union and 
non-union members respectively, but also how 
far the conditions in the shops have been 
changed in accordance with the provisions of 
tlic Protocol. 
I wish also to state that Brother 
who takes a very active part in this work '»* 
a member of the Grievance Board and Treas-
urer of the Wage Scale Board, is help 
much in my great work. 
'About four weeks ago th<: Wage 
Board decided, in accordance wit!» the provi 
sions of the Protocol, to collect statistics as , 
to the conditions prevailing in the Waist and 
Dress Industry; and the Wage Scale Hoard, 
Consisting of an equal number of members of 
the Union and the Association, have engaged 
Mr. N. I. Stone, a well-known statistician, t<> 
take care of the statistical department. Both 
(ho Association and the Union have appropri-
ated $5,000 each to start this work, and 'l 
hope that at the end of of six mouths, during 
which the Wage Scale Board-must, in accord 
ance with the provisions of the Protocol, com-
plete its investigation, \vc shall have the ex-
act facts of the conditions existing not only 
in the shops of the Association but in the 
entire industry. It iS* my opinion that our 
International Union is the first International 
Union in the United States to undertake such 
work for its locals, in order to iccure better 
conditions for the workers in this novel way. 
It, is. also important to point out that the 
Protocol signed
 rwith the Association has been 
issued in three languages—Engfish, Yiddish 
and Italian—so that our members may know 
exactly what* it stands for. i also wish to 
state that I have succeeded in securing the 
services of" Brother Zimmerman, who was 
with me in the Cloak Makers' Union, and also 
Brother Charles Jacobson. from Boston ro 
help me in this work. 
In conclusion, let me add that I Jiave in 
the meantime visited Local No. 15. Waist 
Makers' Union of Philadelphia, twice and al-
io the locals of Albany and Troy. 1 have 
addressed a mass meeting ¡n Boston and visit-
ed Local No, 34 in Baltimore. 
At present, according to my information, 
there are nearly 30,000 members in the Union, 
will) a treasury of nearly $50,00000. 
Respectfully submitted, 
$, PotAKOFP, 1st Vitt-President. 
. 
/ 
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Vice-President Mitchell's Report 
To the General Executive Board, Greeting: 
The Committee of five, appointed by the last 
meeting of the Board to conduct the General 
Strikes of Locals No. 41 , and 62, appointed 
Brother Dycbe and myself a sub-commit tec 
with full power to decide upon, the date of the 
strike. I accordingly informed the Locals 6Î 
the decision ami arranged.several mass meet-
ings at which there was great enthusiasm. 
Wc bad agreed to call the strike in t te 
Wrapper and Kimono Trade on Wednesday, 
January 8th, in the White Goods Trade, on 
Thursday, January 9th, and in conjunction 
with the Executive Hoards of Local No. 41 
and 62 wc worked very hard arranging the 
preliminaries. Subsequently I was appointed 
chairman of the picket committee of the 
Waist and Dress Makers' Strike and 1 could 
not devote much time and attention to those 
two strikes, lwt 1 rendered whatever assistance 
I could under the circumstances. 1 was also 
present at a meeting of the White Goods 
Workers when the first settlement was su6-
mittcd to them, and explained to. the girls 
that no settlement would be forced upon them, 
for I noticed that sonic people present were 
ready to throw off all responsibility. 
On February iotb, when the strikes were 
almost terminated. President Rosenberg di-
rected me to proceed to Boston, together with 
Brother Sigma», for a few days. ' We at-
tended a meeting of the Joint Board and 
Were informed that a General Strike in the 
Cloak and Skirt Trade must be called, other-
wise all of the active members will be com-
pelled to leave the city. They also submitted 
to us their grievances, such as black listing, 
discharging active members, contracting sys-
tem and security system. We prepared a li»{ 
of demands to be submitted to the manufric 
turers. The next day, however, Brother Si« 
man left Boston and .1 commenced single-
handed to make preparations for a conefrence 
with the employers of the Cloak and Skin 
Industry. I succeeded in interviewing one of: 
the manufacturers in Mr. BlumVield's office 
and he promised to arrange a conference L.r 
Sunday. Happily Brother Sigma" , ariiv* 1 
Sunday morning and we were thus in a posi-
tion to present the case very. well indeed. 
Mr. Louis Brandéis, Mr. Blu to field and Mr. 
Filene were present at that conference and à 
gfcat deal of credit is due to them for helping 
to bring about a settlement. 
On Monday, February 171I1, a large ma» 
meeting was held at Fanuiel Hal!, which was 
a great success. At the next conference, 
February 19th, President Rosenberg was près 
eut conducting the negotiations with the manu-
facturers, and in a few days a settlement was 
reached. Another conference was held -with 
the Waist and Dress Manufacturers' Assoc»-
.tion which President Rosenberg and myself 
attended, but I could not remain in conference 
for I had to attend to the strikers and super-
vise the work of the settlement committee. 
President Rosenberg, after conferring with . 
the Waist Manufacturers for a few days.* 
succeeded in reaching a settlement with their 
Association. 
We have won a great victory in Boston, and 
I trust that the General Executive Board will 
appoint a competent person to take charge o( 
the Boston situation. 
Fraternally yours, 
A. MITCHRIX. I I / | I Vtcf-Prrshltnt. 
/ 
General Executive Board in Session 
Brief Reiume of the Proceedings 
The Fourth Quarterly Meeting of the Gen-
eral Executive Board was held at the Con-
tinental Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa., beginning 
Monday, March 24th, and ending Saturday, 
March aoih, 1913. 
President Rosenberg in chair. 
pidus, H. dubinsky, S. Lefkovits, I. S. Fcit, 
EL Kleinman, M. Amdur, B.' Witashkin, II. 
Strassburg, A. Mitchell, S. Slotchin, D. Cotteti 
and J. A. Dyche. 
Committee» 
A. SoloviofT and J. Goldstein of the New 
Present: S. PolakofT, M. Sitfman, M. La- York Ladies- Tailors ami Drew Makers* Un-
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'tufi U)ca\ No. 38, requested the Hoard's en-
dorsement of a: Genera! Strike in their i rade 
io be called next September. Subsequently 
the Hoard appointed Vice-Presidents Klein-
man. I-cfkovits and Mitchell, with full power 
lo'act in conjunction with President Rosen-
berg. 
I, M, Singer and S. Kaplan of the New 
York Raincoat Makers' Union, Local No. 20, 
requested the sanction of a general slrike in 
die Raincoat trade in accordance with the 
Toronto Convention. They explained that 
their attempt» to unionize single shops had 
resulted in endless shop strikes, entailing a 
Kreat «train on their energy and resource!. 
Referred to the New York members of the 
Board,.» 
Sisters Litvakoff and Sklovcr of the Ladies 
Waist ^ Makers of Philadelphia, Local No. 15, 
requested the amending of their charter to 
include_ children's and ladies' dressmaking; 
also that a permanent organizer be assigned 
for their trade. 
Brother Bernstein, on behalf of the Phila-
delphia Children's Dressmakers' Union, re-
cently organized and charter applied for, re-
quested the Board to intervene in a dispute 
between them and the Ladies' Waist Makers, 
Local No. 15. who claim jurisdiction over the 
dressmakers. Vice- Presidents M taciteli and 
toben;were appointed a committee to in-
vestígate the conditions in this traode in Phila-
delphia and take immediate action. Referred 
to President Rosenberg. 
Brothers Danish.and Shershcfsky, of the 
N'ewYork Wrapper and Kimono Makers, Lo-
cal No. 41, requested the Board to consider 
their peculiar position. There arc still about 
5,000 unorganized workers employed in about 
6» big, factories. The Local having branch 
«roces to maintain and the settled shops to 
attend, much of the time and energy of its 
officers and most of its resources arc con-
fined in the effort. If the Board will fail to 
cfevfee ways and means for unionizing those 
-""I* the Protocol recently secured might be-
arne ineffective. 
Iïr..ihcrs Davidson and Atlcs and Sister 
Sfein of the Joint Board of the Cloak and 
SMrf. Makers of Philadelphia submitted a list 
" demands to lie presented to their employers 
«1 the beginning of the next Fall season. 
Viler due discussion the G. K. B. approved 
'lit following list of demands: 
•bit a week's work shall consist of 9 hours 
(he first 5 days, and 5 hours on Saturdays. 
No overtime after Saturday l P. M. until 
Monday 8 A. M. There shall be no more than 
6" hours overtime in any one week and not 
more than two hours in any one d.iy. Week 
workers shall l>c paid double time for over 
time. No work shall be given to the 
ployces to be made at home. Legal holidays 
shall be observed and paid for. All wnrk shall 
1» done and paid for by the week and not by 
the hour. The manufacturers shall recognize 
a shop delegate or a chairman and a price 
committee to settle the price of garments and 
all new styles with a representative of the 
firm. Employees shall not have to make any 
garments the prices of which have not been 
settled between an appointed price committee 
and the firm. The employers shall maintain 
sanitary shop standards, such as are now en-
forced by the Joint Board of Sanitary Con-
trol .in the Cloak Industry of New York City. 
Pay shall be ¡n cash and, on a designated day. 
Work shall be equally distributed among the 
employees during the ditII season. No charges 
shall he made for electric power, needles, whs. 
cotton or any part of tb* machine. All f'irms 
of contracting and sub-contracting in the en-
tire cloak and suit industry shall be rom-
prclcly abolished.- Samples shall be ma<k' by 
week workers only. Duplicates shall IK* made 
by piece workers and they shall receive 50*,.. 
ftbove the settled price. The minimum wage 
of batifole makers shall be $2400 per week 
cloaks anif $-'j.ooi>n skirts. The standard rat 
of Cloakmaker-; and Slcirtmakcrs working 
the piece >h,u*l be at the rate of 75 cents an 
hour. Finishers shall work directly for the 
firm. The jninimum wage of sample finishers 
shall be $1200 per week. The standard rate 
of cloak finishers while on piece work shall 
be 50 cents per hour and tliat of skirt finish-
ers shall be at the rate of 40 «»ts per hour. 
Button sewers shall work by the wtck and 
shall receive not less .than $10.00 per week. 
It is also agreed that a special meeting of 
Union antl nprì-Union prcssers be called for 
the purpose of ascertaining *hc sentiment op 
the question.of piece or week work. 
Vice-Presidents Amdur, Slotchin, Cohen 
and Polakoff wrre apiMiinted a committee to 
confer with the prcssers and members of 
Local No. 53, Cutters' Union of Philadelphia, 
with the object of revising their demands. 
Agreed to sanction a general strike in the 
Cloak and Suit Trade in the City of Phila 
dcJphia, .and that a committee consisting of 
Prenden! Rosenberg. Secretary Dychc and 
Vke-Prc>idents Polakoff, Amdur and Feil, 
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shall have the right tu conduct anil settle the 
strike. 
Letter, oí Thank» to the G. E. B. 
New York Raincoat Makers' Union, Local 20 
To the General Executive Hoard, Greeting; 
We wish to extend to you our thanks /or 
the brotherly help rendered us- during the 
strike which we had with the C. Kenyon Com-
pany of Brooklyn, N. Y. 
With the brotherly support we received 
from the International Office, we were in' a 
position to continue the fight for a period o7 
ten weeks, until last week, when the strike 
ended victoriously. 
Wishing you to continue in the uplifting of 
the humiliated, down-trodden and oppresseti 
working men and women, I remain, 
Fraternally yours, 
J. M. StNr.KR, Chairman. 
T r i egra nu 
Whhc Goods Workers' Union, I-oeal 63 
To the General Executive Hoard of the I. L 
G. W. U , 
Continental Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Dear Sirs: 
The White Goods Workers* Union is anx-
ious to express ils thanks to the General Ex-
ecutive Board for endorsing our»,General « 
Strike which was so successful, and* also ex-
press our high appreciation of the moral and 
financial support rendered by the International 
Union and its officers who helped so much 
towards its victory. Long live the Interna-
tional*'Ladies' Garment Workers' Union. 
S. SHORR, Manager. 
Ladies' Waist and Dress Makers' Union, 
Local No. 25. 
General Executive Board of the I. L, G. W. 
U., Greeting: 
We beg to thank you for the good and suc-
cessful work you have done on bchalf-of Lo-
cal No. 25. 
A. HARUKP, Manager. 
Protest» and Appeals 
Brother Wishnefsky, former manager of 
the Brownsville Office, controlled by the Joint 
Board of New York, appealed against tlic de-
cision of that body, rendered March 1013, sus-
pending him from office as manager, lor al-
leged illegitimate business with the contrac-
tors of Brownsville. Communications were -
also read from Brothers Brass and Max Al-
bert, who were likewise suspended -for ,|hc 
same alleged offense. ABrced that a commit 
tee consisting of Vice-Presidents Aindur, Wi 
tashkin and Lapidus be appointed to investi-
gate the case. 
Vice-Presidents Polakoff and Slotchin were 
appointed a committee to investigate the truth 
of the rumors circulated against Brother J. 
Glickman of "Local No. 1, that he appropriated 
monies belonging to Local No. 17, at the time 
he acted as their financial secretary, in 
1909-iQio-
Vice-Presidents Mitchell and Polakoff were 
appointed a committee to investigate a com-
plaint of Brothers Frank Pjnello and HynYm 
Lemancheek, against the Pressers' Union, Lo-
cal No. 35, provided they had not taken legal 
proceedings against the Joint Jioard Officer- . 
They alleged that they had been discipline! 
for working piece work. 
Vice-Presidents Polakoff, Mitchell and Slot ^ 
chin were appointed a committee to investigate "* 
an appeal by the Cloak Operators, Local N • 
i. from the ruling of the Joint Board that in 
every case where non-Union people art- in-
volved in a strike carried on by the Joi 
Board, the Local concerned must pay them 
strike benefit, if necessary, direct from it* 
treasury. Ixxal No. 1 contended that accord 
mg to the constitution, a local may pay strike 
benefit only to its members and all payment' 
to non-members must be considered sirik 
expenses. 
Vice-Presidents Lefkovits and Mitchell w.n 
appointed a committee with power to invest 
gate, an appeal by Brother K. Steinberg from 
a "fine imposed on him by Local No. it» 
Vice-Presidents Polakoff and Lapidus were 
appointed a committee to investigate the com-
plaint of Brother Rabinowitz agairst a de-
mand from him for $50 initiation fee by 1 
cai No. 2. 
In reply to the protest by the member» »i 
the former Local No. 68 against a $2.00 tax 
by Local No. 35 to which they now belong, 
agreed to inform Brother Brass that the ivn 
ditions of amalgamation included their admi-
sión as members of 1-oeal No. 35 free of in-
itiation fee, but did not apply to the $?<•» 
assessment. 
JURISDICTION MATTERS 
The Case of Local No. 17 
Attorney Meyer London on behalf oí ¡ 
cal No. 17 requested the Board to reconsider 
their case. 
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Secretary Dyche reported that on March 
¿md. Attorney London informed him that 
Local No. 17 agreed to withdraw their in-
junction proceedings, if the G. E. B. would 
agree to submit the dispute to arbitration. 
He replied that, while he thought the Boaro! 
would not object to Local No. 17 appealing 
M the American I'cderation of Labor, he felt 
gare iftcy would not agree to submit the case 
w an outside arbitration Board. Then, when 
¡n conference with Meyer London and Jiro, 
leader,' lie assured them that if Local Xo. 17 
will wijhdraw the injunction proceedings, lie 
«ill refrain from revoking their charter until 
the next meeting of the Board. To this the 
Local agreed and have engaged Attorney Lon-
don to plead their case at this meeting. The 
action of the General Secretary was upheld. 
lirotlftxs Leader and Nisnawitz, a commit-
tee from Local No. J?, contended that". Vice-
president Mitchell's investigation upon which 
ttie Board's decision in their case rested, did' 
not. go far enough and would not solve the 
probleml Local No. 17 do not deny that many 
* of, their members are working on long coats, 
but claim that resolution No. 49 of the To-
ronto Convention had»bccn based on the alle-
. • garion of the delégales of the Joint Board 
Locals that the Reefer Makers are competing 
unfairly with the members of ï-ocal Xo. 1. 
Brother. Leader asked for a thorough investi-
- cation on this particular point He claimed 
that an impartial investigation would, show 
that the members of Local No. 17 arc getting 
better prices and earn more money on the 
same'line of work done in other shops now 
under the jurisdiction of the Joint Board. 
Tlie membership of Local No. 17 is graudally 
diminishing, because the employers are send-
ing ihejr work to Brooklyn and Brownsville 
contractors who arc under the jurisdiction of 
die- Joint Board and who pay lower prices 
than the inside shop members of Local Xo. 17 
demand. 
Brothers. Halpern and Perlstcin, a committee 
from the Joint Board of New York wished 
>o ascertain why resolution No. 49 of the last 
conrcMlon was not enforced. Both dwelt on 
ibe injurious effect of the unfair competition 
the members of I-ocal Xo. 17 have upon the 
'•'• trade in New York. 
A:ter due discussion the following motion 
•Was carried: 
thai Local No. 17 should return the old ' 
':¡sr;<T to the General Office within eight days 
ana that another one be issued to them to 
'• infant Coat and Reefer Operators' Un-
ion of New York.' Upon further motfc 
agreed that Local No. t? transfer all finishers 
and coat operators to Locals Nl 
accordance With Kcsolution 
The Dispute Between Local* 23 and 25 
Brother I'erlstein of the Joint Board ol 
New York requested the Board, to decide lîic 
jurisdiction dispute between Local No. 23 an!) 
I-ocal No. 25: Brother Perlstcin "contended 
that since the majority.of the meiuU-rs oí 
Local No; 23 arc engaged on the making 
dresses, the charter of this Local should U 
ainended so as to give them juristdiction over 
dresses, otherwise the Local will be compelled 
to go ont'of existence. 
Brothers Bar-off and • Silver, a Committt 
from the New York Lidies Waist and Drcs^ 
Makers; Local No. -•?. protested against tin 
request of Local No. 23 to amend their chai 
ter to include M res sn takers. 
Upon motion agreed ,that the name of the 
charier of'Local No. 23 should be amended 
.10 read: "'Skirt & CIotliiDrcssniakers' Union 
of New York, Local No, 23." and that a per-
manent committee of three from Local N«. 
25"~and three from I-ocal No. 23 and one 
member of the-General Executive Board shall 
act as .umpire for the purpose of adjustiut 
any jurisdictional disputes which may aris» 
between* the locals. 
Report* of Committees 
General Seer e taxy- Treasurer reported th; 
outside of attending and supervising the rou-
tine work of the General Office which is con-
stantly increasing, he had been attending 
ferences with the Waist and Dress, Còtti 
Goods, House Dress & Kimono and Misses 
Children's Dress Manufacturers' Association? 
which ended in the signing of Protocols witfi 
those Associations, and after the signing of 
the Protocols he had been attending and su-
pervising the work of the Boards of Grievauc 
and the wage Scale Boards of Locals Xo. 
41, 50 ani 62. 
Upon motion agreed lib-
eral Secretary IH: accepted as read. 
Vice-President Klcinmàn reported that the 
appeals of Brother Kgcr and others were not 
attended, because the appointed mcmliers were 
busy in the recent strikes. 
Vice-Presidents PolakolT and Dubinsky, s| 
cial committee on the Official Journal, reported 
that the circulation had since improved. Gen-
eral Secretary added that both the English 
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of Brother Rosebury. The committee was i n -
structed to look after the circulation depart-
ment. . ¿_. 
Commit!» of Local No. SO 
Vice-Presidents Lefkovits aud.Sigmart, hav-
ing been appointed by the G. E. II. with full 
power to work with Local No, 50 for 3 Cert-
era! Strike, if needed, reported in part as 
follows : ' 
"The sentiment of ttìe Local Executive 
Board and the members was for a Gen-
eral Strike, hut wc gave them orders -to 
set to work and organize. Accordingly they 
started an agitation in New York, Brooklyn 
and Brownsville and wc called four big mass 
meetings, two in New York, one in Brooklyn 
arid one in Brownsville. The sentiment o7 
those present at the meetings was for a strike. 
In the meantime, the employers heard of the 
agitation and formed an association. A con-
ference was then brought about between the 
Association, Local No. 50 and the International 
officers, with the result that on Sunday, March 
gth, the Protocol was signed and the manu-
facturers agreed to close their factories for 
three days, in the event of a strike being 
called, so that we should have the chance to 
organize them. On Monday, March iotht we 
called a general strike in New York, Brook-
lyn and Brownsville. More than 5.000 people 
were involved ¡11 the strike, and on 'Thursday, 
March 13th, most of the workers or the As-
sociation houses returned to work. The strike, 
however, continued at the outside contractors. 
For in the Children's Dressmakers' Trade, 
about 75 per cent, of the work is manufac-
tured outside. The contractors have an Asso-
ciation and they wanted to have the Interna-
tional recognize their Association, and enter 
into a settlement separately with them. After 
several conferences which lasted until Tues-
day, March 18th, the Contractors' Association 
finally agreed to a strict union shop, and that 
the business agents should be permitted to 
cuter the factory at any time, The settlement 
embraced : 
35 manufacturers of the Manufacturers As-
sociation. 
35 Independent Manufacturers. 
6b Contractors belonging to the Contrac-
tors' Association. 
S Independent Contractors. 
"We have appointed Brother Elstcin to take 
charge of the Local and work for the Gen-
eral Strike. Great credit is therefore due to 
hint. Brother. Elstcin carried through the 
biggest part of the work. Most 
ferences and meeting» were attended'by Itr 
Lefkovits," 
"Hoping that this victory of the Local 
work for the benefit of all the workers in i! 
Children's Dress. Makers' Trade "and that tb* 
Local will become one of the biggest strom 
holds of organized labor, wc remain. 
Respectfully yours, 
M. SIGMA N, 2nd y ice-President. 
f. S. LEFKOVITS, $th Vice-President. 
Upon motion agreed to accept the report 
and that the committee be discharged vîffj 
thanks. <—'\-
Important Decisions 
Agreed to accept invitation from the 
tional Women's Trade Union League tu 
represented by a woman delegate at their .next 
convention at St, Louis, Mo., beginning Jutt 
3rd, 1913. The delegate to be appointed 1 
.the New York Board.. 
At the request of the Joint Board of Cin-
cinnati, it was decided to hold the next qua 
terly meeting of the Board in that city 
Agreed to issue a raincoat label, especia 
designed and registered. 
Agreed to call a special convention in New 
York for May 1st, to consider the advisability 
of adopting a label "jointly with those maim 
facturers who entered into a /Protocol agree-
ment with the International Union. Secretar]! 
Dyche and Vice-Presidents PoIakofT and IVìi 
were instructed to prepare the agenda. 
Agreed to empower the General O 
engage a statistician to supervise the work 
ings'bf the Wage Scale Boards of Locals 
41» SO and 62, at the cost of these locals 
Upon request of the Ladies" Tailors 01 1'al 
timore, Local No. 34, it was agreed that Vict 
President Amdur proceed to Baltimore, lo 
address a meeting arranged for April 6th aitfl 
assist in organizing a /oint Board. 
The question as to whether or not Loral-
No. 23, 41, 50 and 62 shall admit pressers a* 
members was referred to the New York mem 
hers of the Board. 
Upon the numerous requests for organizer*; 
from the White Goods Workers' Union, 1-
cal No. 62. for a special organizer for tM«-
out-of-town shops. From Local No. 22 01 
New Haven, from the Joint Board of < 
einnati for Miss Josephine Casey to organi/' 
the skirt makers of that city, from the Cloak 
Makers* Union, Local No. 44 of Chicago, fruii 
the Cloak Makers. Local No. 14 of Toron*» 
for a woman organizer and from the * 
Makers, Local No. 13 of Montreal—agre 
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¡hai (hree additional organizers be appointed, 
for Nov York, Boston and Philadelphia; also 
to inform l-ocal No. 22 of New Haven that 
the General Office will send speakers 
rasión may require. 
To inform the Locals of Cincinnati and 
Toronto that the Board will be in a position 
to send organizers for the coming fall season. 
Upon a telegram from Worcester, Mass., 
that the Ladies' Tailors of that city intended 
io «Û "i" o n s , r ' l«, President Rosenberg un-
dertook to visit Worcester on his way to 
Boston. 
• • 
Agreed to send, a speaker to Cleveland at 
the eatlieJt opportunity ; also that Vice-Presi-
dent I'eit proceed to Kalamazoo with full 
power to adjust the differences among the 
members of Local >ío. 82. 
Agreed that President Rosenberg, call the 
attention of B. A. Larger, General Secretary 
of the U. G. W. of A. to the fact that George 
Briiiim, their label secretary, is attempting to 
break up Local No. 54 and getting its mem-
ber* intp the U. G. W. A further request 
that the Hoard endorse a general strike of 
raincoat makers in Chicago was referred to 
. President Rosenberg; 
-Vice-Presidenti 'Kleinman, Dubinsky 
Lefkovits were appointed a committee to audit 
the finances of the Tcccnt General Strikes, 
conducted by the International Union in Nt 
York City. 
The Board accepted with thanks the invita-
•lion to a banquet given by the Cloak Makers' 
Union of Philadelphia, Local No. 2, in honor 
of the G. E. B.; at the Colonial Cafe, on 
Thursday, March 27th. 
Agreed that Attorney Meyer London of 
New York be retained as attorney for the 
International Union with a salary of Ç600.00 
a year. The first payment to be made for 
past services. 
lTpon' motion agreed that the General Ex-
ecutive Board tender their heartiest vote of 
thanks to Attorney Finey for his splendid 
servîtes rendered to our Locals during the 
recent strikes in Boston. 
ral No. 35, suspending In'm from 
membership of the Joint Board was not sus-
tained, because he admitted having worked 
on both Saturday and Sunday of the same 
week, against the rule. 
The various committees appointed) by the 
Philadelphia meeting reported progress, while 
Vice-President Polakoff reported that his 
committee had been successful in getting lo-
cals No. 4 and No. 34 of Baltimore to fown 
a Joint Board ¡n accordance with Article 12, 
Sections 3 and 4 of the constitution. A spe-
cial committee of three members of each Lo-
cal, in cooperation with Vice-Presidents Pola-
koff, Amdur and Cohen, had already met and 
drawn up a plan of procedure. 
The committee on the appeals of Brothers 
Wishnefsjcy, Brass and Albert from the de-
cision of the New York Joint Board, remov-
ing .them from'the office of business agents 
recommended rejection of the appeals. Com», 
mitt tee's recommendation sustained. 
Respectfully submitted, 
ïoitN A. DYCIIE. Gen. Sec'y-Treas. 
FFICIAL NOTICES 
• 
Financial Secretane»' Day. Books 
Raised to $1.25 and $2 .50 :-. 
>cal Secretarle* please note that th« 
price of Financial Secretaries' Day Books 
with the duplicate green sheets have been 
raised to: 100 leaves, $1.25; 200 leavei 
$2.50. 
In order that requests for organise» ai 
organizing should be punctually carried out, 
Local officers and members in general are 
requested to address communications re or-
ganising to the President, A. Rosenberg, 32 
Union Square, New York City, and «fll mat-
ters connected with finances to the General 
Secretary-Treasurer, John A. Dyche, 32 
Union Square, New York City. 
• ' , 
At a special meeting of the Xcw York 
members of the Board, held on April 12th, 
Vice-Presidents Mitchell and Slotchin were 
appointed a committee to-investigate an ap-
peal by Brother Solomon from a tine of $15 
imposed on him by Local No. 35 and a com-
plaint by A. Jacobson against the same Local 
for having removed him from the shop. 
ATÍ appeal by .Brother S. Cohen from the 
We have a limited number of bound 
volumes of The Ladiea' Garment Worker 
for 1911 and also for 1912. Price 
volume, $2.00. 
Members who are anxious to assure them-
selves of The Ladiee' Garment Worker in 
volume for 1913, must order at once, so 
that w* may preserve copies for that pur-
pose. Write us to-day. 
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Editorial 
"The Uplift of Ever since the German 
the Employer*" economist Brentano made 
a study of the work of British trade un-
ions in the middle of the last century, a 
good deal has been written and said about 
the beneficial effects of industrial organ-
izations on the working classes. Even 
our opponents admit the advantages the 
members of tlie union derive, the only 
objection being that these advantages 
which the Unionists gain is at the ex-
pense of "Society" as a whole; Little, 
however, has been said of the humaniz-
ing and ennobling influences that the Un- ' 
ions have upon the employing classes, 
and, yet the one is inseparable- from the 
other, for wherever an industry has been 
organized and the working conditions 
improved, it lias always been accompan-
ied by a corresponding improvement in 
the moral, if not in the economic con-
ditions of the employer. Take for in-
stance the cloak industry.. Some of tin 
worst exploiters and sweaters have now 
. as a result of those improved cornili 
become veritable gentlemen. 
We have before us a list of 1,292 sftoj 
in the cloak and skirt industry to whoi 
certificates have been issijed by the Joint 
Board of Sanitary Control. A consider-
able number of these shops have been 
known as the Worst sweat shops in [la-
industry, where .together with unsanitary 
ovcrcrowtled conditions, the employee-" 
worked unlimited hours for miserable 
pay; and now as a result of the Protocol 
they have become almost model employ-
ers, in whose factories peace and con-
tentment prevail. Yet no amOttnt 
legislation, preaching and agitation have 
had any effects upon those manufactur-
ers until the union came, and again 
their will, made desirable citizen! 
those employers. Is there any ótfc 
agency which has had such a civilizing 
'mflmnice upon the, employing classes as 
•the"' I MùQ? The ' l-ccky- of the future, 
who will write on- a History of Aforáis 
.in the United .States will no doubt point 
to the work of the trade-unions, as the 
potent*factor in raising the moral stand-
ard of the employing - classes in this 
coiinfry. 
* * * 
Thme Who En- While in the Cloak Indus-
joy .the Benefit, try where the Protocol 
of the Union ias been now in existence 
Should Share fo r o v e r 2y2 years, this 
I,. Burdens uplifting influence of the 
Union on the manufacturers has made a 
. good deal of headway; in the other indus-
tries which have been protocolizcd only 
recently, this process of education leaves 
yet much to be desire'd. We hope, how-
ever, that this will be done by the officers 
of the employers' association and will not 
be left to'th'e Union. There seems to be 
quite a number of them who arc under 
the impression that by joining the Asso-
ciation they have not only insured them-
selves against strikes and interruptions 
in the work in their "factories, but that 
they have also by this means ."dished" 
the Union and got out of its influence. 
Now, when the spring season is ending 
.and a number of employees are laid off, 
they show ""preference" to the non-union 
\ help and discharge the union members. 
* The device -of some of them immediately 
.upon laying off tnc union hands, of send-
ing the non-union help to the office of 
the anion to apply for membership does 
not' change the situation, Not only is 
'his a discrimination against the Union 
people who'stuck to the Organization 
il!
"l paid their dues regularly, but it.also. 
Shows that the employer-could easily have 
induced his non-union'help to join the 
(
 organization, only he.did not find it nec-
essary. It shows bad1 faith. What, for 
instance, will such manufacturers do 
when the next season comes around and 
the Union Offices are flooded with ap-
plications from the employers for help, 
if the union help should be adviser] to 
leave those employers and get situations 
elsewhere? Such a. retaliation on the 
part of the Union, which no one can 
claim to be at) infringment of any of the 
provisions of the Protocol, could put the 
manufacturer in a hole from which lie 
could not extricate himself. The Union 
will stand noxompromisc on giving pref-
erence to union work people. The sooner 
the manufacturers realize th;it, the better 
.for the Association and the peace of the 
industry. 
# * * 
Industrialist* The craze of industrial-
Dementia ism which disturbed the 
. minds of the work people in the clothing 
'trades in Providence, R. I., for the last 
year or so, and which ' made our 
work in organizing the ladies* garment 
workers in that city doubly difficult, 
. reached its climax on Saturday, March 
29th, when like a bolt from heaven, the 
Industrialists proclaimed a General 
Strike. I.ikc a bull in a china shop they 
sent committees from piacelo place with-
out notifying the employers and pulled 
the people out of as* many shops as they 
possibly could. The result was thai 
about 5,000 people were out on the streets 
and several hundred shops were affected. 
The peculiar thing about the whole sit-
-uation is. that while those industrialists 
are very radical in their talk, their de-
mands in the department stores were for. 
54 hours per week and a minimum wage 
of $n$. To make the tie-up complete, 
they pulled*Out the people from the de-
partment stores in places where the hours 
of labor*were 51 and the wage above 
their minimum. They did not, however, 
forget to submit to such employers for 
signature their list of demands for a 54 
hour week and a $16.00 minimum wage. 
The strike, however, was a short and 
bitter one- . When our General Secretai 
/ 
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Treasurer arrived in Providence, at the 
request of Local No. ioo on Tuesday-, 
April ist, he found the people already 
marching back to the shops. The same 
industrialist agitators who denounced in 
the most vehement terms the American 
Federation of Labor and its officials, 
meekly approached our General Secre-
tary-Treasurer and asked him,to use his 
influence to have those people who were 
still out reinstated. The next day Vice-
President Lapidus arrived and as a re-
sult of their mediation quite a number of 
those misguided workers were taken 
back to work. To ¡Ilústrate the kind of 
dope'the industrialists were feeding their 
blind followers on, suffice it to say, that 
one of their orators at the height of en-
thusiasm told the people that they are 
not fighting for more money, that the 
facturers, for a "joint label" The I 
eral Executive Hoard, therefore, at its 
last session decided to call a special con 
vcfition to' get the ratification of the 
Th* Fixing of Vyhile it is true that at 
the Per Capita the last convention, bv a 
majority, it was decided to submit ter a 
referendum vote the question of raising 
the Per Capita, still the Majority was 
so narrow, and the opposition of raising 
the Per Capita coming from the 1-qcals 
containing the bulk Of our member» \vn-
so great, that the General Executive 
Board did not think it prudent to submit* 
this proposition for an increased Per 
Capita to 5 cents, to a referendum vote. 
It was, therefore, decided that, while 
this special convention will be in session, 
filthy lucre is no consideration to them, this question should be thoroughly dis-
but that they arc fighting for principles . cussed with the hope of convincing tho; 
and that nothing will satisfy th^rn until New York delegates of the wisdom of 
they die. However, the orator did not such a step. * While frankly admitting 
wind up his speech by committing sui- that a raise of the Per Capita cannot lu-
cide and now peace reigns and the L W. of any great benefit to the big New Vor! 
\V. agitators packed up their belongings Locals, yet the result of the Cleveland 
and moved elsewhere, failing of course, Strike demonstrated conclusively that 
to publish an account of the monies they 
collected. 
* * * 
Until January last the 
Protocol was confined to 
the Cloak Trade only and a good num-
Our Special 
Convention 
there is very little hope of establishing 
permanent-organizations in cities outside 
of New York unless* a Central Defence 
Fund is created for the purpose of pro-
tecting tlic interests of the smaller lo-
cals. There is no possibility of winning 
J u r i s d i c t i o n 
Diaputa of 
Local No. 17 
ber of our members looked upon it as an any serious strike by appealing for 
experiment and were not ready to enter luntary cotnributions to our Locals. 
into an agreement with the Manufactur-
ers* Association for the purpose of issu-
ing a "joint label." The extension of 
the Protocol to the Dress, Waist, Wrap-
per, Kimono and White Goods and 
Children's Dress Industry has taken the 
Protocol out of its experimental stage 
and our members have come to look up-
on it as a permanent and settled arrange-
ment between the Unions and the Asso-
ciation, and arc therefore anxious to en-
ter into an arrangement with the manu-
We are glad that as a 
result of the appeal of 
Local No.% 17 to the 
American Federation of Labor against 
the decision of the last Toronto Conven 
tion, the jurisdiction dispute of the New 
York Locals and Local No. 17 will be 
settled bv the representatives of the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor. This fight 
with Local''No. 17 which has been car 
ricd on by our Locals for over two years. 
lias engendered so much bitterness, ac-
corçpanied by so much personal feeling 
among the active members, that we arc-
glad that a disinterested party, yet not 
outside of the trade union movement/ 
will settle this controversy. We dn nut 
doubt for a moment that whatever the 
decision will be, it will l>c cheerfully 




The Public Education 
Society of New York 
City decided some time 
ago that a system of vocational GuiuV 
ance which.would find jobs for children 
under' sixteen would be dangerously 
near exploitation," as there arc no jobs, 
'for children under sixteen which they 
ought to take. Tift Society decided that 
the superintendent of Schools was right 
when he insisted that "the interest of the 
Community as well as of the individual 
demands that the child shall be kept 
under.the tutelage of the State and shall 
be given such schooling as he can profit 
by until the end of the high school age," 
and that the burden of vocational train-
ing must be shared by the Public Schools 
and Industry. 
In the near future representatives of 
organized labor will be called to a con-
ference to consider the best and safest 
method of connecting Public School vo-
cational training with Industry. And it 
behooves labor to Ionic sharp and pre-
pare to take a wise position on this 
important subject. 
* * * 
Minimum Wage The editor of the 
•nd Vice ses" in an article on 
"Investigating Vice" calls the Minimum 
"Living Wage" reform "The meanest 
conception the reform spirit ever gave 
birth to" and adds, "If I were a girl 
working all day and" suffering the» im-
position of a bare living wage in a rich 
country, I trust I would be either a pros-
titute or a thief." This academic gen-
tleman has apparently not thought of the 
practical alternative of raising wage? by 
means of the Trade Union. 
There are some startling implications 
in the contention that has recently been* 
raised tliat there is a relation between 
|ow wages and white slavery, por ex-
ample', one alarmed New York editor 
cries: "If these crude and hasty assump-
tions were true, if this relation between 
wages and virtue is accepted as estab-
lished, if we, must believe that the bul-
warks of morality are to be sought ih 
economic conditions, then millions upon 
millions of sermons that have been 
preached through tli& long centuries and 
are preached today, are shown to be 
false and futile." 
Ves, Mr. Editor, pity 'tis, 'tis true. 
* * ' #. 
Cloakmaker. We have received a 
SympKony communication from the 
Society ' "Cl»akmakers. Symphony 
Society, asking us to announce that Or-
ganization through the mciiium of our 
Official Journal. They are anxious to 
have any member of the International 
Union who is musically inclined join 
their ranks. If this is the case why call 
the Society, "Cloakmakcrs* Symphony 
Society"? If a reefer maker, shirtwaist 
maker or others of the various crafts 
should wish to join, they would feel out 
of place. We would suggest, therefore, 
that the name l>e changed to include the 
members of the International I'n-







* * . * | -
There is nb doubt that 
the Cloak and Skirt Mak-
ers- Building Âssociatio 
have undertaken some-
thing which has aroused the enthusiasm 
of every member of our Organization. 
We arc certain that apart from the mo-
ral value of such an undertaking, ami 
the supplying of >a long-felt need for a 
home for a large organization, an ade-
1* 
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cjuatc building will be a financial success them because tHey are so scattered. 1 
and will pay a substantial dividend to concentration of the offices and^mcctiui; 
its shareholders. Apart, from the con- places in one building would prove a tre 
venience of concentrating the sixteen of- mendous advantage to-all concerned. Bui 
ficès of the locals o f our International here again, why confine it to the Cloak 
Lrnion, which arc now scattered through- and Skirt Makers? Of the ioofooo mem-
out Manhattan, paying exorbitant rents hers which we have in New York City, 
and getting little conveniences, the diffi- the majority do not consist of cloak and 
culty of providing suitable accommoda- skirt makers, but other branches of tin-
tions for shop meetings has become very 
serious. Most of the places where shop 
meetings arc called, are connected with 
saloons, winch makes'it very unpleasant 
for the women members to attend. Be-
sides that it makes it almost impossible 
for tbc officers of the Union to attend 
Ladies' Garment Trade. Such an un-
dertaking which must involve an invest-
ment of no less -than haJf a million 
' t 
would be much easier to raise, if it is not 
ers 
; • • . . - : confined to the cloak ana skirt m;n> 
alone. Why not have a "Ladies' Gar-
ment Workers Building?" 
New York, April 12, 1913. 
To the Officers and Members of Affili-
ated Locals, Greeting: 
In accordance with the decision of 
the last Quartcly Meeting of The General 
Executive Board, held at Hotel'Contin-
Special Convention 
entitled to hi 
vuhtion. 
hi case of resignation or death of any 
delegate, his or her substitute must bear 
a credential. 
Local Unions which were not fully 
ental, Philadelphia, l'a., March ¿4-iïyth, represented .at the last Convention, may 
a Special Convention will be held at send their full quota of delegates, but 
Radford Hall, Getty Square, Yonkers, not more than, the number they were 
N. Y., beginning May 1st, y A. M. The entitled to on April 1st, iyi2. The saiïïç 
purpose of the Convention will be to con- rule applies to Locals not represented at 
aider:—- the last Convention. In such cases ere-
i. The adoption-of a Protocol Label, dcntials written on the letterheads of the 
2. The adoption of a 5-ccnt Per Capita Local Union with, the signature of the 
which means raising the Per Capita 2]/¿ President and Secretary and attached 
cents. seal will be considered. 
No other matters outside of the above- Anticipating the pleasure of m© 
mentioned subjects will be considered at you on May 1st, at the Convention, v 
this convention. '" remain, 
In accordance with Section V, Article Fraternally yours. 
I l l , only delegates who represented the A. ROSENBERG, General Presiden 
locals at the last [Toronto Convention are JOHN A. .DYCHE, General Scc'y-Tn 
' . 
Victory of the Boston Ladies' Tailors 
Memorandum of Agreement entered into 
this 31st day, of March, 1913, between the 
Ladies' Tailors and Dressmakers' Union, Local 
No; 36, of Boston, (hereinafter called the 
Union), and the Ladies' Tailors' and Dress-
makers' Association, Local No. 4 of Boston' 
(hereinafter called the Association). 
-Whereas, differenced have arisen between 
¡lie Association and the Union, with regard 
. to various matters, and it is now desired, by 
the parties hxreto to arrive at an undcrstand-
jrjg with regard to ihe future relations l>e-
tween the Union and the Association; it is-
therefore stipulated as follows: 
U) The said Association agree* not Io 
discriminate against any me ml HT of the sàia" 
Union for their Union activity, hut there shall 
not be anytUnion agitation in the work-shop 
during the working hours. 
(»- The weekly hours af labor'shall con-
sist, of forty-eight (48) hours in s ix . (6 ) 
working, days at eight (8) hours per day. 
Work shall begin at eight o'clock A. M. until 
i_' noon, and from one until five o'clock P.St. 
(3) Overtime work to be paid at the rate 
of double time, but it should lie limited lo,not 
more than ten ((b) hours per week for men, 
and-six hours per. week for women. Over-
time shall not he worked more than two 
lidiirs per day, and no overtime shall be 
wofked on Saturdays. 
Í4) Work to be divided equally among all 
the; employees during the dull Season. 
Í5) The Association also agrees with the 
said Union to give an immediate increase to 
the members of said Union uj>on their return 
to work, as follows: Those now receiving 
eighteen ($18.00) dollars per week and under, 
an immediate increase of not less than one 
dollar and fifty cents per week. All those 
now receiving above eighteen ($18.00) dollars, 
iti increase of not less than one dollar. The 
increase in all cases refers to men and women 
alike. 
(fi) Every employer must employ all his em-
ployees who were employed the day when the 
strike was called. 
(7) The shops must be kept in a sanitary 
¿condition. 
(8) The following matters shall be referred 
to arbitration : 
(A)' The following legal holidays shall 
l»e observed and paid for: Washington's 
Birthday. Columbus Day and Thanksgiving 
Day; 1 
(It) The employer reservVs the'right i<« 
discharge all or a.part of thçir employees 
on the 15th day of March and the 15th1 
day of SeptcmU-r-of each year. 
(C) N'cw employee* are on trial for 
the first two weeks of their employment. 
Their employer may discharge any em-
ployee on trial without any given reason*. 
(9) Immediately after this agreement takes 
effect a committee, of both parties, equal in 
number, shall jointly meet and work out a 
plan or plans by which a "minimum wage 
scale'' shajl lie established, and also to adjust 
a basis of an increase by which the minimum 
wage may be reached. 
(10) A standing committee, six (6) in num-
ber, shall be appointed by both parties, three 
(3) on'each side, whose duties il shall IK: ¡O 
settle all grievances and misunderstandings 
Which may arise during the continuance of 
thi-i agreement 
This committee shall meet at least once a 
month, or at the request of the president of 
cithVr organization. In case this Committee 
cannot agree, the matter in controversy shall 
he submitted to an outside party to decide. 
which decision shall be binding on both or 
gani/ation*. 
For the Catties* Tailors and Dressmake 
Association, Local Xo. 4 
ALBERT ilURWITCM, Presàm 
J. KALI-SKY, Secretary, 
DAVID MIKOL. National Vici !'•< 
For the' International Ladies' Garment 
Workers' Union. 
ABRAHAM ROSKXKKKG. /'resident 
For the Ladies" Tailors and Dressmal 
Union, Local No. 36. 
JACOB KfH'ES, Chairman. 
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A Permanent Peace Pact 
In the Ladies' Garment Industry of Boston 
By LEON R. EYCE5 
Attorney for the Boston Ladies' Garment Manufacturers' Association 
My firm belief is thai the prosperity, and 
solid future of this country and of all civilized 
countries depends upon industrial peace. While 
we arc confronted wiiji many vexing prob-
lems of local and National imi>ort, no question 
can be Kreatcr than the one involving the in-
terest» of many thousands clamoring, even 
LEON K. EYOES 
with violence, for recognition of their rights 
and demands. 
That the demands arc often unreasonable, 
that the strike methods often employed arc 
violent and anarchistic, and that "union" re-
sponsibility promised has not been effective is 
unfortunately true. Hut that the demands are 
not always fairly * considered ; that foolish 
methods arc employed to disrupt strikes for' 
the purpose of starving wage-earners into sub-
mission, is also true. 
None of these methods and purposes can 
commend themselves It is high time that the 
great public should evolve a lasting remedy. 
Is there such a remedy? 
It seems that reason and experience point 
to one. In the first place there must be 
attempt on the part of both* tides to unci 
/land each other. There is anioluteIy.no co 
mon ground of, understanding today. K;, 
party appears to mistrust the Other. They 
not get within gunshot of a common pur 
This was my experience in the. recent gar-
ment strike in Hostou. Jt was lurpriging^fìóvr 
the attitude of both parties changed when, 
common ground was reached, and the «ofíoi 
purposes and objections' mutually stai 
brought about a situation .which made the MIÎI 
seifuent agreement feasible. 
ft seems to lw perfectly practicable! fur em 
ploycr.i to attempt to enter into an agrcemeji! 
with their employees, through their unioni wïnV* 
such reservations of rights as may seem ¿it» 
solutely necessary and with the provision that 
the union should exercise fidi control over it ' 
members. It seems feasible for any given in-
dustry, whether under single corporate .control 
or by the association of many units in-am-
trade representing the employing party, to deal 
with the members of a union, represent 
its principal organization, and thus attempi toi 
agree upon fundamental principles of conduct 
The bogy of union responsibility must ".be 
eliminated. If the union has been in fact 
irresponsible it is because no fair opportunity 
tu allow it to become responsible liîts Iteci 
afforded. This lies at the bottom of the 
difficulty. Trust and treat a man with frank-
ness and r.cspcct and he tries to deserve it; 
treat him with suspicion, dislike and Jfod 
faith and his response will be the same. 
To work out this method, however, requires 
machinery as well as sentiment. One may 
have a Jegal right and claim, bui to have it 
enforced requires the machinery of the law. 
An agreement providing for representative 
of each party to constitute a,board of gricv 
anees, to which every question is sent for 
discussion and decision, must of necessity !-
a great clearing house of all the difficultly 
which, unrecognized or ignored, arc the basii 
of strikes. The grievances would at first be 
many, but after several decisions a fixed 
• 
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policy of conduct would be mutually agreed 
upon., putting 'an end to many of the causes 
of disconiçnt. The questions of hours and 
wages,, of unlawful discharges, as well of 
jamtary conditions, will be recognized. If 
this board fai! tó reach a decision, the matter 
mast be referred to a board of arbitration 
«ining as a court of appeal. 
Each party tò the agreement has one repre-
sentative on this board of arbitration and 
there, is a third person chosen by the public 
The more'prominent the third party, the bet-
ter will the public be represented. Its deci-
sions pn very question submitted must be final. 
No strike, lockout or stoppage of work is per-
mitted pending the decision, both sides rely-
ing upon the fairness and justice of the 
board's final action and both parties binding 
themselves to submit to the final decisions of 
that board, just as the great body of citizens 
obey the decrees and judgments of our couris. 
After*all we arc a law-abiding country, anil 
the respect' that would be developed for this 
home-rule method of settlement would soon 
«row Into a tradition. 
•The. great question of union recognition is 
met fairly in the "preferential" clause. This 
clause suggests that the employers arc willing 
¿o recognize union standards, but prefer to 
hire what help they wish, giving, however, 
preference to union men. If the union men 
•ire responsible, candid and of good faith, and 
if. the union directs its members to live up to 
the spirit of the agreement, then the employer 
is more than willing to hire union help to the 
exclusion of non-union help, and he himself 
will be the first to give added power to the 
union if he finds it responsible. In dealing 
with isolated employees there is no responsi-
bility any way. 
This permanent peace pact, as it has been 
called, this protocol agreement, which was 
adopted in New York nearly ¿farce years 'ago, 
lias been found to be working well, especially 
when it is considered thai it applies largely 
to foreign workers. How much better would 
it be when applied generally. 
With good faith and the methods suggested, 
ft is expected that the relations between em-
ployer and employee will he immensely im-. 
proved,'and will rest Upon a better basis than 
has ever existed before." There will IK- a better 
realization on the part* of the employers when 
they come to actual discussion concerning the 
rights of their employees. 
The employees will realize the cares and 
responsibilities of Ihcif employers, which,they 
really ought to know, and without which they 
are very far apart. Bojli parlies must live up 
to the agreement and; consecrate it with the 
very best of faith that can be exercised in 
order to meet the lest. 
In fact, it must succeed. If it does no!, 
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Public Education and the Employ 
By One of the Rank and File 
Public Education for the "poor little work-
ing girl'*—this is the topic of the times. Vice 
Commissions, Vocational Education Associa-
tions, Philanthropists, Club Women and the 
Clergy recommend it in unqualified terms. 
Ihil perhaps no one in the country is so prac-
tically interested in this all-absorbing topic as 
Mr. Dudley D. Sichcr, manufacturer of mus-
lin underwear, who has recently been inter-
viewed on the subject, by representatives of 
the Press. Mr. Dudley D. Sichcr, it seems, 
Sieves in it so thoroughly that he is willing 
Ip share with the city, half and half the ex-
pense' of educating four of his "poor little 
working-girl" employees every other week. 
Not only that, he has also induced three other, 
ugniti facturera each to do the saine for four 
ot their "poor little working-girls." The plan 
has been approved by the Hoard of Kd neat ion, 
and Public School No. 4 is putting it in|o 
"In the morning," says Mr. Sichcr, "the girls 
will receive instruction in the three R's. In 
the afternoon they will be taught menial, mo-
ral and physical hygiene. They will have 
light gymnastics, will learn how lo make a 
neat, economical shirt-waist, or dress, will be 
taught how to purchase and prepare food. 
If the plan works well with these sixteen 
"poor little working-girls," eventually the num-
ber is expected to be very much larger. 
In one of the recent newspaper interviews 
Mr. Sichcr is reported as expressing, the hope 
that'such an education will train hi* girl< not 
"N 
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to spend so much money on wîllow-pluÉics,
 y b c admitted that a chance at education ¿Veri 
paint and powder, and the further hope that 
it will sharpen their wits so that "worthless 
fellows" will not continue their present prac-
tice of marrying his girls for the wealth saved 
up out of their wages. So moved is this gen-, 
tlcmari on his educational subject- that he al-
ludes to it- with deep emotion in a recent 
poem written by himself, and dedicated to 
the Cotton Garment Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, as follows: 
"We must lend them strength if their souls 
arc weak
 ( 
And teach them how to live; 
Nor let us alt too meanly Seek 
Return for all wc give i 
As wc lift our eyes for the gladdening ray • 
Of the golden Dawn of a Better Day," -
Now, while" we have no.-doubt that the Cot-
ton Manufacturers' Poet Laureate is perfectly 
sincere in the belief of his nobility of purpose, 
strangely enough the writer was reminded, by 
the last line in this poem, of an incident she 
witnessed one midnight in Boston. A well-
dressed, but also, alas, too well refreshed young 
gentleman was shakily clinging for support to 
a telegraph pole. With a silk hat rather far 
back.on his head, with a rapt expression on 
his flushed face, lie was star gazing and re-
peating over and over again with deep emotion 
an expression he had apparently coined him-
self: 
"The light of the dawn of today (Uic) 
Is the dawn of the light of tomorrow." 
It was evident that the young man saw in 
this Mother-Eddyish phrase a grcaf- promise ' 
for the future of the human racer But, un-
fortunately, the. policeman on the beat was 
forced to bring the poor dreamer down to 
earth, and to a realisation of the immediato 
earthly necessity of "moving on"—which he 
proved quite incapable of accomplishing. As 
one thinks of the dreams of this poct-manu-
facttircr, and of this elated Hostontan Star-
Gazer, one deeply sympathizes with their at-
tempts to live up in practical every-day mat-
ters to all that their fancy paints during pe-
riods of emotional intoxication. 
I-et us be serious for a moment, and ac-
knowledge that it is not generous or even fair 
to underestimate the educational experiment 
proposed by Mr. Sicher, not is it wise to take 
too lightly the stand that a partnership of the' 
Public School and the Manufacturer should 
be discouraged by organized labor. It must 
other week, with wage! paid, is better for 
poor working-girl than no chance at ali . 
education; and wc must acknowledge with 
sincere appreciation that-a manu facturer, ¿ho 
is encouraging a movement to give factor} 
girls an education, partly at his own;expenie. 
is a good deal above.the average manufactur : 
in intelligence and public spiriti But there-Ü 
another side to this movement tor public vh< 
cation in industry, which this article aims to 
particularly emphasize. While these modern 
public-spirited manufaeturers arc arranging tu 
educate the young employees in their plants, 
these same -young employees arc quietly ar-
ringing to reciprocate by educating their cm 
p'oyers in the factories. The Public Educa 
tionnl movement for underwear manufacturers, 
at the expense of the-^poor working-girl, 1* 
gan when the White Goods Workers went on 
strike this Winter for a living wage and*bv-
ing conditions of labor; and further education 
of the manufacturers, at the workers' expend, 
is now promised by the White Goods Work-
era' Union. If the Union leaders were to In 
interviewed by the" newspapers they won!-! 
modestly admit that they had with great sa-
crifice and expense, already taught a number 
of employers the rudiments of "mental, moral 
and physical hygiene," in the factory; and 
that they hope to follow this up with lessons 
oh ,a more proper expenditure of the profits 
of industry. They aim in time to educate 
employers to spend^a larger proportion oí the 
profits of industry in wages, instead of pro-
viding extravagant younger sons with innum-
erable silk hats and superfluous refreshments 
which lead to the telegraph post, staY-gázing, 
and dreams of a "dawn of tomorrow." 
Iii fact thes? poor working-girls might point 
with pride to Mr. Dudley D. Sicher as on. 
of their'most hopeful pupils, for they have in-
duced him to co-operate with them in 4 mow 
nient which will gradually raise wages so thai 
the grown-up members of a working farmi) 
can afford, to keep the "poor little working 
girl" out of Mr.'Sicher s factory entirely, an<! 
in the regular public school classes where Mie 
will receive, not a special "poor little gírfs 
education but the instruction that the -Board 
of Education decides upon as best for the av-
erage normal child. <-
When the vorking-girl's Public Education 
Plan is completely carried out, Mr. Sicher wl. 
be justified in his hope for "The Brigher I > 
of a Better Day." 
G IRLS of totlayí Give car: Never since time began 
Has come lo the race of man 
A year, a day, an hour. 
So full of promise and power 
As the time that now is here I 
—5. /*. OUlman. 
I*. M. Newman 
YOU AND YOUR UNION 
C O M E of you, or perhaps 
a great many of you, 
think of the Union -as some-
.thing apart from yourself. 
You arc wrong; it is not. 
You< arc part of the Union. 
..You know that each, and ev-, 
cry one of yoti TOGETHER, 
make up the Union. And as 
soó*n as you neglect the Un-
ion in some way or other, you neglect your 
own welfare. 
' ïnaïriiuch as most of the women's unions 
affiliated with the I. L. G. W. U. have only 
been recently organized, it folfows that the 
great majority o'f the members arc as yfct NEY\ 
ht what wc call "Unionism." lint there arc 
ways of learning about this "unionism"' of 
ours. There is a vast amount of literature 
on this subject All libraries contain those 
•valuable books. Get them, and read them; it 
is worth while. But there is one inore way 
irt which to learn the practical side of Union-
ism and that is by attending meetings, and by 
participating in the work of your organiza-
t» '. It is really theie, that you get the nec-
essary experience. And you surely need the 
training, for the development, the progress 
an 1 the strength of the Union depends en-
tirely upon you. Don't forget that! 
Going to a meeting is not enough. You 
mint learn to speak up when things don't go 
the way you think they ought to. You must 
see to it that reports from your leaders should 
be given at each meeting. But don't think (or 
one moment that the leaders arc the Union. 
They are not.* They are your servants. They 
are there to*carry out your will. You, all of 
you together, will have lo learn Io administer 
your own affairs, inslca>l of leaving every-
thing to the leaders, -i 
So please bear in mind once more that you 
are a pari, of the Union. It is up to you, then, 
to make the Union grow and Wossom as a 
rose in Summer, or let it wither as the leaves 
in Fall. I want to hope that you will choose r 
the former instead of the Iati 
Send all communications pertaining to ilm 
department to Pauline M. Newman, ¿¿ Union 
Square, Room J017, New York City. 
. T i IE desire tost 
* their working 
thereby improving' 
conditions, is becoming al' 
most a daily desire with the working people. 
Especially so among the women workers. The 
non-Union girls in the Ladies' Garment in-
dustry of this city know.that there .are thou-
sands' upon thousands of «iris who work on" 
Saturdays until one o'clock only. They know 
furthermore, that heretofore the girls worked 
all day' on Saturdays, and that it is only 
through their Union that they have succeeded 
in shortening their working day. And if yon 
think that the non-union girls don't envy the 





%% T U B LADIES ' G A R M E N T VVORKEH 
'"Dear Union Sisters and Brothers: We.all great necessity of being organized, and having 
want to strike, but our boss will not let-us; a strong Union bade of them, 
send some one to- bring us into the.ljnion. If the Union keep* up its present activity. 
We work all day on Saturday and we don't there is no (Joubt that within a short time it 
get much pay, either.'-'. Now what do you will have under its control the entire Trad» 
say about this?' / 
This post-card, written in a childish hand-
writing, was received in the office of the I. 
L a w. u. 
Of course, we will send some one to get 
them into the Union, but they will have to 
learn how to strike even thoagh their boss 
wilt not let them. No boss will ever Jet his 
employees strike. The beauty of it is that as 
soon as the workers join the Union they cease 
t» fear their bosses. .Organize, and the boss 
will fear YOU, instead of you fearing the 
Iwss. There is the difference. 
L I LU E LEVY, a member of the White Goods Workers' Union, I-oc.il No. to, 
has written a long poem, "The Union -Vic-
tory." Space docs not allow us to publish 
the whole %l it. But « e publish two verses 
of the poem, and we want to hope that all the 
girls who feel they have something to say, 
•will write it down and send it here. 
THE UNION VICTORY 
By Lilli* U v y 
We pass our days in hardest toil 
Busy working day and night; 
Just to enrich our bosses* soil. 
Would we but know our might ! 
We were getting beaten, by policemen 
With their heavy clubs of hickory. 
But we fought as hafd as wc could 
And won a Union Victory! 
The leaders arc trying to organize an Amc-
ican branch of the Union. There are airead;, 
several thousands of Amerfcan girls in 'the 
Union, and it is. necessary (o have a separate 
branch fot'them. We cannot expect them ; o 
come to the meetings where business is ben» 
transacted in Yiddish only. Tlfcrefore let 
every Waist Maker "see to it that the Gentile, 
girls are informed about this new branch. 
Let us hope that the efforts, of the leader* 
in this direction will he crowned with succès:. 
FANNIE DAVIES 
One of the great and loyal soldiers in tht 
White Goods Workers Army of Brooklyn, N. 
Y. Fannie docs not as a rule say much; hut 
Fannie is a thinker and an observer. Fannie 
did some remarkable.work during their recen; 
strike. Girls like Fannie arc an inspiration 
to any one sincerely connected with the labor's 
cause. 
AMONG THE WAIST AND 
MAKERS—Local No. 25 
J SHOULD like every Waist and Dressmak-
* er to read the Report of Brother Polakoff, 
chief clerk of the Union in dealing with the 
Association. (See page 3). 
If his report shows anything it is the won-
derful progress of Local No. 25 in the last 
few months. His Report is encouraging, nay, 
inspiring. 
The total membership is now nearing 
THIRTY THOUSAND! Think of it! Wc 
rejoice to think that thirty thousand'"people, 
mostly young girls,, have at last realized the 
DRES's AMONG THÈ WHITE GOODS WORKERS 
TIE girls of the White Goods* Worker-' Union, Local No. 62, are still busy; not 
alone in the factory, but also in the Union 
An effort has been made to establish an 
English-s peaking branch. The first meeting 
was held at the headquarters of the Women' 
Trade Union League. Those who did noi 
care to come down to the meetings where 
Yiddish only was spoken, will have no e*cus« 
now for not coming to the meetings of t 
Union. Some day you girls will realize fc » 
important it is for every one of you to attet» 
the meetings of your Union. .Let every ( 
/v 
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-OK Ken j 
then :nform-*he American iind English speak-
ing girl» of this newly- fornica branch.' 
The Executive Board of ihe While Good» 
Worker»'.Union ha» decided to issue a Bul-
letin reviewing their strike, anfl the benefits 
derived therefrom. The Bulletin, published in 
three languages—Italian, Yiddish and English 
—will 1K out simultaneously with our May 
number. Get a copy of it, and pass the good 
word along. 
Saturday. July 19th, will be a day of merri-
ment.* On that day the White Goods Workers' 
Union «incelebrate their victory with a pic-
nic at Glcndalc Shutzcn Park. We can al-
ready see the park crowded with thousands 
of girls who, with "music and laughter, will 
till the air." Get ready, for July is. -coming. 
. MARION WHITEFIRD 
Marion was one of the quiet workers during 
the strike of the White Goods Workers. As 
Qiairiady of her shop she attended to her 
dHties Joy ally for six weeks. Marion recently 
remarked that she had learned so much during 
the strike that she would not mind to go. 
¿hrottgh it all over again. It is because of 
her activity in the Ust strike, and "because of 
her desire to learn more about this movement 
oi ours, that she has been elected as a mem-
ber on the Executive Board of the Women's 
Trade Union League. 
Let all other girls who are^not as yet 
in the Union follow the wisdom of Marfan 
AMONG THE WRAPPER AND KIMONO 
WORKERS 
M A X DANISH of the above Union. Local 
No. 4i, is kept busy all the time. Slow-
!>' the Union is taking hold of the trade 
situaffan with a firmer hand. Several hun-
dred new members have been enrolled in the 
! " 1 since their last strike. Of course, there 
&..» lot to be done yet. But the members, 
together with their officers, are doing the best 
they can to organize the rest of the trade. 
All'of the members feel that they have gainçfl 
a great deal through their last strike, and all. 
of them understand now that there is a great 
deal in store for them, if the rest of the 
workers join in the fight for better working 
conditions. 
Fannie Cohen, one of the active members 
of the Union, attributes the victory of their 
strike to the untiring work of Brother S. El-
stein, and Miss Rarmim. We.agree with her. 
And now it is up to the men and women to 
continue the good work. 
To give a chance to all the members of 
the .Union, and all those who arc in sympathy 
with them to meet, and shake hands again, 
the Union has arranged a ball for May 3rd. 
And a good lime is assured. 
AMONG THE CHILDREN'S DRESS 
MAKERS 
E children's Dressmakers' Union, Loral 
No. 50. Iiiivc done «ell to get Brother 
'Elstein to be their manager. Èlstein has led 
the strike and he knows the conditions of ihc 
trade, and is' surety qualified for his position. 
Mere, too, an effort'is being made on the 
part of the Union to organize the-factorics that 
werp not affected during the recent strike, 
hop meetings' are being held daily, and the 
members arc learning the workings of the 
Union. While about it,, let us advise the girls 
to take more interest in the working of the 
organization, it is your&nion,"and you ought 
to know all about it. ] 
Many of you think that you did not gain 
very much through the strike, but when you 
come to think it over, you will find you are 
mistaken. The shorter working day alone tells 
a different story. And if you think you de-
serve more you can get it by helping to keep 
up a strong and powerful Union. This will 
enable you to get more and more each season. 
AMONG THE CLOAK FINISHERS OF 
NEW YORK 
FOUR thousand Cloak Finishers of the Cloak and Suit Tailors' Union, arc now 
organized into a branch of their own. Th= 
branch is known as the "Ladies Branch of 
Local'No. 9.". The purpose of this separate 
branch for the women workers is to arouse 
more interest amongst them. 
We all know that girls feel more at home 
/ 
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among* jtiemselve» than among men. Then 
again, when they meet together with "men. 
they hardly get a chance to exprés* their 
opinion on' question* which concern them. 
The Ladies îïranch now meets regularly, 
and we would lilfe to ask those who attend 
the meeting*, to get more of them to'come. 
It is their own affair, and they ought to, fill 
the hall, instead of occupying just*** few 
chaira-' 
In the- next i*«ie of this Journal, we will 
give" an account of the working* of this, new 
hranch. So watch for the next issue of The 
Ladies' Garment Worker. „> , 
' » * • - • . 
AMONG THE CLOAK FINISHERS OF 
. PHILADELPHIA 
ORGANISER Black of Local Ho. 69. Cloak Finishers of Philadelphia, report* that 
the local is alive and on the job. The finishers 
ought to try and Ret together NOW. so a* to 
he ready for the coming season. You talked 
a great deal of having" "ONE BOSS ONLY." ' 
Well, if you really want to bring this about, 
get into the Union, and there, all together, 
you will surely be in a position to decide as 
to what AT best for yoit. Remember, you can 
do this within the Union. Xow, and not after! 
• * * 
AMONG THE WAIST MAKERS OF 
PHILADELPHIA 
J OCAL 15. the Wai*t Makers of Fhiladcl-
•T-*. phia, has come to life again. Arid we 
earnestly hope'that it is going to remain alive. 
There is enough work to be done among the 
waist makers in Philadelphia. There are many 
in the trade, but not in the Union. What IS 
the matter with Philadelphia? From their 
indifference to their local Union, it almost 
seems as ¡hough they were partners in the 
concerns they work for.- What is it then 
that keeps them back from joining the only 
organization which can give thcrn> better lite 
through better working conditions? 
Why don't you take after your sisters here 
¡ft New York? You arc not better off than 
they were here. Get wise, girls, and join the 
Union! Get the other girls to do the same! 
' 
AMONG THE KALAMAZOO 
WORKERS 
*PI!E girls Of* 1ft* Corset Â'orkeri' Union h 
* Kalamazoo, Mich., are not a bit d U c -
aged even though'they can't proclaim ti •• •• 
recent strike as a victory. But they han 
learned enough during their struggle- to un 
derstand that you can't always win—matcri:il;v 
but that you never,lose otherwise. 
From a letter I have recently received ft v; 
one of the members, they expect, to contíptu 
the boycott on tnc Kalamazoo Corset C 
The girls have bein very successful' in 
Tying on "the boycott in the past, and we feat< 
no doubt but that they will receive the sam 
encouragement from organized labor as tn*y 
have received heretofore. 
It is said that .the Company has raftered • 
great deal financially and otherwise thi0 . 
the boycott, and those of us who have '"<• 
connected with the strike feel that the sootier 
such firms as that of the Kalamazoo Cor* 
Co. are driven out of business, the better tor
 ( 
all concerned. 
Send all communications pertaining to ifaû 
department to Pauline M. Newman, 32-Union 
Square, Room 1017, New York City. -
• * * * 
,MAY DAY is Labor's International Holiday 
and while it has not been legalized by HIP 
powers that be, it has been legalized by LA-
BOR ALL OVER THE WORLD. On fhV 
day I^ibor gathers in every part of the world 
—for it is exploited everywhere—to ninnile ••. 
the SPIRIT of SOLIDARITY which unites 
LABOR. 
On that day I-ahor Organizations and their 
political wing, the Socialist Party, unite ;IM.! 
demonstrate to the world their Strength and 
power. In European countries, the worfcw 
men and womenr stop from work on,ibis 1' 
and parade through the streets «bowing 
world that it is upon them that tl 
depends. B ^ 
Some day, when the Unions in thi* country 
will be stronger and when the working < 
will realize their power, they will all. wi 
exception, celebrate the greatest of all 
I|olïJays— May First. 
THE L 
Local News 
A Ï-Jtdie** Garment Worker»* Building 
T 
tf-tf 
ir ¡dea of a building, llie exclusive p/op^ 
ofriftf H** York Locals'of the I. U G. 
ft*. \'„ is being enthusiastically discusseci at 
all mir main U»cal centers. It is a. project for 
a hofUc built so as to provide suitable office 
accommodation and meeting rooms for Ren-
era! and local put-poses. Already an Associa-
tion of Goak and Skirt Maker* has been 
formed to promote the idea and its member-
(hip is growing day by day. It is generally 
understood that there is no difficulty about 
raising the necessary funds. From the man-
ner in which the idea lias caught on it is 
certain that the desired consummation 
won lw reached. 
A well attended meeting was held in course 
of* this month to bring the idea a step for-
ward, Brother J. Woolf, Manager of the 
Cinak Makers' Downtown office presided and 
explained the necessity of having a house of 
this'kind especially built. " Dr; Isaac Mour-
wich submitted figures'and plans, and showed 
that the annual rent bill paid by the Joint 
Board and its Locals amounted to $¿¿400.-
Our I-ocals are now as firm as a rock and 
a f(hv burglarious safebreakirig* incidents at 
some of their busy offices have given a stimu-
lus jp the idea of a ¿iuilding of their own. 
Joint Board of New York 
* Kv.er since its duties and cares have been 
extended to apply to the entire Cloak, Suit 
ami Skirt Industry and its 50,000 employees. 
the Joint Board has been confronted with the 
problem of "efficiency and dispatch in its own 
"Inuinws." -
The Joint Board is one o( the most demo-
cratic bodies. It consists of five delegates 
froirt each of the eight locals affiliated with 
it, besides its paid officers and business agents, 
mt\oi whom arc elected every six months. 
F*w a deliberative body this periodical clec-
Uflb, coupled with a numerous delegation, is 
(xrluus its greatest defect: But this defect 
« entailing waste of time rather than pc 
yetting ita action. After much, perhaps t 
ich talk, things right themselves in the end 
0«ite recently a scheme of working by com-
-. propounded by its energetic secretary 
*1 i'crlstcin, has been adopted which is des-
to, facilitate its procedure and curtail a 
good deal of loose talk. Some of these com-
mittee* are Ways and Means, Organization. 
Office and Hall, Grievance, Finance and Board 
of Directors. The new committees have al-
ready been organized and have brought in 
their first reports. The new departure prom-
ises to prove a great success. 
V 
nt Board of Sanitary Control 
It-acts from April lìulletin). 
work of the Joint Board of Sanitary 
Control has been extended by inclusion of the 
ven to eight hundred shops of the Dress ' /* 
and Waist Industry. The'enlargement of the Isl 
scope of the work of the Board neccsiitated/v/ 
ti reorganization 
At a meeting recently held the Board was 
reorganized as follows: -
t. Representatives of ihc Cloak and Skirt 
Makers' LTnii>n -A. Rosenberg, President of. 
the . International Ladies' (¡arment Workers" 
Union; Prof. L A. Hourwkh, Clerk of the 
Union. • 
%-. Representative* oí the Cloak, Suit and 
Skirt Manufacturer-*',.ProtectWe Association--
Max Meyer, of A. Heller & Co.; E . J . Wile. 
of-It, J. Wile & Co. 
3. Representative-* " í the. Dress and VVSîsl 
Manufacturer-*' Association---SainueJ Floer-
sheimcr, of Samuel l*'|oer**lu*imcr & Ufo. : 
J. J. Goldman, of the Goldman Costume Co. 
4.' Representatives of the Ladies' Waist and 
Dress Makers' Union— $. I'olakoff, A, Báron*., 
S. Representatives of the Public—Dr. Wí 
'fia m Jay Schicffclin, Chairman of the Board 
Dr. Henry Moskowitz, Secretary; Miss Lillian 
D- Wald. 
Counsel for both Manufacturers 
linns"-—Julius Henry Cohcn. 
Counscl for Itoth Unions—Meyer 1-ondon, 
Dr. George M. Price ha« l>een appointed 
Director'of the reorganized Jo 




tere has been great improvement withi 
the last two year,* in the fire protection of the 
shops in our industry. We have succeeded ¡11 
removing a large number of sn"ops from 
buildings without fire, escapes or other 
T H E LADIES* GARMENT WORKER 
fectivc in fire protection. We have also- suc-
ceeded in placing new fire escapes on a large 
number of buildings in which our shops arc 
located. There'have been a large number of 
new drop ladders, provided; the number of 
shops in which the doors were opening inward 
has been reduced from 91.36 per cent, to 4Ì-27 
per cent 
Wc have also succeeded in compelling all 
shops," with the exception of 04, or 5.22 per 
effect that-every district office shall stilimi; • . 
the locals a list of candidates who-arc capai.! 
of settling prices ar)d each local shall -<•!• 
from this list ityc number of persons refluirti' 
The rccoriimciidation has been referred to • 
locals for 'approval. 
San Francisco Cloak Makers, Local No. 8 
Wc arc* informed that Solomon Garfiña!, 
cent, to provide a sufficient number of fire ''Organizer of Local So. 52, of Los Angele», 
buckets. 
•The principal light which we have made was 
in compelling owners of shops to widen the 
aisles lending to fire escupes and ihe aisles bc-
twecn machines. 
We have also succeeded in having a large 
'number of court» and other places, into which 
the lire escapes were leading, to be so im-
proved as to give a >afc exit to, the workers 
in case of fire. 
In view of the fact, however, that over 50* 
per cent, or 26,465 workers in our industry 
are, working on and above the sixth floor, null 
4,568, or 8J1 per cent, alwvc the twelfth floor, 
we cannot justly claim that the lire dangers 
have been removed from our industry. This 
condition, however, i» one which wc cannot 
possibly control. It is due to the location of 
the industry in the loft zone, and will only be 
improved after drastic bills proposed by the 
New York State factory Commissjoti will be-
come laws, and will be enforced Iry the proper 
authorities." 
Cloak Operatori, Local No. 1 
There is no permanent wage scale board in 
the Cloak Industry similar to the one created 
by the Protocols in the Dress and Waist, 
Wrapper and Kimono and Children's Dress-
makers' industries. The settlement of prices 
every season on new style garments has al-
ways been attended by difficulties and incon-
veniences to employer and employee. 
Certain propositions have been brought for-
ward a few months ago for creating some 
kind of expert machinery to facilitate this 
periodical "collective bargaining," but the pro-
positions have not proved acceptable to alt 
parties, 
Local No. 1 has now submitted a recom-
mendation to the Joint Board regarding a 
new mode of selection of price committees, 
which is an improvement on past methods. 
Of course, it Is to apply to the employees 
only, for the employer is generally able to 
lake care of his interests. This is to. the 
sent by the International to assist the kv,! 
in San Francisco, has duly arrived and b:iv 
done mucb good.' I It,has addressed meeting, 
succeeded in settling several disputes with 
employers and has also heen looking inV 
sanitary conditions of the shops. Organic r 
Garfmkcl will soon return to Los Angele* 
where he is located, but b c W'II »" '' 
visit San Francisco again, if necessary. 
Cloak Tailors and Finishers, Local- No. 9 
Almost all our locals have made «penal 
preparations to celebrate the International La-
bor Holiday, May 1st, and to participate; irr 
the grand annual parade. Local NV :• 
ma'Ie a great effort to have most of its t 
members march in line and has arranged %, 
a special contingent for the thousand* ><i its 
women mcmltcrs- If weather conditions per-
mit, the contingent made up of our locaU will 
prove the most imposing ever witttes 
Secretary Guyer announces that the Quar-
terly financial statement ending March. 
to be published, will bring its treasury up 
very nearly to the $100,000 mark,. The Local 
has also within the last three months donateti 
considerable sums to the many strikes in 
egress in and out of this City, including S: 
the stlk strikers at Paterson, X. J. 
Cloak and Skirt Makers of Brownsv 
Local No. 11 
S. Metz, recently appointed as Manager 
the Brownsville office, under the control of 
the New York Joint Board, reports thai there 
are many evils in the shops of that district 
The main evil being that the employers, mosiîr 
contractors, themselves operate the macnitits 
contrary to rule and 20% of the employers ate 
sub-manufacturers (a new species of employe* 
invented to evade Protocol conditions 1 ••-'-• 
employ no cutters, but cut the cloth : 
selves. Then manager Metz found upon a*-
vestigation. that the work prices are to carts 
to 30 cents lower per garment. AH tf»s 
ce&sitatcs vigorous action and the Joint Board 
T H E 
i, dcîcrmined to take it with a view to re-
moving the evils. 
Raincoat Maker», Local No. 2 
Local reports show that unemployment is 
rife i« this industry, in spite of the recent 
heavy rains. Both employers and employees 
arc trying to account for the chaotic state of 
employment in various ways, but the truth is 
that even this industry ï s subject to changes 
in styles. The present unemployment may. 
therefore, be. ¿uc to the extinction of a cer-
tain style. Thus it is stated, that the "rubber 
service," or "calender garment," at which some 
2,000 operators had found employment, has 
completely gone put of style, throwing these 
people out of work. Another and
 1 perhaps 
more potent cause is the demand for cheap-
ness » -i the manufacture of "shoddy" to sup-
ply that demand. As a rule the public does 
not know the quality of the clothing it buys 
and the deception practiced by some retatilcrs. 
may have much to do with the suspicion ano* 
distrust of the public in the better class gar-
ment made by the. members of our Local No. 
ax Hope is cenfered on the month of June, 
the In-ginning of the Fall season. Meanwhile, 
the one desire of tne raincoat makers is to 
have a Cenerai Strike so as to introduce some 
uniformity into workprices. 
Skirt Makers* Union, Local .No. 23 
In view of the advent of the slow ¡season, 
die Local Executive has issued an order to all 
shop chairmen and members to arrange for 
the equal division of work among all the em-
ployees, whenever there is not enough Work 
to go around. At present this arrangement in 
¡he cloak shops is quite voluntary, depending 
upon iliP good will of the shop chairman and 
first class employees, and it is necessary for 
tin: local authorities to give strict orders for 
its enforcement, in order to save many an 
employee from a miserable pittance and the 
mental and physical pain attending it. Thus 
selfishness is eradicated by strict union disci-
pline. 
WaUt Maker.' Union, Local No. 25 
The April Bulletin of the Joint Board of 
Sanitary Control reports that with the inclu-
sion of the dress and waist industry in the 
i'<t's jurisdiction the total number of shops 
e inspected •and in which standards must 
1 forced will exceed 2,500 with an approxi-
mate working force of 75,000 persons. 
The first general inspection of the dress and 
waist industry was begun on the 17th of 
March. "The inspection has been, made by 
seveo inspectors, three of whom belong to the 
regular staff, while the other four have been 
recruited from a very competent staff of in-
spectors formerly belonging to the New York 
Slate Factory Commission, 
•'The list of shops furnished by the Dress and 
Waist Manufacturers' Association embraces 
about 700 shops, most of which are located in 
the loft district. Inspection has been made on 
the same cards used for the cloak and suit 
industry. Inspection of 700 shops was com-
pleted 'in 11 days. 
A complete report giving the results of this' 
general inspection wilj be published in the 
form of a separate bulletin. 
Cloak Pretiere, Local No. 35 
The voting on the question of introducing a 
tuberculosis fund has resulted in the proposi-
tion being carried. The sections are now dis-
cussing the rules and'-regulations to govern 
the way the expenditures arc to be made from 
this fund. The members arc beipg taxed a 
dollar each, which when collected would bring 
in some $8,ooo or $9,000. This would place 
the fund on a very linn foundation. 
The Joint Board of Sanitary Control is in-
terest eu1 In an insurance scheme applicable to 
the entire industry. The idea ¡s that the manu-
facturers should be equal contributors to this 
fund. It is4 intended that the director, Dr. 
Price, should make a trip abroad for the study 
of the whole matter of tuberculosis insurance, 
and its practical methods of administration in 
Germany. 
At present a Tuberculosis Clinic ha; 
established in connection with the Board in 
its Office, where quite a number of "persons, 
who arc sent from the Unions and the man-
agers and from various shops, are examined 
daily. 
Wrapper and Kimono Maker», Local No. 41 
Miss Fannie M, Cohen, one of the active 
members of the Union, writes: 
"Until the recent strike only the,conlractors* 
establishments have been controlled by the Un-
ion. The Protocol agreed on with the Manu-
facturers" Association as a result qf the strike 
has been extended to some of the largest con-
cerns in the trade of New York as well." 
"One of the main factors which led to the 
victory of the strike was the harmony pre-
, 
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vailing among the strike leaders. A tribute 
must be paid to S. Elstcin who was appointed 
by the International Union to bring order out 
oí the chaos, that prevailed in the first day* 
of the strike and who succeeded in his task. 
With him was associated H. Klein, the local 
organizer and the members of the strike com-
mittee who have done much to maintain the 
confidence of the strikers." * 
"Mention must also be made of that fear-
less and brave contingent of the strike army—' 
the pickets. When I think of the sacrifices 
pí our young girls while on picket duty, 1 am 
not at all surprised at the successful results," 
"I shall never forg'cl Sophie Bollotin, who 
after returning from jail where she was locked 
up for 72 hours for picketing, went back to 
picket duty the very same day. Eva Maisel 
was prevented from attending to her picketing 
by being put under a $300.00 bond to keep the 
peace for six months, after a jail sentence of 
48 hours." 
"Our thanks arc due to the International 
Union and its affiliated locals for their finan-
cial assistance. We also think with gratitude 
of Miss Gertrude Barnum and Miss Alice 
Chown who rendered much assistance." 
"Wc shall never forget the hard work done 
by the cutters who for five weeks stood shoul-
der to shoulder with their-sisters the operators, 
and shared in all the duties in the picket line 
and elsewhere." / 
"Our Local is arranging a Hall for Saturday, 
May 3rd, al Tammany Hall, in celebration of 
the victory. This will give a good opportunity 
to the members of Locals No. 10 and No. 41 -
to'meet together and exchange fraternal senti-
 ( 
ments and renew the friendships. Prior to this, 
however, wc hope to meet on May Day which, 
for the first time in the history of our Union, 
our members will be free to observe this year.*' 
Further information reaching us from offi-
cial sources tells that the employees in the 
Wrapper and Kimono shops have- Required 
a spirit of independence, in the knowledge that 
the Union is their great protector. Perhaps it 
is due to this fact that a better spirit prevails 
likewise among the employers. 
For additional improvements in their con-
ditions the hopes of the employees arc cen-
tered on the Wage Scale Board whose re-
port is expected in about two months. The 
poor conditions of the industry prior to the 
strike make a further increase in their pay a( 
certainty.' 
r 
The Grievance Board is working very 
and 90%- of the cases coming before it |.. 
so far been dccïde.d in favor of the \ 
Particularly beneficiaV is the clause \ 
Protoçol^hat no-strike should be resorti 
in .the contractors' shops before Ihe dj 
is submitted to the Board of Grievances, 
a result' of this arrangement the I>K;I! :• 
secured a'number of bloodless victorien. ||Cr« 
is a striking example of the system that had 
formerly prevailed. A boss punished hî$ !: ! 
ian workers for not coining to work on lìaster 
Monday by taking off ten per cent, of their 
pay. The matter" wtes submitted to the Griev-
ance Board and the Board dccided^ayain.t 
hi 
\ 
Chicago Cloaltmnkci-í, Local No. 14 
Recent advices from the windy city (ell of 
the good progress made m the last few mooilw 
by the Cloakmakcrs' Union, Local No' 44 
The Union now rests on a much firmer 'inond-
ation than ever. It has now some 600 mem-
bers and a treasury of a $1,000.00. It main-
tains business relations with all the inapuia.: 
lurcrs of the Northwest side and there arc 
six important union shops in the Loop \> 
tricl. The most encouraging signs ci the 
good progress in Chicago arc that the mem-
bers ¡ire well disciplined, comply with the I 
cisions of the Union and the employer** fre-
quently visit the Union Office. Yes, the Chi-
cago Cloakmakcrs arc ''alive and kicking." 
* 
Cincinnati, 
The members of our Cincinnati 
63, 85 and 98 have been hard hit by the 
vastation wrought by the recent floods in 
region and early last month a good deal 
suffering among them had been reported, A* 
reported in the proceedings of the G. E. 1{ 
sessions at Philadelphia, the Board rendere 
financial assistance in relief of the sufferera 
Otherwise, Brother Fromcr, the BUSÏÎH'Ï 
Agent of the Joint Board of that city. rep¡ 
good progress. The Locals are in good M 
and the membership is increasing day by 
Recently one of the largest and hardest sii 
in the city, known as the "impossible s 
has been organized and 60 members hav 
added to the ranks and this without sin 
or other troubles. Brother Fromer lm> 
'tcmatic way in dealing with employer-' ; 
adjustment of shop disputes amicably, 
giyes the locals permanence and staying : 
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This Style-Six Twenty Nine 
(A STORY) 
Ir <¿KKTHI !>l; DAUNI M 
• , ' : -
We were against a wax figure in a shop 
window, shoddily dre&scd, and bearing a.lag, 
'-This style $6.20," 
"I know plenty of girls just like that wax 
lady," said my friend Edna. "If you, took 
them, .clothes and all, for $6.29. they would be 
dear at half the price," 
Edna was practically "sore," as she expressed 
it. because a social secretary at her factory had 
been giving talks that took up part of the noon 
hour on the subject of "saving* money." "It 
would makeyou hot lo see the way those six-
pcr-wc^c girls answer like lambs when she 
asks how much they pay for their shoes and 
¿lockings.' They're a cheap show, alright. 
Any one can pull a string and make 'em spin-
round and round." 
The window wax-lady maintained a fixed 
smile in spite of the ignominy of her position 
as^shc turned on her pivot to exhibit a cheap ' 
liât and the fit of a cheap gown. Her figure, 
with ils wasp-like waist, was twisted into a 
kangaroo pose, and her outstretched anus 
sccnicd to appeal to be-taken at any price. 
"She i¿ the dead image of Rose, in our shop," 
Edna continued. "The forelady could unscrew 
Rose's head and she'd just smile on, making 
goo-goo- «yes. There's Mollie, too. Violile 
wobbles her hips and pokes her elbows out for 
all the world like that Mollie's a sign ! She 
thinks all New York goes outdoors for the 
purpovc of getting a look at he r And Ethel— 
say, Ethers no bargain at Ç6.29. She'd be sent 
t a d if.any one bought her at that in a mad 
moment. Ethel would fade in the wash, she 
would. Cheap bunch, the lot of them! I wish 
you could see them swallow that social secre-
tary dope. Ugh 1" 
Thai evening I took Edna to a meeting at 
the Mat Trimmers' Union to show her a class 
of virls who do not wait for others to tag 
them with a price—a class of girls who cannot 
be wound up by a little key of flattery and 
made lo go contentedly round and round like 
wax figures twelve hours a day—a class of 
> - with will-power behind their pink checks, 
an open their mouths and put a price on 
Ives, and a good price, too. 
•We used to b t on the bargain counter our-
it!
*<^" the plucky president told Edna. "For 
months each year we would work from 7 A.^ M. 
to^:#> P. M. at the shop, and then takç a few 
hats home for fancy work. That trick soon 
finished up all the work, and (hen we would 
wait around in slack time like one-legged Iwg-
gars with tin cups until they would oblige us 
w,ith an occasional scrap of work, or set us to 
teach apprentices, who would work cheaper the 
next season and cut our prices. I'm Knglish-
born myself, with trade-union blood in my 
veins, so I thought it was about time to organ-
ize. We started the first meeting with scvcp_ 
girls m a park, and little by little we got them 
all. In the lieglnning some of the American-
born used 10 Mtink themselves too high-class 
for the foreigners, and we had a go with those 
nobbies for a while. But the other day the 
.superintendent Wanted to bai; an Italian girl-for 
nothing, we called a Jshup meeting, voted 
straight, and. the girl stayed. She .was sur-
prised herself. 
"W'c average $12 the year round, never 
working more than. from 7:3o to 5. In non-
union shops, finishers won't average more than 
$5 the year round, sometimes working into all 
hours of the night. We have written agree-
ments, minimum wage, limited apprentices, and 
a few thousand dollars in our treasury ban 
for strikes." 
Edna sighed deeply. "Our bunch would 
never stand for a union," she said. "They're a 
collection of wax works." 
"Take a look at the meeting," replied the 
President of the hat trimmers, waving her 
hand toward the audience. "They're just 
plain, cvery-day girls like yours. All you have 
lo do is to wire them for electricity, keep up 
the curro», and make the connection.'' 
Next day Edna was laying wins in her 
tory. "We'll get a lattery under that social 
secretary," she remarked next time we met, 
"and some of these days'will he moving day 
for her. I have a few of our wax works on 
the wire already." she went on. "Their heads 
arc whirling with ideas. They have begun to 
wiggle their toes and wave their arms and wink 
one eye. We'll ge! the complete circuit ¡n time 
and then V e will print a few union-made tags, 
and they will not read 'This style 56.29"' 
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DM$D lis jwrra» :im«n 
*»5ya H m ,»*3nin o$un oy ?-iyD"3ïR 
1ÌK ly^pyfiD'îlK îyX3R3 pR v i i^ WT D , n = 
p« »T |HR v t jyny»a lyo^a-iR i jyfcjr 
... ...îïrvxvnpB p^K 
.DyDsnnya vD^tpiRa "-¿"iz* nyîflK 
Diya^yb^R DU |ya»i -îyD^anR yoo"D H ÎR 
n»an-$ya nm nni tR .lynyotriUD iy 3iaya 
*3TW DCnV3 ìy i$ ,"iyDy3nR 18 DTERIDt? 
yDorwo H IRE pypn"n M*H :w "IVD 
D W J H .oanyj Renos ny PU
 #B»PJU"5P 
njn D'2 r^ R w D3y5 iy IR ,ny opnipa 
nyo^aiR nm jyii ,iyo"y ya^tjs» pc DD*U 
îlPDyiyorR v:"T îy38DKnyE ou ^PRD oyn 
-;y:*'R cm PR ny tR ,ü3"oya D$n"ïy tvn 
rftarrSya njn ÎR pit/marrSya pn ne nino 
-vn D'nyo"3iR oyn D'D pnb DURI |yp 
t3"X yaum '1 ny^tj: ">1i ny cçii oytî-n 
-nyn iyü"3iR nyn .pyiiR s ; ^ I ' W P K 
- " n y : " i D'IÎJ m IR ,OU •& pw onyoc 
r5R w V ' ttfyDss* ,|«i Du. i j t fRrcytm 
-ma nytrs'n » y:yvyp PR n»3rr5ya D"3 3$ 
-^y3 n PR 1R11 DJ'Vl .D"3ïR |«J PB D'D 
nia » »i lyniiTi tyeyu PR ,PU$$ ïC'nan 
ÍJO»inyaBMR IVat$n " ï DRII ."-iK»ya oyT D*D 
^ Ï iyo"3iR IR ÎR
 fü;ycn:y28 a n iyay; 
? tyiyn o:"Eya rjnip ou 
W PR oy ÎR ,iyp:jnyj îx *Ri3 PR oy 
-?N¡nyD"3iR lio Dpy^B P'K jynya ou 
j y n » DU l y ^ i Et<na-*5ya yi m «ryiya 
ay^iv " Ï ijnyn D$ . D Ì IR fïinftwya .ntfip 
-E'iR " I lyno D$ ,0$ ÎR ; ovawn oui 
lyjynDDjnjiD .nnino lywnaRE ijnyn 
pR DER"IP pM pnn yvyiya ys^yts |y:«t 
DU iy3»t cnjnuropyEURD yi:yByiDy3 H 
|y i " t " t .DinypiyD .iyi»nys D V ^ R H 
t'R lyni^ n »t D^I I >"ii .ïjniiiiya nya»n 
i n » ïySmwyiiR DBnsiya aanj'n iyn . 
o^B3 5DD lyouyw» " t lya^n iiny^-iyE 





nyo^mB-jjnse c*na ^ p r« pvi;; jj¡ 
' .jyT-sfenctr eu 
-;'R PR D"3iR iy;yv. im*onjn3«3yc * 
yytwopy'ipB R ovoiifiy", bipbpniaiin 
oy TR ,UR3¿$ I*K iie ,D ,^D'cnyTiy- |t 
ix ci'na-^ya IRE ^^yiya;iR p-; i|ït 
"oyyaiyii IRE nyo^siK vyi -wvtwj-
D«T PR D'^ps^pnm nyn PR «ya'RniR' t«¡< 
-DD"3"R y3H:yDtr ,BÍ iy wywsç» ' ¡i< 
Dpytj-iB ny i ?«E yx .OKKDC pe wiv; 
n^an-Jya i j n y oyn ,iyiyi* l í bsw^ çyiv 
~y,t$ ¡jn^ERnDtr -iyD"3-iV< IR Djni ww 
jnyays .oy^TT'ii y3"t PE jyonys^ymrw 
' s D'D DM*IR D^na-^va H lyrn- ,\\: 
n»#a ly^yn i1» ,DI Í I I „ ." ípyxv ivprrr^ 
D»nii ! iri'DinDB? lyo^a-iR IR IWÍP o ;^ 
I:IR "3 nrrR oy« yD^yi y3?yn ! Ecpv-
"?iy¿ny33í |y$yn ' ¡ í r r 
D3iny3EMR Din jyayii iy:"t ip^y 3jr. 
t. ,D*3Bn .DnviD*?yi»í: n | ìB*D»i t i^a; i . 
pB'DyDD'D nyi PR DI^HD ya'icT n pK ;i< 
ùu ' ^p ynp5 R IRE -lyo^aiR^iy-^îï-ar 
.D?yp'iiD:y pi$w 'J*T 
nyownpyo nyi
 r ro^DnRa .n -IPD?ÇH 
33iay3Vyry3 lysyn yD'oup o r cen ~ r PC 
-l$DnR3 Î 'R 33R) *|ynttcm3'R"5yiíf3 ,-í PH 
•y^ na iiR inRifs PE' PÍM^P " in -pue -"es4 
"i^ DpyEURD DD"ii pR Djm H IRE ava;V" 
DP'cyanjn3R3RB Dtjn (íyB»'R»WíPR E T 
DìJPlWDpyD^RD H W lynBÍlpTS V"*"-^ 
-^yiì PR jnoonj'R-^jntfa "iyy:»a "V 
" t Diyn^D PR ,mo5iy c»jn» *>V3 PR "W ft 
.yyiy3-Dpy^nB lyiyn lysya jyEssyp « ' "« 
-a^linyn Dyn D3yoï3yoB"iy3iîi$TiV"="1<.' 
^ys H îySyiu ^yD^ifiy oyt?RiD0 *,u«uw 
"D"DD PltJ1 V3 PB tyDlDD'HR ^«i =*'-
oyii D^ii :D3^ty3 D ^ I I iy:"R v* •'x 
...?pnD tRT í|yay3 nyD»3iR ww-*¿w* 
yis l^Ra in^R ,D5RH oy »w Dnyor-i'^ ""^ 
: 
ï|ft:'t-ff:Se£ 
nyp"Wi BayD-i&s on«* ijn 
ítnnPi #c*n cm* ...ORTO D'; ifra \»p 
?Dfï PK P-^ fitti T*6 D$" «VB ** B3JTIC 
B*ii D»; 'i DD n^ cvn ny PK — VK ^R$ 
;¡C¡— D'MÌ T* ,#3$ T*' .Oljriyj» 3KÍ1 ?p« 
¿•«riyjD'nrt v o PB-OM'D'D n lyasn 
yi^ñw W^V» "-"O ,rWWDDVi:iE pK 
pnp*< â pK .¡nw p'R pK oten l'K ?e-'3 
tnwi V* ¿ÎWWJ TD W R oyn aÍD'u 
ijrt jwraon» oyv. *HPBB> H pa sa p#a 
VK i iwnyj *t ix Deny y i I»R âm W 
syn ?K .o;jny5w ^o K ó"* lyi p« 3«n 
Mh -T« =«n /"iVOVB„ jy^usn oyT up8sy3-
¡r: DSR "*K 'K cip ,MíyDyQ„ pe K*K t'K 
vcFYñ .}inv~i ü;yp W R *R P'R tfiRii 041 
DÍ^ Í ",jn PK DSI ?PR- D81 DK11 1ÌVK 
•CC *!«* » V B'3 tiTK .t9K'"D'1JÚR&K 
?TKHyf-DrKa s ¿*n *pR ,i8c">y¡rtf nyo 
¿í^ nnjrt PK .jyay3 v'R ny no ! ïye»"Q-
.a;; V'K ny IVP IVSKOD PK .-IÍVK Diyn 
CSU .TMTCÍ? ,ì«l P» KiK PK OBI—tBp*3 
w53 V'K iyp V .jyBRDD o1; IKD iyo 
'Ì1K 1V2R .DBSOD P'*R WR \V)\ ,|yfiKtDD 
D'J T'K iy |yp .D'^ tDBBDD "1.TK MI 338? 
V¡ WR bsisn ny:R ^Bt p»R IBB .lyBKOD 
H""BK 8 iyr«o ix $>»3
 (*pí DM : jye-'nas 
! irowao e c o DpypB" DR*Ï nyeo ¡y;y; 
"«* D«n ,ÎPD'nDMKiyDE'iy3>lK""îyT ?KI 
•fysifR B»J c»#i 'tsciin "in*K ny3K ! ! P K 
BBn«3 w « .ayn ins rny;ya yi o:yp TTK 
;'K - .¡Kti^ ^EjBEK Q3'KE cyi |ynn "11; 
s D3WD IBI ,BKP PK «y ^«* üiyu nyoso 
...D"p vj-. íysBn iif : K ^ Í K O 
.-ï w n o jny»no « ^ K I ,¡y2y^ ^«t ppt-^pi, 
V^P,D»F "V.Ï PE tolmpM 8 (^<C TK pK 
—D*a « 3<; v « -Doay-iBv-s o*c ivayí 
"W2'K D^*S i»t Dnyaix oy ! py-;: ayo 
"*yo;iK "yi vo iy D382 ! ijny*5a y?» 
.i|*a y^yiy?; s DIÎ VK «n¿l mrcshi 
B"I8 .ninra ,t»myj ora n : ^ « ;«: 
•ya ¡'3K; r.v 0"i: «snes ,o-y. nycyiE 
b o Dypya'x n llDinPo |JD»W TK 3^n 
|¿3«n D y^p'B H .D3y?r D1: TIK — j*oy 
^ K a«n ¡ya'aiyB xy?pt3cnE "is; ¡yiiy; 
yo^BP n D'3 pK ".ya ^yryr; K ^ S ; D»S 
iy^iiD'? K Kpn—;;nyn Ü^C DKO^DKS 
! 01; i s : ,K^Ó ! ü'p oipa ay "ha #3K0 
iyn pK ,DBB s M; Ms ,a"n8 T O T K aip" 
? y^o»3K v'^V -5*t bnim ^yca»—E»ÍP 
'V-.^P *i D'ô pitr »t Ó5m ...^D R,«pr¡ 
nyi ,-Ï»D "¡«e |yon«u »i pK ,e"0 era 
IÍHK oyn .^y^ays D^ o \vvptf va 't D;;K^ 
"íycpB^ -.yr^Biì K W ptw '« : |M*nti ?,«" 
B»«B*$ K "isa 'ÍKT Í'K DST ^ a y a ' D ' o 
PH-JWPKDD*Í'K'3 8 y;"c -.ysK Í^ K ? ?3Kc 
•Dyi3 n i^EK-iyay ,n e:«í .psuo^K^a p« 
ÍX ïpK ri80 .^y^ya B'D fyepsi* b*vaa yo. 
,iyi",8 Dní O:>BB 8 3«n^nt
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»D'; 
Ï PK 
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.:.pyii8 ^ i m PK T « D"W ."VD^ T * r» 
TttM 8 iini^nv: *TW—VP* 0">y5p CKV. ^ i ; 
3«n VM ? i'» P«H ; ^yoitay; « PK iy i 
*V^3 o¿8B cy pK .isoiytro Djn t » n " $ w 
oppr*-*inK v o W3 58» îyc :38te")8E » 
•^T V K ini .o"iyiì ciín. |P0BP3W jyD838o 
PK ,J*1*l»f 0'3 pá V * m
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-y; v e o*n CI^Í: ¿ P V K oy-, ivrn ¡8 3"n 
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•DMiK o;yo»xy3 ^?r 08" ¡IN »»5 TSK* 
...Dîsny; 
"3 Dun'c Dtfii v o &")8'o ,WK D;"Í 
!D'J VIK BBP 8 ÎÏMKII D 8 " ï yowix n*ó 
n w ' i i 3 ,np3ipn 8 lyr.y; T « Í '3 DBEC 8 
, I 8 O W D \vm i i ; v o DD>TT»PB oy .o»; 
K o c o ^ n !ny;"K TIKE i%na BD»TPWE 
,0*3 Bijn iyo D^ín»B apijri 5KT IUO ,pijfi 
.lynyi e*3 ior8^ ,pw iyn VK TK ,*IID nix 
»?«n »Ktfn ? WK Di»n J m u i"p ¿*«í2 
pa T « own ,yt3D3ny D^'j'yiiy; ctp pie? 
W3 atfrrvK .03310*0 H PE iy;8Pcy3D*i« 
0 Ì 0 Mïy3"D„ 3«n V K .DKfiy: ny3iy ÊKCR 
-«nsyyaiya'K ¿ y ono DIX iy»c* T W P vi 
; *m*K 03yo ,iinyn DP D;PO IB'K .|y¡? 
—331ü'Q-BKtJ» 8 v e íV38n .BITÍ »nn ' 
ny; 3« Tjn DEH .p?8D « ipa>K $ÁMtni3 
Di — IP 03ífÍ — 1PT13 : IKOnyCO"EKLM 
cysy \V2V¡ « oy3"K ¡pny* PE DD^B ri P K 
: VO TK 038*10 .183 H "3 ÎPî"5 IX 
T1K TK K ¿8Î V 0*3 OKinBB ,PD"0y38O 
-jrvna y?8 i1» TO î»npoc .jysy;} 8 lyrse 
8 - M I — v r iyony3 -va pk *ftt3 n DIIK 
D"n v « Pw .íyc3Kn2 y?yo'3 8 ijfii ,*»P*2 
oyn 3yiE 8 I^K 3'3 .?yDey3ty 8 I5¿P3 T C 
D381 ?iyo"3ix opsy pK nyBjnaiyD;iK 
H'K ! "iyn8 oeip ! D3"t in^K Dtjii ,1^8 : iy 
-^yjnfi pB D^yoti'ysîïf C Ü 8—PI? 8 3*3 
D*ni n.TK Dyn PE ! niaíon T 3 ! tyo 
DDI?3 :n« ny"K 1^3 o^n l|«ÍK ni^: 
PK Dy>y3'X ¿yp^npscHB ^poyn ,33npn 
,DyD"DKB PD?8P ,"UÍD"8 ,nP?P,DC' ,3'DP 
•8Q ,cí»yp*s ,óyp:*DD Jí¿yxí»8ty3 '¡c&syyftvt 
i D'3 DB11 JiK f ^  DyP8tl3 PDT3JH 
VD DBM^ r:y"Btr H ÌK ,O^TD-IPI 3i^ n . ^K 
DPI 3P-ÌB 8 o^my^aiy t|>n 3*3 ¿MB pe 
: iy o:*! ? iponp3 typ'o : nyoy^iyt^iK 
IVO T « D381D ?ü*3 fyP'D ,]V1 W-
n
 #*nfO\m — ai*n q r DP: ñ« iá 
PK iyD5«npa *pi T« -T. W ; .z'7-ví: 
^I» ' » ï»8 5pt 38* TK f 3
 (lf3ffi I"K 
o:vw pw "1 38" TK Dy; pvrr.y;;*-* 
TK 1811 ¡1K ,!P338;y3 P3 VN ^ 1 8 .":"i<. 
p»K pK . po ten? ; T 8 3BH , ï ï ;^n-; . r : . 
""P '3VD ;D>*p n iys8"i" ix : V Í T K ;;-' 
nm y>8 pK—iyc*"t:,£3tíEE8 u:*íí-.¡r. 
Difii ix : D;P"IB T?Î»K| .D383 PK ;^Ü 
183 ?imK osyiE ,iïjnDP3 cf}- -• 
18E ?853 , ,8 IPa»$pW Vt 3KB T** .* 
r - | " t Dp« DÎT iy3y; DPH m: ctp.
 ;r%.r, 
7808 ^ ,a T 8 r t ! onyn 8 iyr : • 
•nyirD Tjn ni i"K T » IPB p8 is 
P-8 ".ys-K ! STD"DD : ?8*B': -
IPí-81 DBII:8B .y3^yt H - : 
! ? D1811 8 ¡pony; D*: T .-: 
'K118 plC.iy D3,,(Î2 Ci** 
#iyX3ip I"p »'3 T 8 r 
Í IPIPTIX ]$ 3"n ¡ÍK 
nn»« ! P81- D'D—-¡y-
pK DtPDYX ^H "IP 
>PD'3K VK DIP Y . 
•"E s m IP3PV í>' 
-•yii lipxyìpyr I I _ 
¡Dt^ ii ,0*; or*M r; ¿ "in "y P.K 
V8 — V18 ;-. -
•J-; oip 
- ; : ; - n D811 :_> 
!«r* 
«»•• '^'* 
-IX 0i*8B « 3^-U 
/nB»y3 a *v rpwni íwy; 
PK yp8D .^ : < inw» V« - " " 
T8 ,onyt np *, « IP^v; ;>'"' ; Í< 
—1PC8H r » ' o rw 8 iy »'3 .t-v; -iyEo:íí T« 
PK ! H3D 8 ,DXP' : VO T « P2»"10 ! Í'8" D ' ? 
.nyoc T 8 P« ! p m c o :~y a' — 
¡8 0380 : l i n n s 8 nyo3iK :»t s 
18 ^80 TK : W 3*t -iVtro ü';v: »* •«* 
-nyt'o nyn m 'n'K njln .".y^o BÇW S r ™ 
n u .0'8^5,8 i'« ^ : a : i ? ï î ¥ î : 
,nyt TK •t ,= T 8 038no—?"> Ü: 
nyipn3838 PK 38 T* opn ISsiyt^ 
.8 : T D V8 »38no : ¡8o - t r a ;''-" 
183 ! D380y338 8*1 TK 38" yp''-'~~ *•&? 
Ivi Dip—iy3P3iyo3i8 Tt \vr;\'"~'¿'^ 
p« onyn iKoiy^o ipn ,nyt T « •rv'-'-" "^ 
,l8onyro ny"3 nyi 038t i « ™ c < - s 
I 
nypitfi' wytriw D*T^ njn 
• • 
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jyDJ^'iy^ .C ¡IS • 
• 
v>) ww oy T « >«* DIVÌSE 
r¡?; [jro ,iyunsEEMK w r a v*»toyitiu 
,M
*18 Hpil*" *1 PK ¡W"1ÍW^H 
IV&SKID TE 
mjniK "VIV.B i u 1*T IP^ST ? lifoenp ijr; 
...u.p ¡vr-oyw i r w i p p>o — ï w n e 
ttfljliy;" DlfJ -I'K 3*»1 ZW tWVpfcMK: PK 
•s 
Î1R 
o y:*o>\i n MI triy-;;8 jyr.ya ^8: 
•rs nyj i j ryi 1 V W~y~ îvjyrs ¡yo-¡8-
IRVIPYH iy;y?c ,o?ip IVDDIPB "im ,vo 
prtB*«n n »2 s i py2« «i ï i w w 
iVP'iycK bamwonK o«n B a o y m 
Ml \BT KÎK oairàXttftK pin VP-.V:$ PK 
iín» T ° í-y;:»^  DM'O'D *" OK pK £«sb?í 
-ü:ecy; »s>te o | 
.lifur '" iy**,i*ry;.pK'D I P V K .v . r ic 
T's? .DDiKv.y: o*: PM*»'» l**P ME ^R aan 
TK aijen
 #cy oD":rt:?yo'28 f ocncm o*¿' 
¡IE DD\K»P¿ 3$n "'N ? «"ffî ¿MftKIUÛ K* 
Ñ$C8 To :y?E T « IN :"D;;'0'~C;<:;„ 
-JÏK y o iyo BtôSfi ,BW» pc myrte*™ 
-pisip TPVtt, —- : 5'3-iipn B |y;K-.piyb 
flis .íDU'*; "!«: w ¡ y » p'p PK
 tD«*B'o ^ : ; ;B? Ml i»:v K ;y?E— TW»"s 
-yûo^a -,jn
 fVB i83 iPcnin \v-un ,iy*t 
yftà*vt. H ."a PR W K I I j«p jm 
ocf"ft'D ? $08": T , S? .«oc*; win a 
.c^iy 
-IK Wnaj, .?r¡y'-n |>K !P3P*S ~TK O¿T 
ly-.yvi nwn ow, w «8$ >is ,"P«ov= 
^SJ ÜBi'ii ,iyn^;*j' npvia ?jpDnp&nK 
ryyyí-P Î'EMK I«5; 8 PK -VK; ,ip KH<K'B -?«: — ?bin$wnPB primi - T K DPI 
.DC,,3 Dtp 
ivtip ;y?E ^K TK ,iyb^v pDierur , -
îftns « ni iyvn ^ « ;y^B ,D3:ID'D n is 
:K •;= pK jn«n « Mi iypip :y^ D n« .i»o 
;;•:•; D$I#E issQiyK-tD lyn iyr. «^*2 [y-ry IIK 
*!ft ly^n'E ^ « jy^E ,iyo»n I'D»D W ' B 
» ate; ...îyDny;2S VD Dny» n«n P'D:? 
.^•: r s i [yo 'x
 (^8T ¡yo 'x ¡epgn ^;y*: 
-rs-y; asn VK m nya« ! ns pu oxyr ny 
".M T« =wn ,jnva í"K PK ^«V, y?« iyo 
:iC
~ VN .|y:ny»yjix ?yo^8 lyanny;:» 
-- òìjn DJ:JÜ»D n " 3 TK
 (JWÌBWDMH 
«1'« jijp D*Ì .^ 8"iEiy V"j 8 i«; oysy 
; w i $ bix D:^8E 8 : K»S«y j«p D1: ÎÎW 
"*«W 8 ¡DWPÑptjina ;D"p H tyB8i"î « 
» ; "ysiD t3iy 5yns8 18 ; 5ya"D DW :K$B» 
» ; ü:yoy3yo^8 ; iytM"fa'-iE:«EEK Drtjs 
î'- 8t8 r?8 — (010*00280) riO*DD8S 
m«rn ^«t otj: Ï»H T«
 FHB^ Ernyo8o 
' " \ " nan TK
 ( Ì » K Oise1 !iy=8n 
"iy5û»m ^ t DBT no T « TS ,oD8oy;38 
'» oei»y»MK Y * a«n 5»mïh .¡»: 
:>
 -~«£ 8 ^80 . TK — ÎV38Î V^ *: 
nK'yt: nyca TO VK -"V^ E --,iyonyi: yjyi 
•ix -tf8; D'o PK o"t«n lyiy—jyosis-io 
;yi*E — ,8^8 ?%>i:«$ M'. yp»o
 f^«5) 
D>MI in'K 2'iK — nyo"r. |WP^ *5 TK 
jyp>r: DIX ySs tiitP [8T AVW cyr« cy 
ny:iyi you mn
 }":y3K o:va sj'D'oyfiso 
.•nc D'io:"K -iy-;y?P"y oy?K T*K i^yft 
PK lysKD i^8- ïPi=~y: VP80 TO T « W?É 
:ójyo 2 ijnsyBO PK onbo PK ir;y;-yo;',-K 
uye 8 ¡IK nyoKii lyrio r w ^ 8 *;yB 8 
jnyapyííK vá &z- n« ,vío]r»M'b *nîx 
T : PK ,o'o 8 T Í ïyonyj J»"ÎH ^«a Ï'K 
-y^ E pyjiyi *i ,"Ï ¿iínw H ** Itflïaii 
•y^ E ,c^y -yoD8"2 ny^
 ( ro PK ¡y-y-i ¡y; 
,NWi iy;y^ "! ïs« î1»* .iv-y"-"» Vt ¡y; 
«X ,(yD3rîO ¡"8 rjK ÏP0^ K3 Vb 1*K JltfE 
jft*m y^8 li'Eit iwnîn n DKV. IVO»II.I 
-K« yoDK-E ^y-8 "y=8viy:nD cw" }»K 4 
. 
? ^ ' 
,¡y=8o:8 Ì*Ì "2 "'8 ;y:s « P^X ¡1= 'y= 
183 IVI» VDWWVîD *K-:i8 PK =8" ïK 
W.2VÌ irvM'- TO T« 3VÍB T>82 PK ,?Wf5yD 
yp80 *i."EK ?ou nt-EK PK :028"0 8 
py;iy- nyoxy^ny- .*iVP9V P^v yoctrs 
, 
. 
31 nypnçn capen»; cn»*7 ny 
• 
WV2 -vnv\ n,ri ti^ntiï jyoD^wD'SBP H 
--ynDt5r .- .tyayenyE p.K iny:P3 P'I ^t$: 
. i y o ' o m v iwiPvntÉBir.B mi ?>K ecstf 
•pw raya oai^p yitfyii ,"I«D pn^ » w % 
TSIfPrB WfiffWW QV1 D'O "PIW» DJH 
•non DU" PK cip ÎB ,|ynyn3"K >m ,opyo 
8 pK p\î DU oy wm mu ÎB -#c"DBnp$syi 
":na ny?HD;yDBT3iD nyn .p^aisjn nyu-ii 
. "vti .yDBnpBoyn iy;«pnyoB njn ne &•£ 
•»x ycDD'fto'BBP yjyo'anye yrn'onyau 
1H3V3 5?K Oip PK-tfyp'OnBD"? « PH 331D 
-jn PC H1DÎWDMK H 1BD' jyaipCPUî ¡yfyt 
,DD"n Din ,"D3yny3„ nu ,T ' ^ DU 33viyujn 
en»! ¿yo'D yny»r ix y*ïni$Btps pu 
pw iyp tvo 3'iK ,cpyo-D^P3'K i« «nm 
"DynïipB 8 t3U | « | ,¡yoiPD'1B DU DnïH3» 
-iyn ,DD"n Dip /íy^yaipxnijBipfi B nu ,n>p, 
.fyoyiB nBB o;yvipB-DpyD nya^yr 
"TIB Djrmnys n.ip ÎPO D$n ,MÎK 3*IB 
fj'K |K ty*n*v iv^ï ny^Dys TB ,iJnmi»"K 
cyay ! o»na"& HB iyc$; PK DpyD*c$p 
KTK 1W .T1K W l " ' |M"F t3E3iP3"B ¡tf 
ya'xnsmy^ H m , VvanB lyjwjyoBniiD, 
y'ncK„ no troip pu DTIB DÎVOC "WD„ 
n.ip |yo nn«n "û»ha*^3 p»,y'D8np$Dyi 
OD"n D W .lyo'Dtrya DU mou'o |"P n ^ 
nyauyu lyaymyc D$II ys^ ytK ÎB .oysy oy 
nn*r 8 nB^ Bn 400 tf*£K nynij 4,000 pc 
y*8 fp^ iff ? cwctjpa'B pc ^no iya^i ' 
pK ¿yD'D yny»i iv yxnijEipfi PK ntfro r^ 
PB t p w f t ytroo^BO'EBP H y3y* oy — 
! P^aiByn nyc'DBnptfoyn IVOÏV ÎB 
,üVDPVO yOPjnnS'B 1X DaSK^SaK Cl#lì 
jany.n | I K » B Î *PIK ny^os* « iyaifî nnaitf 
ytyn *PIK *pn8D s VIK DVDDnpy oy PK) 
nytruBP f^oiByn D'Q /îyîaw v« ¡y^p'ons 
«ip PK
 ((p^3iBjn nyotrayaya/iKtrpyotpe 
"mpipm- lia B'ïans,, oyn ^ : omy3 DIJT 
nys^^o s oy Doy ni |yn ,"0»'ii3"$a ny^D 
;B n«D nnyo ly^P^on» P;'íiín n *PIK O-3 
? iy?D*o ya"T n* yvn^BipB \%» lBc^n^ 
'«•B'îyci'T.y; « iyièinB o.n*x ¡ye ¡yv -y*¿ 
's i;jjy -Dvp H lypyn ix 
p'P l^ 3U PIB» i'B'iifl AXVttyn "V - ;
 ;3t3 
•y?p K O'c *FBD pa"5a « »H ^nn ; - ;- :N 
n»>; pi^'oyi: r n ^ j j ^ iy-:' á»e9ip;<*xt v^-
D;y;yD c » iyoïp *.x .nsxir: n jy* ,^-
 2«; 
-nyn Djy-, -myspn B ¡ynjnn^E BTB ••: -:« 
ptfrnpi'tt Dïfn ,-în^-i;y^ njn
 fñy es- ,-»; 
.DpyD-Cï^?;-N ?» 
^3"DpyD"C(>prB "ty;y;^e,y:n»íE -;-
PK njnvDBV.npDiifp B W ; TB cy-.;;^;^ 
cyn D'D .nynv iÍB*^;;y cyn- D'c ~"";-yr 
.pB'nysun ix B T^ B DIO*5?O ny-î IIÎÎO-'Û^ 
nBE iyD3yycnE n I»B "oyïfpDjns^B, •-
nu .JC'^P r:«3 B \?i yDE;*p;"B ;:•-; 
PK cy .Doy^ c* ou ny-PB 3;«E;IÎ î«-2îit 
¡yD^n:"B DU \t$\\y |yD«nwiôjn *- :N ,-ÎÇ?? 
• .onyo^r n e " : -y:-; 
I Ï D3iTjmy3 DU $n ^ ; r'B p>ip ^yi 
pnw nnK' B D*ID Dtny .oyopyo ;:-ys 
DsyonrycB JB DnnfBWsnn T?n;y îVs -s-
. D^n
 #îKeno'OC3'$p DD»-DD Ty»"3V nyn "»' 
i»BnynyE B iynn»Eiï;"B D3«cy3 yîito u$r 
-"V ytP^ DD B^D'BBP yJU"K .DpyÛ*C^ -2*B 
5*3 DpyD"D(fp:*K njn tB »pi6? îJf»ntr |y»p' 
ìyEBr3i tio'îvo TB ,nyo3yny:;iB ;K PM 
n«B iyD3yxvnB vwsijn "-' wzzrw 
n iy3tfT',3uy3 p« cy .yoEPPP'B r v ; y 
jyDD'Dirya oyn nys^ B TB ^ tyoD j^Boyiwi 
' nfcnçï j?W iy^î nB^rn 4.C0O pc ÛÎCOT 
' B^'DD l'W ^^n Dyv. ,D3V3tçnBj>'3:;'ï c y 
îv^vn yoE3'P3"B ynyoyna TB .lyoïpsuM 
r"inya ¡yfcws 
B TPjys 9ytP3V lycssyp îyDD B^D'SBP 
-ijnB„ BÏK .ny^DiTDE;ip;"K iyîvcp:s" 
¡yr, Dt* «1VP1P21B DU n»3 m IH5MI "CV; 
U'B »1 r^ K on»3yn iyo ptttysnyonyc !V-
VÏ Dwn 1P3BÎ H v w — oycpyD yüpy— 
PK Ï'B Dip — jyañnaya w p w n w r w 
VìK pirulí ,Dyn;ijnB nu DU iy;'-» "i" ' 
n'iK PÏPB IB ¿tre* ,p'K Dnn'E jys jyy 
W n $ « D3jiDn83 on«> -ijn 
• 
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ocr- ;-*K.¡B D'p i r iy DPPD-DKP^K DVI ps 
';»iS cy ttfKii * W » iH*Knl500 lis 
. n ' i s t i i y y 3 K5 
pe •« BDripr'K T ' i DBV. ,yj^y r 
,-rw s -iKfcn ""«?£'» :'X;BHX t'a IP*E 
-, .twpxc» Da"» IP5n«x ix jyaip jySyn' 
pe nnyo i'» B B W K I P " Ï DKU y r ;y 
•$-E »nx ntfnBx wjvaifn lyrtfpn ,$20,000. 
|'K ,e:yxtpB nv>B PK o;yxipB » n ,o;yx 
•s-s npooayn i r r .IVDID n ix P'xi$s8is 
C?PD-CSP;»K cvijüitf tfyn«c cm pe úm 
ÍX ípssn íP^yn t5;pxipB HT» .nv'fi t y 
<K 18 -W2V2 ivatfn DKH ,ys<:y H ijtfns'x 
¿>"i*f' 8 IK$K1 "UPPID tny"í:in i»3»n DEJIP 
yiíp'oi» IPM»^ PE TJW>-*I ijre*iw »« M?K 
•E»P PDÍPÍK o>; ,vfo;yE8n /pt lyrcp; 
#*s ¡ycnyryc »y in: TO ïJftrç ^VOD^BO 
.¡yo;jnri^B-ny"Dí' n PE lIsii»mt)»iK 
DÍBÍÍ /íyryí» fl»K pe "UnP* *K vP'O T,K 
¿PPDTDBW'K i» ty5n«x ix prwifitt ivuy; 
.000 i"t ¿BÍ Dio^ro ijn tf'EK jyv, 
,¡yoip fioy^DU oy DPII Dio^ro «ÍK IX-
yi jyii ,ori8 D " Ï npxiip 8 PK ^«; ÍVBK 
PK ctf- TB ,ryiwerM i»? DPH o5ip ntfpma 
»D ipi f w pp-nst .IPODPD tvi TO o*; 
; IV^BX iv iWi iVDoa^iny PK TPDD 
yo-DBP^ K IB J5WJÎT1 i m PE IPDDKP 
- can ,n5po pD'na H tpD»mn IBE UBI 
D;IK »•> pits» OÍVK iy;yp IPUD^BD'EBP 
ri» IPDIBIWIIK iiruyDCDiK vo'^nyry; 
**f"T Dn - .íyDKQ-Dp^ BE H PE DJ«W$B Vj 
liïnw ivay: DD^BB\È»P B no opyo ry; 
ep 5BT pnwt m ,*HK cyp«B oyaya^K |«i pe 
4$Dtryi lyn PK IPOIP;"IB jv;yp D*J p«r 
5*K íypna jnwpn PK D:PI nyapn PE 
.5yo'CD:y2y? 
*-*í* T O ^ ' ,Dpyt5 nyopjnnrK njny 
;i:-n";oiBD *IMK WÙOVÎV'Ï ^'IK opyo B 
-:y^ Din ps D^nsvya I5»EK Diyii ,.n . t .« 
ËBP PE^33 PK DiBpnSBE DPI PE ,"ì"18^  
"M pnix oy t3cip nyn3K3 *iy:tj ,DD^BD 
">ZVn ^ n DD^BD'EBP PE OPPBB Din PK 
« vutfijyj ijñ .|yD:yy«iB pr»3jn-
i«B D;p;yt3 oyn ptfnss y$ff*tw i« i 
.»«DDir>yn pvj C^B aanyapn-opyo 
i'K D;PD»5 H P ^ B D:y3in lycmp 
"BTD'MI lyii .nmno p;"t ps nna 
-inyiD'iK üK.T ¡ye (,n ,r .K ,P«3KO 'fiqn 
iHBD B Dir.'cy;;"K ü$r> |ya D»? TB ,D;P-
,1^12 í*2 1789 pK „CD»DD -yü";v ;-K 
[K'^2 12 lycíToyí CSKDDKP n íp^ if.-t 
m m»nuh jy«>»rn n PK ^-éupsíí) 
IVO tHBI DOKODKP n TB ,-*y2« 0;"n ' • 
iyr*í iyrxpB n PK iyny;y^yc tttsiye PK 
;yn |«K JBIBE -II Ï'K ,y3*in ^»IB MÏB ptir 
iBE iyonB;:"K y"; yro^; n ¡yEKC ix 
íPopy-iH B v>n TK'DBT PK :;ir;yn .i'm 
tp 'Osn ipo csr
 (yoErp;"K WK W W 
.CPPD-DBP;>K 
"Koin y;»o;"n n ypBO iy^sn bnm 
-1BE B DVPtPJW ";yi^;c,_n^BD yLM,DB~P 
T'K DKT.PK XPyD-EBP^ K ÎB \V:VV. JB^ L" 
*yi;y ya'MMi iP'inyí^K n ,oi«ìy; ;ii ,oy 
,5¿.»W PE DyDD'D-ny^otr iyn pK J ; IV 
cy": B^ti'c pno ÍX «i OB" ïyo .DO^OD-
o»h w**: ayñvvót&z \M¡ B»»5*.nfi 
-'DBIPKOP I1E tto'lSi^ (P55^ 3 pB }fK |PO 
ix P?»E ÍÍE jyDBO n DDBoy; bvránSa yi-
bj^OrjOOB^yw PXíitf **Í oyrr jy;«io 
ix s i TIB o"x n jyoipy; yfíif i w n« 
oDB^yor n ÍP:BID W y3"i »1 ÍP3IK 
npE *iy"t ix y*xiBBKiE I'K JWtrSpjB 
íx yxiKfisiB PK «Dijny: w:v: AV:VC 
• , .0Er,pi"K iy**: 
o^KÍry^^K Í'K Dar ;epp»"DKP3'K "im 
PK Dy-,3;BP î'K ïyoK-îPBoyi H PE iy-«vv; 
lycuyjJB ^^"Bnmsn oesyn ppv. C«Í: 
-BI: B T^ B ,)yaa-»in3y mayo^iy: Ï"B ïyiy" 
:DD"rt DBT r-PH'cmíipB nm« TPOTKVÍ 
nyn nysyn rf1»
 ruoíiP3"K *i "lyDVu csi^ 
PE DKPrK ÎB PK' Dtó'rO njTT .-P"DE* 
lyjyjm o:y*"."syE cy ijni • 1 ^ ' « $4,000 
•DBPJ'K pyn ÍÍE » Í E PK yoíD nyryn TIE 
nio'i'o Tpyw ir;yT K ly^B t*K DBI .DPPD 
,nirt;y? ptr'KysB-.'iK n o*o i»5nyû PK 
B pitr PB POE;'P;"K ^VK ly^or K m\ 
DW*3'6 nyoDjySp ijn .n^yo yttf» H B ; 
CK« 3^*3P'> ,Bí 112 '.KV.
 (¡y^ BD*K 1*K T'K 
i rw B IB^BI 77 PE ipr;pn lyay^ys 
.CpyO-C8P3'K PE miVi PK D'HEPa 
750 DIO';": nyiUBi iyn Í'K T;B?3;P pK 
Dityro 8TB |PTn'B;»K ^ 1 IPO IPH .IK$ÍP 
-BT PK •:;Bf,;;y PK ni DD^DD iyo^;r pK 




31 njîpitftt w y o i » : w*vv i p 
\'r\:vo .Ottomans TIB-H'-BO « "W"* "W'a 'B"is IPD'V.P; B -ipo;r* orvy ¡p* 
*W*3 -ipip* ^m cfr$y ^POD^BCBBP n 'DBP »4 IPPÎH I». D 1 : 3 I P : » \ B 
-ÌP"DE> n .pups-ipe pK inp;p2 |«i w p*p noK pw PK ¡sn ¿ s w a n -;-
¿PO'D H lï ^B'yiBBBlB MîB t'lt'DDB* "P¿P B D'C <p$t3VjW»$3 1Y $ ^-'"; 
*P1K V3W OâltfP P2ÍPH /IBO ri*'#V3 H„ 1**á Pip'ojm TT$*T»#Tjri .osr.r;* 
"Cip;** WCPW* Djn D'D *j3)m, opi 
TICK B*a !*« cm ÎB ,iPfrffi*M S¿r. ,DPPD 
B p* I"? o*; oy TIBÍ MTK IK ^OBip^sn 
'¿«W ip^D;yo»n;iD npn .p^aiapn iP"ic 
"PB ^P'ompijcp^ np:*pnyoB i n lie s»y 
•«v psr'Do'íiíD'BBP P:POUIPBPTH Oljtt't 
ipava P?K DUT r* ^pp'tnwî"? « *Î*K ;:ID 
-,pi nu ¿:ittfB*ifiMK «118B ip;«"iD'*2 jp^r 
,D0"n oy; ;*03pnp;„ ii3 ,T^a o*3 wnpwi 
c n m ¿po'o pnp"î iy P'yiBBB-.a pu 
l'i» iyp |PD ani* ,CPPO-DBP;'K IB mm 
-*Dpn;ifiB B D*3 ¡"i ,|PCIPDMB D«l onn:s 
-,pn .DD^n DIT pp^y:if*ïn^Btfis » i:3 ,npn 
. -ÎPOP^K I«D D:yxtnB-Dpyo ipar^pi 
V*K 0B1M1P3 -Tlf-T IPC Dlfil ,MÎB 3MB f 
D:P;PD C;X ¡poip '.y nimn n ¡pae- «» 
-îyi wpvjnpapn y ¡pnpnBE DT/B *•; p* 
I P f c w V o i p , T ^ j # T j n r>v r-•-..-.«
 ;. 
- .Dpyu-csvK ;K 
^a-oppo-cçprK ip;p;^Erp;"tiE -;•-' 
i'K ipVpDBinpo;'BP B W V* DP*;;;*? ;•* 
OPTÓLO ip i* IPB»5»P ojn o~ -;-r-;t 
PK ipsnn iy «,Î*K o v r r c iyi .¡pro'Tfl 
nue îpo;pï*r-B "n.X'H "cpr.rcp-;N-s„.n 
1W : .ift»5p.r:w * t'K posrpr-K v r r ; 
p« cy .oap^t? o*3 np PU ;;BE:K ¡g r » 
IPD""Ü"K o*; | 0 m lyüB-p^m *- :>• rnr 
.onpo^r n 0*2 rrr-; 
iy o;npv.p: O'; r ï W T*H pîhp -pi 
pmy -pini « b'o-oenp .oycpyt: ?25PW' 
BjptrttpcK i» ÉOiWîipTVï ?i^ -:;y [Pc B ^ 
cyap Ignav ia ne !ye$; i*ic DPPD"CÎ*P O$V, .iKtriO'pcs^p DD"OD TPO»:V 
prynsnap^ n Mi ,MB*y;nB |y^8o;pdn:iDw 
jí'nsK, ne ÍPOIÍ; pu D'vw D^POÎ? "iço^ 
^»T ÎPO r n n "0"n3'»?i pu p'Dmpçopn 
DD,%n 01*11 .iPtj'Dtrps o*3 Dio*:ñs p'p n»3 
ipa*3PH iPipmpB oiiii P3>PTK m ,oysy DP 
m v « lu?*-! 4G0 if"CK npnti 4#C00"pE 
p5» ÍP^IÍT ? Dryo-o»íp;'K ¡IB ""ÌB IP:"Î 
^KipiPE « îPin*Eiy;"K D3«cy: ^,?;> - D*f" 
-**V PBr'DD'ÍWfiBP y î ' r ' H .Dpfc'OïprK 
?*2 oppDTi^prK yn'm &Ar j r w ¡P3;sa 
IPEBB-2W ne ipo iK
 #ipo3P"y;;ìB ;»« "* 
lue lyoiyyijiB yiyspn n b:pK.fa«-
H jpaifî ,îi:y3 PK cy áW3*p:yK r v : v 
IPoc»De,y2 Dpi "wrr* TB ,ÎPODTBO,BÏ<Ï 
PK ¿PD*-B pnp"t iy p'yi^ BB"»B PH iP?>nBy K^OÛ pic ^BT DPÎ: ,D3yx8"iE \%;zrp-z7 
PU D«n5">3 yC'DD^BD'BBP H y3P5 DP — 
! P^awpn npcoBiPB^VT "ipoip IB. 
.DPDPPO POPPl*-::^ iy D^K P^SIK C4Y, 
;:npn p« r^Bï n'iK l y w B ¡ P W T O ^ 
PtP'T «l'IK inBD B V1K DTDD'TPy DP p«) 
iyir»;BP»?3iByT D'o ,iyr;iKvî'« IP^P*DIB 
IBn ru ,(p^3iBjn ipo(r:p3p: ¡«rpyoB^B 
•BnpriBPn-pD B'y;nB„ oyi ^BÎ D'ÎIPJ DBT 
IP ;B^ , O B oy DDP MI iyi *o«n3«!>i iptro 
;B "IBE > ipo IPÍ-P 'DIB p;»tBi *r «IMK O*;' 
¡p^pn POB;'P:"B pipcyi: TB .îpwpsrw 
B IP3P: ?PD'3B ÎPEBCyp PWD^ BO'BBP 
'B"iBM BTK \"ij/"ütrüE;ip;,,K jpivrv'^" 
¡pv, DI* .ippip:* DU **<a »t ly^'* " - r " v 
-a'K n r^ K -oipspn ipo PK bnnpo"P2 ï^ -
•T DBìl IP2BT H «1MB — OPOPPU VC"i"" 
PB T»«"DB"Î — IPa'vnpa iyoBC"^ , ' :"-
fW pipnavt
 fopi3BiB na po ¡WMB -; ' 
îiy^D'ia P3"i iy p*ynBSB"ifi P* îBcnv* »ÎMK t^ ypB IB ¿B*e5 /î"« OTTJ ïP2 ;v 
nypnsu wpnsj DH«* ijn 
Dfiji ;"K IK D'D IT*!» DPPtro*P3'K DJH pE 
-;••-;:-DP D5«tt /M> 8 1K*ipl500 pB 
qrtü¡*n ya 5JTB *NK V # P V T W B D S K - W 
,n ' T » o . i P v ; » j 
;K DB31P3MK; ">»"i egli ,vvw n 
,-.rt<: «wtfyr *73Pptt5 W W W P3 np'E 
•- ».D;FXIP» D:"K ÎPSIKX ix iP3»n iprpr. 
».s -nps PK DD:IPJ"K ->P"T D«U pr ;p ' 
ripa •in* îP5n*x ix JPSKH ipsfwì ,$20,000 
]•« .DjyxipB np*D pk D3PX«"ÎB " T Î ,o;yx 
-«•2 ".pÔD3pn i n .iPeiD n ù P'XIKBK-.S 
ppptrp?W*K oPiPaK^païKE DPI pe D;PV 
IV It-KH \V$W- tMpXlpB KÏK -IP'D PK 
•:••« i» ^P2p: IPSKÏI DKV, ,pr;p* n îP5nsx 
«•vap 8 ntfm "ÀPPIO puruvi -pz'K DE;IP 
-yrtnB IPTP'T jw ">pip5 H îP t rw MI »1ÎR 
-BKP P3*PT8 D»; ^ B Î P E B H ,¿pt TP; ,EP; 
¿'a ipcnpnpB D'; y j v o îP^pv. , ÏPDD^8D 
.îPo;pxipfi-iP"DB' n PB îP5;i;3pnDMK 
.D?Ki: ,nyrp5 ,V*K lit npip* t» ,pv2 v * 8 
.DPPÒ-EWK 18 îï^n^v ix ipnpHBW ¡pupa 
.$1.000 ï«t 5«t DIO'3'D 1P"Î tf'EK IPV. 
;;j.vrp p*rap$D*3 DP DPÎI D I W O 8 Î 8 ÎX 
Son ïim ,ovm D»X ^pyiip « PK iva nww 
:•« D»l T8 ,|PnV?DVlK ^pî DPV. D?1P ty0U°0 
•;•*£ u n ÌMK runiyt /1PDDP3 iin nia D*; 
<•*• ¡ytosx ix apr, npDDS^np PK IPDD 
BPPDrDHpJ'It i» J3WJP3T1 1P1 PB tPDOKP" 
r Dtfn ,rtfPD PDM-U n -IPD"3-IK n»c e»n 
-Vp;iK D'3 pitf DU»* ip;pp ¡POD^KD'EBP 
V*N iPsìBiifiniK nrupesrout PS'^ÎIPV.PJ 
MÏÎT! Djri .IPDKO-DP5UE H pB DPX"$fi H 
ftfmfli 1P3P; DD'?HD»BBP B ne DPPD. ÏPJ 
e;- ty p'tix TK / i m DPP8B Dp;y:"« pn pE 
>-j»-y; ijn px îPGip;»n« ip;pp D 
IK ïppna jnpspn pu oapn PiP3Pn pe 
^PD'DDrprpi1 
iïW vatfi ,opw> - I P D P P T ^ K -ymir 
; ; : - Î - ; " : D ^ O n'iK , D " D D P ^ P H *PIK DPPD 8 
ífPÍ DPI PB D^HÏÎXP; l^ E^K OTP« ,.11 .t .K 
V-^ P PB ^33 pK Di«pn3BC CVl PB " " i ^ 
-K P*-,1S DP DD1P 1PH3K3 1P3$ ,DD*?8D 
"P3ifl V«n DD^W)>»P PB OPP8B CP^ pK 
[
- "ni#T:p5 npt, ..ÎPD:PX^B PK D;IH 
"¡8B D:y:pD DPT ipf>n»x ^ ^ D ^ r ^ip 
-D"DDp-^Pn Î*U l'IR 3:nP3P,TOPPD 
PK D;PD«5 n -pnu o;p3Pi ip^jn? 
3»jn D"ii ipn .nmno pj«t PB t«"W 
TnP^D'iK Dip ¡pe (.v, a .K ,?K:HO ,5<n 
*|ñK» 8 D-,rîîEp;:»n Dijn jpg o- î IB ,0:72 
,1912 P2 1789 V* „ C D - D 3 - P D " ; V ¡ K 
\4^2 Í2 ÏPEITOP3 t-VDCiJP ¿I iJttgfl 
. T ; BV:PVP-Ì ?p;-.'iDr»( •<-, ¡m i ; , - , ^ ) 
-W'5'3 9 
IPC « n r 0S$DD$P •" î« ,TP3^ fe"îT* 
iP;"t ïppxpK ñ pjc jp^»;y?p",pE no tw-f. i t /  
;PÎI p-K Ï818E -M v>**&pv\ %yx 'nu pn? 
18B iyen83:"K P" ; pa'D'i; ft JPBKÍT ix 
ÎPDPP-Î-; 8 TW »'* Bip PK Javar í " n 
UT DEH IPC Plf11 ,PDErp;"K qnH TP*t» 
. D P P D - D V P ; ». K-
•|p:p^ p;*D;^n *i pp8D poipi- OTMTi 
-n*#2 8 DXPÏP31X "PV^trf.^KD 'PC"D8"P 
PK DifT PK .Bppo-DKPrK ¡K ip;pr. ;Krr 
•y-iapp-'DS'iî ",yMny;:iK »n .03K;PÌ »ll ,oy 
mp»*JV PE cyDD'Dny^Dt?. -;pn pK 3:n 
cy"; 8 t»0 P"D ix K*i Dçn ïyc ..DD"CD 
DKH iprpnE .:;r.p,,DK*p3 |ÎB B'ï-S» i s . 
-'D81P8ÇPT PB oe^ipfta iyc«; PK i#rt (pa 
IX PÎ'KE pE IPD8C *1 D28^y3 D,,n2,,f>; yi-
D3"n ,DC8?"y"Dc* rs:& n DPC2'IP;«ID 
IX K" 1".K D"X H IPC1PP3 y&W Î»W PK 
tJD8?lP"Dr *ï IP381D IX P3"T 
n»B' np"r ÎX yxissKnB PK 3 
ix P'XIBSKIB PK ,biînp3 ijr»«ps ,IP:PC 
- .DE:IP3^K, -»y-*t 
D3Kn:P33"1K PK CSV, ,OpyD-DKP3*K "iyi 
PK By-;38P p« ÏPDK-PSCP^ *1 PE lPIKV.Jf; 
ïiP3i;y;;*i v$r»r i îuw DC3P- opr CST 
"813 8 PK ,ïP3:Wy-î;y p-»pD»iP3 ï"« |3HW 
•:DD^n DÏJT ,-!y^Dy-3(i".s npif ÌPtsvxn 
-ipi iP3Pn rf*K ,',bE3iP3"K «1 iprpi3 0911 
PE D K P ; ^ IK t^ K DîO'3'p np": .l&W 
np3»;yv. DJP'-^PE DP ipv. '.inK' K. $4,000 
*D(fP3'K Dy"ï pE ""E T»K PC1D HPTPH pB 
àw^J'o ip:*in nnpt K ".y:» PK D « - -.DPPO 
,•«*»# yt-'KysK-vK ' i D»C T ^ I P E PK 







•c nycD;yî;p ny jie*po y»?K yjv 
,p:*;y* H TO -KV
 t|p»?8tD%K P K T*K 
K "IK5ÍÍ% 77 Î*ÏS npa»:p« ÎP3P ,".IPE 
.CPPD"C^P:'K PE iyX383 PK D"1Ey3 IP 
750 Dvr3*c npj'HT "Jn P K -î;8^33y 
C 8 ï8 IPT.TB3"* ^Kt TP*3 (JW . I K ^ 
^%-M UH i« tD**DD 1PD*»3V PK 
* I P ? B ^ P E Bn'icnw 
DIO 
-KT PK T;8^33P pK n 
Û'^EPS D?Kli By BKP, 
V-^ 
B B B n n a m ^ M v I ^ B B f l 
29 I p p i c i D3>*On»3 D*î«*. "1JTT 
;1
 \ 
*J»K pe J3inpDP-i3npE » inn PK nyomx 
BD"t3D 1j»«¿H nyi PE JPSKiD'lK *l PK 
nnpt iya«D «rurviPs PK iye iyp. aftipsr) 
n nw orbaye n , .oycKjKpy yonna 
-31K pK ipcup: í>"r:D;B iy38.n OBII ,w:r 
•3»
 f n y D y i ; D^8 jynyn nisrtfc ynyt 
--.HE pie gp»«j ;ynp-ny;v2 ojn o*n >n^n 
jyo gtfn 1912 PK .nrtfc' 50 pB83P np2'K 
•DD"ÜD nyo";i* iyn pu "pftiKxy^iK 
IK^'D 154 DIIK D;sr3ys pK ¿netmo 
«tfynx o'o m n n y D i*'*»© 14 ©*© ,nitf y* 
.pmx niw 
npco^BB 8 nipnn faS i«n PK Dtp 
pi"2 PB D3Ptr*©'í>«B n .n:*B-o:*»XBnKp 
iyny:y?P".yE ix mi© iy3$n iy»Di»E panna 
,1PD"H "T^"u ^oyojyB yTyí>Bn;BPD ytyn 
8 .DDIBU ipnp^ipE "t jyfrii oyn f in TK 
«nnM-.yn PE,'K"©n8E:iK ,P3'ímy ,yr©3n 
-j'HmrwrDDspn ©Í>K>I \VOO^\ypsim PE 
ÍK '* 'D 1 0 0 Din» DnKBl?P33"K T? 
w lynya 3i;y; pie D*KU p?í* oan ,nKí*n 
y3y:tfryni$E ^ ^ n ©'X'EPv&pn IPPPI 
•lyisínpjywyBsrpníO 
1P2B3D'IK i m ,B3**53 DPSB -ipn nprK' 
"fra Was *» .3;ny;pn np3KD33'B»Kii npnpa 
b«Q IP DP 8 u
 r|y::ny'3pn jny-ï3K y¿» 
p8 'iP3:np3'tnyE y?K r*n& n n ^ jyny 
•KSKPP IPSK© ix (03Ke»py*y n n»E) n w w 
ornan .r?K ;yr*DK* lyaycnia H .oy*© 
1*0 nya^yn D'c ,ysKnB 8 PK ¿MUS PK cm 
.iyonp:npB 5tj© onyi:« m ntrEK in jyttm 
m ,DPKE opn Û'B lyiyspn in nñs ip?pn «n 
Hivsyn DD^bo npt3":r nyn pp niKXin H 
IJtfyn IIK 1912 pK npoyna IP-IKUPJ ïy:"t 
.TPnnK^  PD03P3 «1 P« lynyii npcpns i«; 
o'3 pnyn |«& n»3 D*8E3pnP' PK ÜP 
íx OIK .UDWDMK »i ¡pip;pf>P-,pE PE oxy 
1P0«3V npn pK D x^'Byn 8 n:p3TK ippyn 
*HR nú tv îUT"ii y?8 .nie»?jnD DD"DD 
iyp Mt8 MI .iPon83:"K P"3 po 3Pii cyn 
•n»K îpnpDp"î3"ipE DD^UD IPO'^V *1 "¡p:i# 
.DPDPPO P"3 i n n 1*?Tt383 ?lP2n833"K m 
r a ?pn npa^ DP iy?*t opppyo ya^jhi 
IP2MK p i c ni ',tyiiP3 D8n iy;"ï Dxy»•; 
PB 1»?0P3 ,DPDPPtD PDppn»i;'K ,03VtP3 
IIK (CûniJBCK HMK lPJ:i5nKX3V> DKDCBP 
-BP^8 n*iK jyt'xpK) impupi ?p3n'iDrK PJC 
&: lynip íJEnKü-ys^yrK ,jynjm DE«rp;:a 
'.p*?3isyn -lyisiK pK iys«r: . : 
IpanysnpE p*: ip np2s i«i jp^i: -/•: 
-IDDMPP-D;"^ *n ¡p;pii (POVn^WH «•. 
« 1'IK IP3;i^ n«X3« P3P3K^P3nK!: ps ;-;•;• 
*\V»3 W W\ .IP>P'D-!8 D-,ïn;rr -; : 
y?8 pK ijnpn D-,yo"5P3DnKoyii ^r--- :- . 
po nyi"n p r o pKtoyû'c^p';n.ps ony»^ 
IP3ynBnyD2ik i n c i t e oyu'pK ci^:r-
iP^pn ,ryty3 ipnpn PK o;yripn8 pE •;'"-
yobs'Dsm p;"t pE y;*;"K iporK-j;': -t 
\v:vp PK iv jynnn "i o»« ?si .IPCF:^ 
-nKDPPE PB IPDp-iPD3'K -H" ^---;;; 
• enppnKtt D3PpnK3.pB p.K W33 ryc":-N 
P:PÎ8I: n'iK nnuD npi Dnp ;^«îy2) DIE: 
i n va p^yii Dxy .(IP38T p ;p^v:v : ¡t« 
,3:npn;y nya'osni nnyr npn nnn fffyÉyft 
w PE D8D i^ipn njn |»j iPîiB DPn papï* 
,nn8D PB ivn'v.pn nytr*D8np8r:p^ ~w;— 
.D0"t3D nyü";i* PE. tycc'u . 
IP3*1K yW31K npo;iK TK .IP38T ÍJW IJR3 
t'K DP .iK'Xiftsr.in yi"Dtr 8 n«E t»ir 
tt^ KE DyoD^ D yttf» i» t8 ,ny3v bSvBsynjp 
P"; *n .rs^B nn'K DcnyjnpB yv: « ï8( I» 
jK' !ifi.3:nn'E;"K njn PK onyorpa DPDD'C 
jttfljh iPivoy-ovnB 8 PK ^pyc^csp r s 
MI ^oxy i^n^onpEiiK PK DPPO STS .TN: 
iyny38»xp8yn PK IPDD^KD'EÎÎP n H-c 
o*3 IPP IPC .DPT jp3y3 lyD'nDE' oy ;v^-
¡n« iPBn80 P3,ü;,'*n n I D 8 Ijrwjtfpnps 
po yüB3,p3,,K n PK o^V'Eyi iPB'n; s 
nyp'DD'OBDD .33inp*3pn nyîSSV'XB: "'" 
•D'ÌK iy3KH iPCnKD PK IPOnPBDFP P« 
nPD MTK yp8D K^T IPO IP" T8 ,03P3r»¡ 
PDn'unKBó'K n*iK iy33^ nKX3K *n iy r :v" 
po lysKf'B^nvB Dxp* tjnyn Dsn >y, ,n'"'"~ 
DD"DD nyt3"3i' »n ojm ,iPDKiptfc^ " 
v
*BPn iP3^nny* 8 oyi inn lyasi ntwpn| 
nyBnp H ,í>Kn IK^"D 120 V2 100 PE irv 
PP8D ly^pn ,Dnp«2VD:«P n ¿ptspnipB "E 
5yp:« oyn IKV. nya« .pEnpi ijn'D'C»"^ 
epn tppyn ix lP3«^o ^P'E »ITK IPe.nP3 =v: 
ippyn ix lysyii »nw i^snjmya ûs>: DP 
*mn ,Dy»o83Bpy inn PK nyr*K : a ' x ^ r 
npn pK ,IP383D»IK v» !*H 3;i"y;y""'r 
el* •r.¡: 
-ipp-ltfll D3JÍ 
gtioipp^ojn iitow-D«e ©OITTW 3H3POE* 
jis w ¡ ,BBB.VIR "PSTSIBSBO, n (P3ps 
„.-- pg cyMiD *r TU p - : ÍPDÍ'B.'TOB rftí 
-s poponn n TRE cycpyo PDPPVTTK 
c*n jyo pjn:«» f»W*«n i ¿ 5 * ; r * w TPT 
IJI*W IVCK iy;;if»ni?y'3B t»p$yawTR 
: DPfc «i'W ¿Ptr!3D;P3P? PDD3H3PH 
y 3»j¡ DIR j w n a P5BE PE ÏPDBO 
.n .1 .8 IPOPTRT ix ,prv*?p iv 
,;;*ap--ïi")S y:^yi8 íP3it JP»E HT»T íyo 
;jrDc;«ï'pyt38-.B ' T P : « P ^ ¿ « P T ' n DBH 
r y i . i'H iPaatffi*»* tn« tPT»$P3 ¡P3$n 
cy |píi ..IPE'IKD *pi:yp^;y2-iyb"2nKM 
jo*w$n Tin IR ,\V2&>> DTpnyj *p? íP3«n 
poyn r-pcv'i rwp? ">PT ürjm iP33iSnBV3R 
W ï j * ' - m ,ünyEt3;yy: -»p;BP^3iBPn ' -
mm ÍW*n PTPT3R .DTy&TBE n t p v n W 
0ï2 iyU.»2iK IT pE IP;MK H iyT3y53TyB iy 
- : T P B TIR «PTBD nyv:83 ipn IB ,ni:yo 
f p CBÓ PB -y;PTBBB B TU PK ¡PDpVHPB 
K i;B¿ 1PT3W ^ 1 ,331D"lP3 PK»DP'B1B 
p ?"11 .BEBV1R HE TP$3«B¿ nyT T.BT 
'•ys [IB C«?E ,niBun ÍBT ¡yvDTBBDpy 
¡»y P?R w iPíRnpoBe pmn P;pry ,r 
DTO-BBO'R \V> DlfH THK* IPDVy^ 1H3R 
¡PDPVïBTB PC'TPOTRE DO"ÛD TPt3"3V PB 
•P-PB "K?BT ÎB'5'3 20 « PE nOTjm Î'R 
ijjpfi TJO»K iyEBiDy3 OBfi ipnpr H*i»t5 
-yi ".IB nt
 /ü:y3yny2 .TB^T J $ ^ D 
1PB 8 *P1R ÎPPTW TIC f|»TBO TW'»3»n 
v a ¡P2Bn 1912 pR ípii ,nnp> P E »v>pojr« 
V.1K CHt3"OBB jyVDIBBO'K IV DBiip; 
"t $JR ïP33l$nBSt3R H |1R TBÍ-BT 7,175,376 
¡ft ¡Tjtftn ' 3,434,335 IPER-IDPS iP3*n 
:«•••. ,CÇO»DBB D3iE l i n y I R E IR ,IP3BÏ 3pc 
« BR.TKI IPO OB" ,DEMPP3 BT DBH [PO 
PE ^mpiX) i y r pB o E 5 y n B lP5nBX-
.BD"DD iyD*'31* 
*"y;;v- » ^BB:"R W>:' DBT IPT r « 
VVi-ztf y3?yiB 1^B2 ítf» !PP ni ?»I'TBO 
;
^ ,!":XÍ iv DcnycnpE3iB MTB t"t Tys*ï 
.'.— •• 3yi o»; iB3 DiyDin3TyB n*"Bo TPT . 
. - ; - -»K nnBü B ,ST>^D nnR T I B O B 
^".o'na SI»ÍB n^BD « ,i5<o H'IR n n s o » -
iv:-: r^-i—.ii .i .« ÍPEBDTBP HMB n^BD 
'" tìS D : y ; B '2 H- H'IR DPDPPD \ T'B 
¡?»P in»n«b ys^yiB ".lycBOTyD'mR 
28 
«TIR IPE^BD n D;PDC3';PV. IB .rmrpB 
ïP^BnpB»o pn'n n'iR T I R ÎIR irvnt^nf 
"íTR- iyx;B3 I<R ¡y^Bi 3jníeop»i3»3 n¿ 
^^t l ' IBD Ty •R .tPntm.tpoupiTpp 
IPD7 lyoxyr 03ITOPMMTK iy2B" "1 DBV 
03yEyy3 v ' PR" DP iPi* ïDjnjJifp VH ^ ^ » B 
DyT33BP oy": ayn PE ÌP^PD-RTOOPP T¡ , 
-^v. D;pvíy-B DBíl ,(rr:By |'R IPD63 DJTÍ) 
ÇPT p n * v n n >x ïPcnjr«po*nï DBH ÏBD 
PR iP2Í'yi') ,^2-«I»-.BD ¡¡am iv ïy3'Dyy» 
pmx nriB* R b?Q otr-y ipnipip; ¡yr::;y3;B * 
—-tDEyo .1*: pE iBtf'TOD'i'OTB "jn ^yo;ix 
,yoo^ w.z ~\y, viR &ÎPOTP3 "r ry2B? 
•p'D.TB'T^Btr P3?JfîR
 f**ñshfaft DD^n DBT 
¿yEBDiBP ,ç'E ^nyc 3^*112 , ^ » > B MI ,jy5 
ynMT pb^piR pR .lì .Ï .R y;yt3yr:D- ,Ì5«O 
vo^v.vi ,?Jfl"« ,r5»n ' , ^ B I ' Hi iP^B'TPûBe 
. pB IPEBDK' yc ,cy3 viypvi / i w o » lyoiBc 
. r rDttpnj *UR 
•p'DiB jnyn;B ^c B VÌR iP3;i7nBV2B 'T 
ìyo DBIÌ ,iyí»P'mB-pH2BE D:y¿D"2 ,îyr 
pB ni a<5*3>«8 iPTXHBiB B" tñ» |yp 
•y3 o->y3y?P".yE T3PD»np3 ìy;"i .BBB-.MR 
B lyiB1'.y3 Ü2BCP3 Ì'R ww ÏP3P« -ïri«« 
P3*3"R pfjmpi IV DIR ,(mtrB) D"2B15t:8P 
"*RÌ? PE f^vysD ,noiBD ipr Ile CIBDB^D 
"•:B5B*TPP1X 1'E TpO*nD3P3»K *T ÎRN ,B3B*ï 
y3>T$B2 n T«n ÏR iR"1!- ÎV-»n CP'VRD 
•Bis ipiyn «Ì'IR ìP33^nBV3« (ID 3:IEBE»2B 
=CBP TJn .IPTPÎ1 OTy'RVi " Ì |P?jrn opn 
•rjn ÎB ,cpr pR ytev: bnporP3 COBIB 
nys nypiv «l'iR nnso Din ¡yn ?B; I^'MÌ 
pR T13 ,03yVBTB 25 ^'ÌR r ^ 2 iprp;p?p * 
.tPEBB'SB ÎPV3B3 Î'R DH'B DinR IttRl "IT 
civ iyciW3 T?n;y jyrn ìyDRiPB^Pr **: 
pR 3iBin»Eir *TIR H^RD - y - y IR .DÌÌ-P' 
BBBBTOB niBT 5$33 f,yo,,=c:y2y^ H'ÌB 
-yoystr iyoy2 : lysB» W 0 2 ^ 2 B" -ÌP^PT, 
IPQ ORiT T3RÍ33P PR ' .0*5 5 8 C 3 " P , D 5 8 
pk "DRB^ mPm imon'TVa n-OEBry32B 
D»0 tJ^P'OTrT^BB* 1MB IP33l5n«V3R ^33 
PR PR i:B?33P. PR .P'TW 75 "W^ B 
BBBviK PE npi:p?-p:yo,-ry;D-"BD.P^PT:B 
IP"iy;y^yB iv 02iry3 DBnmpà'R ipe osn 
ys^yii ,"iy"Ot;* yopyin :^ H ipb*ni ow« 
•nyi3"2iR n *pw ODB^ ÌV T ^ ' O B : ìy^BE 
yDPJT0"'"nP- DBÌ* |prmB«t3«R PR .lye»*: 
tpi iy2Bn -i»o iBr ,iP2B T;IR "3 .ny"Or 
27 "WW1 w y t n w &v*ï njn 
DIP pw ...IIPTK P>B !TK B —-iponpyD. 
"ÎPD W ,nnn^33*K 1» W * 313P3 Î'H î">« 
KM oiiii ,irr pur DÏB ÎPOPÏI A! IP3"W 
...îjyonBi m orno w w w i i f po>n> 
D^BIVD'EB ¿Kiwyrn ijn fim ; W K onpt 
iy:pj rtfip iK IP;;WP3 iwifn *t Ï* ,-y:jî 
DP 3"Ï.T« Î'K .PBSKVa'^l^'rpD;-; ' 
nïn p«. ijnyn mvwvv DP DPÌÌ WEK , 
PK |M#w.t>*ifH PK pjniK D"ii rv:iy pn Dtp *,fwi$3 PIKOSP T O T Î or»i: es 
pis? (Po o5«n ,DM; IBB 8 pB .i3yn *i 
. . .irw f n njn:K IB -IB3 DTK n»c lyaan 
•$p PK «np5pTP yoxy* y m ,V>PI»H 
WJifJ y5»ï:"K n m o:"t? DP .B»O 
H JÎD ajtfyos? H 1KB aannjtfpip 
?K3BB'"3nyD3,K n w ïy33io"ï yo3«onyi 
lira CBK D;potmy PK poD«pa PTPK pK 
-n;c JD.TK PK WÏBP3WH$ n OTIB33*K 
*WBK ,D3yo"iix ; iwi'iwnyKip D?R nyn 
p« p^3 ip«i PK K;PHO IB3 TT iyo PK 
"t DB11 IB'Ï8P3B31B WODPe.ïjn pK 
"DMRj3"3iu PK T O jnpiie» o*o tyasn 
**im n Tr îjû«n D5KB3inp> ? D^UPÎ 
t3J«VV3D'VW "1P1VD8Ì11PD3BPW P^BITO 
PDDumyD- ytyn PK iptopnan ptrsy IBB 
-DP5B'.b,0 1n«1îP3 IBHD» 0'3 PK -
DP DTP11 ,TD D3"C ,1P3'3 . jttbnaB K 
.n J .* .K n RE yooBya n 5»v« ,;*--;•: 
¡ycjpo P3P;,,K ,ys?*o"n pw lys ;v. ,#*«» 
...îywD8inyD3tp w'-vfà ¿vrm Ï Ï ; PK 
;©3»ñ . . . !D"3IR np»ï iyp-,y;K npj ,t3;-r 
PK 0"P3*D"¿B ,IP-ÎBDPO pnp"î n-¿- -••; 
T Ï TO-IWPP ijnn'E P3'ITK. Á»B;*oj¡ño 
-np ,iPD"nyo;nK ,iy "^iBo pwrwe v - ; 
-^«n o«n—D'nsB' .*o"t » lP3'nw jynn^c 
>n n»D ...pioyiD IBB ,pnjn:K IKE TO &t\ 
"lPD"3nK H- 1KB : Î31K -flC 0"ïï iw«r :x". 
PB ,i3K^D"i • PB /i385;;y IJE "-v-t 
oiynyj DP P'K ipn PK IKIÎ .¡Wrsffi'w 
>K3Ksr"3npD;'K PD'ns «ÎK TK . AWÜ: 
-T\) « I«nDP3B'lK iy3«n "ïPlVDKinPD3KP JJD8D ]1B T3j;n H j*K ]V^ ?«* W -
! 0"3iK P3Mpn y3*o n n ! T K B—03PTtynB ny-ï ....? Ï^TN ! T K D3 tyi  npi ..nijpfi 
DrDDIPEWP TK DpJJD I3RPTK1ÌS q^SD : 
*3K P3»?X3y3 BÎ8 PB 'P8D , T H t r n D PB 
|P3»T
 fn3«?33P pK «« #|PB'T»D I1E 33ÌEBtr 
•KP^aiBjn H m ,D"u 'UK^iyoKipsem H 
iy?Kt .îyoKnpKoin n ,«T mn tf'EK . w 
lino o'3 DP «i jy3yp jnñ'D3»K ip j^ni oy 
p^aiBjn iyr;iK o iu >"« ,-tpanîn oies' 
'ÏS OTOD'Ipy OKH IJHKIIW Djmns» t»K' 
|yo fyp 5KDK O'D PK nn«o ÎI^OPPOSHB 
•pyOKIB PB DT.no 8TK tyD"Tiyo3n8 D'3 
IÎK PK Ti80 njn3pn,DD,ïpy npn ni ,ÎKI? 
iy3«n TÍO 33ny'3pn P ^ K ' X W H 5"U -VIK 
•IP383D'1K y.TK 1KB pBHPT POB3'P3"K H 
V^B PB OB^ yn B 0P03 TK ,îPP3yiy3 TOB? 
DO"OD iyo»3r pa 33ny3in ipn. PB niD3an 
yoTonBBO'K TiK |y3:i5>nBy3K H pa ipeip 
•DMK 0;»n 1P5'«' IPOKiPBOn H
 kT3 
H P3?y« 0*0
 #03yirtinBÔ pann •-
o^ y33Hy3on'B o^n "O^BB np;8PT:'sr-
DstPTP3iPD3nK T>B3 ïy?Pll ,CD"DD TPD"r 
"Bojn H ,*oramjr*3 íyo^m B *PW '>">" 
H oay^nyn T^:y ipssn •yr5yiv,;yt:s-r 
H *K jn3P3P3ÏPïP3 H 'K ÎPD?Br ï^ "*"-' 
•|M"i ^3Pn pnp"? PK 038a yivc-;-:; 
ïyoDJ'oanv oyn |yin>EiSDMK ÌPEB""-::V 
oyT IP3BI 3po ipo ,DKn3BiB np"t pa cr^s 
K D?K r3yoDnpy nyu ps "n. cjn p» "»-
-1W yoma B :y*»M ,»OIBB ny-:-v: 
nBBD^ K HMK lP33l5nBï3B ^ l'K 3n"i';ï^ F 
"?8n "T m ,îy3"x ly^n «î .nr.inr >-"-
oyi iPEK^av ypBD p^tt " r ,K 'U"K" ; " 
ny38P^3iByT H lya^yii ,T"IBD v e r : ^ " 
j'nBB p*^ 3 |yoDpn3 DP^  D5K tnitorw "-x~ 
ïjrçnsiî B3JÍD183- on**? njn 26 
••Ï pit coaiwn* *i D»anKv;D'ïK ÏP; 
.ïv:y-ry2iyt>;iK O W W U K . I W H ÎP=I#.-: 
•y; i"jc«y3-ytyn pc îvoyj H nvv *e y^ 
;:;"-yo"2"iK njPï pu prvitra DEIB-
- ! Dayo^yoyo ijny w 
HrW^nñ -an pit îJniw W K Ï'K MI 
*m¿K ñ PK *IBPB?«B .a-iysayrin > " i 
eye: ¡i3"T .v.n -a Í -K iy-. pc yoc8yz 
ri?: o«n jyo î'pnipiira o;$D"ijn D C ; 
WvenVBin px »a«trp •% : jyayntî'yj 
BWP"D »D'Mi on**? '% "! ïy;iKiip; ¡yss.-
x A M ,.r, .Î .K "lowm ÏP3K.1 
•rc&'> üjn o«n "DDijm-ìKD. -.y, \vv. 
n I"Ï-"E [yoiny I*B*IK jyayjyj 'nguip 
¡yny:;"K ftWONri ¿jw -y;-K 8 W 
um, n .pc ijrtf's » n ; 
- ¡v3M?r*tf.Dtfft 
S»1 ,P«1V20
 #I»POTJD'lV>HrW3 pc i jn i 'a 
;- î'tfa r « .IKOîi; iiK ÎBSVS ,;-iy3 
:«--VK ran ,iïan5ww y n OWI "JWH>»« 
IJIBB "cpw.iKc, [yaya pnrpntotiM cysy 
ÎWTïsi ,K2TIK .nyï^a jrD3B£*un H jypm 
njHra yjjnn D*a osn : iy2« ajns TK 
,?;r: VK pK îtyDjna |.«i oBunya arana 
» n n r i % a .TWn ps ïyaBt-ys n DK-I 
,V.I ¡yr-r.ï osi jpo 'ow'K TO tro fy^ yìi 
"/IR i»! iy2«7i ,p"iDD pa nynrpe D5B' 
:aw*i ,a»npb'nytf'2 n "ly^sya D3yDya„ 
¿ y w o lin nspK^Ks ,3ny2 
,*¡in ¡yry; ix 3i:yj*]'^s DKT DB"3 Î>K 
(R^2npB*% ypnsDC « totfP«jTyòa»ij 
?*DtnannKEw ry;y; "D"P 
.PPbè^ya D3yto o*; ^ D ?«t jyo na 
I'ns ^K Dip ,iypnyoy3 v^3Yin TK S*fi 
WWhwtftt "3 lyflnwp'HK ,â?^n ,DU 
« r-« ."conyinBD,, iv^ys "otfs oyt"2„ 
•*r ,;V;BÏ ^ K no ^«njmajfE* raw pn 
W Ï yj>v:"H n D*; r*« ""DDiyin«cw ijri 
¡wy; twnj'n Tytn PK osnany; ta«n D«H 
-TODjsy- JH.TK px ^K:»c"':iyD;'K *\m . 
;y3"K npuiK Ì5»DK TIR "yo'DB' nyo 
î to'M'n lyryn Î'K iy2sn "ooije 
I'K ,o'3 inyo ¡nyoys oivmn 
' a^ Vi ,33iû"x ya^ayo D^K /'oDiyn 
*" PK "inyo oy ^n DDIKII ,I«. "<nvv 
:•: oyj»3 pip ^ |Jn ,p*D Í]^ K 
x
 ,?yaaio«y yoaKein *vjtB ya"? 




i*y*E ¡VP:VV C.-K 
*JPB lypnionaK c 
•VZ DE1K-:y3 DKH D"".2 
"jyc«nx p»i
 rM3iS. } " 
;H2"VE'-yc"2"K "grtyimBW 
^ijï |>p; D3V*7WD TP3 
'K pK 0"poy:riy:E"K 
K 0"V. .;ra:(( 
'tiñtm iyEM"sr 
;ny .opa«3ye Tjwsw pfi pR 33)?yo» 
"Dia "¡yty'T w ;:».D;K C*IK PPBD xaycr 
-.BE ,c:yû»*v.ï ; DEBï**".yB"yp ist5W3<yrj 
"iyo"3"iK v-iin:$ pa jjnna cy;*"2y;?K cot?, 
»D2Kya^K"iy;y; n n:r: T'K Dipi M>Î|Î 
"KT îy;"ï y2?yi: ,iK3i(r,,a"yDrK "an ps 
-.« nyena lyiyn PE .TCÎT: H T-D;y;-K 
3Maypwin 
y^ iB H (ya*ip D*; «M (tfEjin 
j«H PK pir OrBV. DBT DKil 
'.ynyo"r. ix aaia^ntìioiy IB [jniya T<R ayi: 
?D"p:*cyro 
DBT IK
 rTJP8»5 o;«ïy; ¿an^s#WS. cy 
f[ynyr n»e -!TBE "in o'-* mnt ^«m :'B 
na ta1: ïyDnnyp",yE CKI DP;ÎE ^P""? 
iw C)35î5ya .ta'; 5R3Kc",au»;,K n ü^yv. 
onyr ,n iio—^yoyiE '-y^'DovB^'BE ".Jh 
-^ yE PK DT-.Kaa'K, or"f:D:yoc-:ry5 -«f; 
•j'K H ^ s i o".yi: ivt2^v' T:B: ! iy;*v.r 
îyayoJyî • ^K: PK ^«ony-r fK;«L-":iyo 
! \vtstí cis outrun ù taiyv. 
:i«iy:ya inn'K n:o •nw; twin iW BJ*»n 
K^I 13P K^.^B; pw ¡ya^ï "i . ?yoc»y2 
D'> -.vin «n "Ï":» Í?C2 ;y:*n. «j ! iw* 
cy D»; pK ,iy2y; yny«r D^piin îy-yi: ¿y 
-PBo'yîtfp-DDsyn ny^r jy^BieryE îviyr 
|jp«m "T 3'IK .iir^ iftajRa ¿«"opms PK-P'Ò: 
•ayay^ ya K "3 i i ; ¿y PK
 (o:B^y- K' :»•:»< 
-BinycaBp; PHBOC M?
 ("iyî"r.w lï—,U*V 
...îy:"ï »f "ivo ; 
Vi D»n ü5i2 PK iniiK i r à w a T;B; 
D^x iyn f in ,oay»yy^. lyt^swo'nK OBI 
vo DBÎI DP"IDD y?y^ B »1 D"in'Eya3B pK 
.D3«tDnyi lyn^E jy^B.i 
y;y*:y,K'3yE n PE DP"IDD VWI vî* 
T»n |jri»v.y; o^oycya ï»a»*t C3« ,3I ,^KPB^ 
u n pc yocwyz *i PB yivDB^ra'K i n 
•ayoBTix 3*1 ÎVESH "t .?K3Btr"3nytD3'K 
ysyny'triys i t3^ c D*jn3B""iyB PK O-.VM 








03ip,ijn T*-a*n "5WD1K \vwi pk y3»-u^Diy *I*IK "lypa'iD'iR n 'uni 
w o w yo*y5 ri own D^OJ^ ya*j"R -.u « ÎPD b-yn ,you iprn n»r»> pu CP*-U: 
n r w r« pw*i VW«K ynyt;iR PR
 ty; ^ r K * » n r u ^ 2 P n « * * ! « * * 
«nqm D-; r u n » jinjm BTB-IM ijfcm
 D 3 P D X t f j . - , , 3 IP3„n w r „ , ,n ,;, /PBi:i(,.: 1 
-TP1TDKÌT8IDKP- JBDKmjô H flfî D^TK JOTSTl ü 
pwtyprc & JIB 
-vy> i*n VÎ oun oifii y^«r.3-p""iDO yo 
•w ,T* Via ,wm .fyaipüyj'iys'R o;yo 
y^ K o*n JKJ^uiyos'k H DIP ,iyay3 
-3$ . ayo^- iya- i^E op'noayirvR 
D'D . o i . v B y m n pu o I n i D y ; 
tro PR ,D8n8t8D PK* í>yoiD Tya»;yn ^D » 
H »ii ^"proyoy;»^ pu OPRO iriyo ¿y'B 
D3yDxy> jyaijn TO D*U ,DP"-IDD run;» 
D'3 IS>»BR D»n SíuijlewfMtó'K^í .»«nw 
-,yiií ,oSiy |WD"i ow wyj>ynyno„ OBSÍW 
¿STOP 3H:yoya ,tv:K>x«T*3wnti ynn:» 
•ya Î'K *T ,noR .inynaR -W\H jftnybab 
n JÌD YIM$3 o r w n nw ycf^ n w ìyoip 
lys^m po iww lyswooTipo p« PIIJ^P 
ytyn y^ R -IRE tyemw .jyaippya oip n 
-ysi* .nK5m naytMO-VB into ,DP"IDD 
lip i'R Dip ? TIRIP oa^trn "«n »%R nyìì 
•yaayoRtiv ,otfa PR P ^ D yaya^ R yp8b 
-i*? nyasooTipD PR Piitfp ñ pe O^ VDC? 
toa^nyoa**,, ny3'3i>ynyn lyww ,D5RP 
-sya'nowR D*3 ,*Î5R ,iyp lyo" V » w 
oipi í83UK"'3"iytD3,K n Dip
 riyoBMny3 ,:n 
n»w DP"nDD ynn'K y^« iy3i-ioy33nn 
"UD r38j 8 n*i« PK ,oyx"^B y;y3"« inn'K 
.|DiK ty^oc
 r:»DyoD':D y^myD ,PK pn^ 
Oy*« 0^1 tK ¿W î'EMR 0'3 T! Dayf* • 
-yinyo 5n3i$B'"3iyD3,K "ijn Donmya o»n 
?ni^ yo yoia inyt ,inyr n»c jyiyii o;y3 
•nyn ocnRny: oifn rf DIP ,0'3 in'R opsyn 
0"i3 PR 0"ii a 3 Ì : y p i y 3 8 jyanp' I«D 
«yp'OD i^PWD nyn PR ^syma^n ,PR 
? yoynB 
D;yoi83 on"S >R:^ B*"3nyD:'R n 
•ayo PR yoDjn3 H DÏ*R V» pj»à« ihyp^fì 
nyo u .p-îij' r ; PR PÎ'ÏRPJRÎTÇ yo::-
yo«D Din
 #¡yii^ t ¡yo iyp ,DVR «-; ben» 
•H"*io W*VR i n pe ni3 D'3
 (¡if;y:"s 
'\%*tor "¡m pe pyi3iiì fBUnsys ¡s*:" 
,i"oy3^8 PK ssuvñyg 
H oçn lyoRsií^  ya^oy yoxyi» 'i. ^ n 
-^V«jn yw383 8 oi.TDyaain .,'.n .; .r .N 
iyj"r oy yaftm va ,0TnD ya^oy Î*R ¡ÏÎ*Ï 
*T .iyo"3"iR lynsytMD y5y,B,tt;»DcyB,y2 
•lupin ^na^eny PR iwr-yíDn-MS DV" 
ya^yii PR ,DP"IDD ?Rny3V3 ya^oy L*---: 
-3jn»io y3^n:nyx o>»5«nbi« vi Ty:u" cy 
iny ,y 5 8 ya^ yv, PE ,1P3WJ PR fynia -;-
Dinypy3pnw ^^ T lyayn ,yonR;DnR CÎC N 
y^annyiB^R o^ o PR r^ot? D"2IR iy- » 
! jyiTn y:yDí^y3 pK , W I &# syp i': 
nyB8"« PR i^iprp H op"-.DDy3 ¡yai?n cy 
onvS H
 fD^ yp^ lí^ 1 DT3 o^mi *n ,"y~--" 
tini lyinS'tyD *i ,"iyaRo oy.i PR oaa"" 
,iya8» oi^ps'yn iwt yo'v.y; »' p« ÍV:¡<; 
-isa I'D'O jy-njìiya lyonyso'o }v:"' =-s'" 
ep""iooy3 lyayn ojn nn R .P^IDC D3FS 
sn«5 PR nyaRO OD"I*. ^yas^p^rr " 
?n$ï vi bif.-i íyoRtiv .wpDi?3 PE CIÍT"-
*IMR tyEiiV32i# vi IPaçn fatili nyp^iüa 
03"i3nyT ^R3VB'":iyovR n PE nn 
.n3yT'10 60 D11K ' 
lyorR H D«n DP^IÜD Jíilín v?8 ,i?r^ 
PR .DWByj:* pR jyEnysDMiR hu&w 
-'na.H üaR i^oya DRipnyoBMR o^n cy'5Ô? 
. 
tfpytri r a j a n » o n ^ njn 
-.« ii(3W')1 t w o ü'; t*R opt^cRt 
-nr - r* Ptatinain IB3RI -y-.R pr^anp* 
no»**-!** B*i jyasfl Din .BKÍT i"K ne 
•»exr H ."lyfiyt? ynyiaR PE 1P0"31B e*-; 
'jjwnHwa prow »T¡ PR ïW3i^wi ya 
-io) fflJiífmwAn viyr;i« PE Poneva PR 
•>»* •" IV oinn o"> yt3>o»íP PR (oipempa 
•JDPKTB « .iPtrapo -ípijpnta PE iponyo 
•ñau njr» .satfyoe ye-BPRisaíR -.y-iB yz-
- • ¡ ^ K I» r * D"P 8 lyvfriya IJHR iya 
¡*K ¿lynahno tM"n " pa»D BRITIPC^R 
O": ftyttw « D".8^T -.p-upno pr^unpjt 
.-íjny^s 
tu ,íinjm taaRtya im"5 no*ip ,pK/; 
•yíc t í"^ n «iprajto yryn ípSnys T:IK 
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iyi i'K poornyc n p* ftes$p H D>* T» 
!»?jm WQRfW ipx;R3 
.. • 
*(#n BOaltma» W;i» íwajnpcpnB ' n 
B IRE D"P3H3PV.D*I: H D3R-ì3P3;""iR*iy3 
IPB?B -in ïWWpr\BQ9*$s* itàp DP": 
DD-.Kiy; trçn ipa5¡y« ^B^rT'irDiiina 
"*3 Wfriovii ta*o jyaStfiiRmpD unr»& 
pu PR ',cp"icD-eKir y^vsr-K ¡jnn*fi .DPD 
p ta lip»* ".yr'^npiiy; « pe ijnn'D nyn 
b"iRD • -.pn pjHjrôjD'O üiyi;in pJ'j"M 
-.in pu nnpo D*a i«p e:psrn"R-Dp;r3* 
'WUP&B'D opoyv, ,\w » Mi WjWBrçi 
.BKÌTÌR' 'ycanperiB « PR-IJÌCS-R DP 
S M " W « Dçi l ì w a u D W JW"? DB*P « DÌ>B nya W3 Wymvwmws orno TPB?B -.y 
c?« "¡yayaoD'unR H ."ìpta^ann ^ jy:"t 
m"": w ¿PD'B-tfya >i v 1 * 'Paan DB^P H 
•»Ï iwyn- ix Vía* yoociutr n .yooya *i 
-hva 'waiR H ,« I pm ,\vov-w* r w 
aupa o»; ìPxuya p'^B "1 tR .DUR ¡ya'sps 
*-, ,D«iicy ^ B : PR -iKt lyiy^HD nr ; pc 
n ¡yjyn ipa*K D*Ì lpa"5p nyap3"DD"3"¡R 
lfe$yirIya,ap* H PE D:PDMIP3 P « lys^r ie 
hya T3H ipp .ly^y" w 'M I^E ^ n iy;«f?» 
ctjT I'KB t5"3"w yiayonKiiiy »n jijno Ì^ T 
*•" t'K Din ? jyaya DH^K tapn IPQ D^II
 ri?Jtì 
'^ K ^ Ol'Oy^ POS'K DC^ IÌ yjKiB wto 'K 
;•« pK. DPina jnp"T pK nyayaooya 
•yajj otfi Ï'K cny-i;« .IP^^K^DIÌDK " 5 " Ì 
•y;»K yny^ì pc vapw >i. &\pw n o's 
y:y:"K yip"t p« D:IJ*3V n ,pmf*l ya 
•rvw* P0M13 vip? i:;"n iyaun.,DTno 
'ps ix tyo:p2 ya'D'ij n ïy^Eyj iv. iyo"p 
n pc lyey-ipwR »i ipo\nixaB p« tpiì'np; 
IJnnv- PK pnnip .D:K ,:V yayopmiyjE'iK 
u:'i?ya taap^c »*T8 I I ID»3I» H iya«n 33«^  
•y: *ii nnyo o'o lyc^po TK
 (poi38pa piy"T 
iv WNto:y *pt iya«n ipta^prnpE pa^:nyii 
i n ,D"Ï njrrj^ nyn pc .ìyotsy IRE lys'i^ 
* linw ìpp nft**K ijn"R *R .^y:in "'yo*: 
WaRn iyn>-iE ny tio .IR'JV R PR P^DBRp2 
V« "ÌI: ,'yb"prnpc ni: D*: ìyt'V.yaò r^iK 
,#nyo«aTR npT pK ¡ya*^ PR 0"n*Wb 
I$# D'Hall.H TR. ,03RD ÌVORTW .D«V 
.IR^v ipi I|<E TA": ¡ri ix oiyr.ysEMR o*; 
,iyD"p;*npE prv PR yEP ":pa y;"ì ":paa 
yiipj ty:"r DSH 
Ti ciyisE pys 
-yc y:^yx;"R nRc Ì^V I 
tnpi;» i;pü"-.ya i**r. I Ï 
""R'DSDCR,, l'R t t t W W H O-yil DP IPll 
""R"Dy;ì*3 SIRX pD'n: »I ."nyBpc iptr 
n ñ IRE D ; " " (pp^anK DRU ,cD;ycn 
Tjn -RE pR D;K,;V -tpaRcpiRi»? yfîBn; 
DjycD^e îyjrt
 fD;R,;v nyàRc-Dyn peana 
ÏPD^ R- DPI PR DuzyK't-^ R-Dyn^a |"p o*; 
"T 0E11 'IPC *lî îy;"ï "I ' ,D1R11 ¡IE |P3*I 
."DPWp-'tavEyn,, ]iR "op iy^ ^P'ÌÌ'BR 
-«p ly^iaBsiyE.' w cnyocys D"31R ny^r 
-'DBDDR oyosa ñ PE pnpíp K W D«D oyo 
pomp; DM5 D^ y3R"D ¡yca^sr PR jyc^R 
-¡R':V '1 .DM- p^sy^-L-p^RE 1»J0"1 
-ERÌT ïyEn ix D3^E H T I R lyaRH DPnyi»p 
IPDPipua'R yaasi ¡ptrniva» JIR jiyas'D'O 
H lyta^ B.iE^R pe "W1 ijn .iR»ar ipn pc 
n ìynn^ PR'iPiiya«5B PE ^R* nyi ,iR*ar 
PI^R PR BPP H ft«w inys D*: pie ori»,jipiv 
•"R-cyaT'a DIRD np^a cyT ps oyx'^B »1 
n ti'iR ;03»n taap^ IR* i n .oaptrtn 
IR* nm «D-.ycnyayo ima DP-IP^P'ÜBMH 
•oayiria "ìjn PE - ip^ao 'o n n^ iR DSP'? 
yOXPÍ» H .Y1RB3 ?"PD rn"Jl PR TIMp 
p"; piyraiR pK ¡yc^yc-DB'in n jym 
C"prnyEaiR lyiR ta^pa'npt np"t .DaR'av 
nnp*3 pn ix o:w jnyt;iR jyaRc oyii 
.Tna^REiy ip:';pn "ipntf 
«te ya^ npû iijpa jy3Rn D'a pB ipn»^ oa»n n PR opiy^CB^in H ps a:i?-i:Rn n 
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23 njjpi^n wjnniw C*T^ njn. 
• 
-CP3 TTJ ,lPop*K IKE tPnp3 PK PP*D*PICE 
PK DP OB11 PK DU PK By DlfTî V H ^ IPO 
• ipeoyo yoeny H ÎK ,?*K HCK "ipn 
!V3»n ptfpii ,(pnpi3B PK opna ina D ' M > ) 
¿ B P B O B ^ B Ï P ^ W B . D P I t # p w p j : y o n n y 
|P3'D3n Î^P DKHPJ D*: p'$K 1B3BÎ IP2IP 
y t DPI! 'BPKDB1B iPtP'T DBN |*K *iy*"i3P2 
PP'DPKIB POU « "WE 0811 ,1PD"3-KD*1K 
H J1C P3"K PK ÎPE8C DPll ^«P8D«NB IPP"? 
. I1D D180C 1PDDÍD3 I P ! PK D"PHD PODr» 
îpansrpj i p r n DP pm P P B D i8c->P"i . T J S 5 
PK ,"PnD DD^ll pK IP^«P8D«1B H ]Pl«lìP3 
t r i - i^ t ro D P I pu iiK T ^ D .iPft«T "an 
"P: D'3 l^EK p W IP? DKH , l"nD o r n ^ 
"8B DPn IP3 , ,lBnViy3 ,K 3*03*11 IKE IPD^KH 
•PBpiB ->m o*c i«no ly DKfi DKii , *n ran 
"pao^iK ui?3 DKH ¡po .BKirpr:r-5Pi?:Pi 
onpu oy P35P11 pK , - IPDIPII n«B K i p s p ' i r 
^81 EKtrîK^l^PK'JPiPEnB > t IK ,D:8IPJ 
t \ K D P M 1 ,P3^Pï DBl !PD"-IP3 
B I P v V O P * t l P K I P S P ' T C P J 
- P V 8 Í P I P " ! t ' K i P S K O c n y c 
•*PD"12 D1P11 DP m tlK ,P ' T D D n ; » K, 
r»»jji n 0811 « i3 inyo: iK -ipi pK t r ^ p n p 
H- .D3KQP3 D8H 3311PUPn DD"DD TPD 
tK ,ippv.pa Dan nn<* **viv lie PÎVDPKIB 
1910 pK P""IDD -IPDKDP18^P "IPPIB* V3 i p i 
•KHDyO PST'CPKIB H PB P3"K JPEBW D8.1 
|Pt?>iiy iPD 'wooMiy H iPD3^tr iy \jn 
.npaproDvaiK Î1K TPD^nK 
"P3 *P38 D1P11 jyí»8p8D8nB P"3 *"i P * 
ID^DDJ'K *.P"; K ,"i*tr»oM pr& B IPCSE' 
H 81 IPJ"0 "VD .D8T jpçn P33BD Ml ,tPi? 
"*D8p 8 ,l"18fcj3"?"PD"tPtT*ll 8 pE 33H3H3 
•"KiyDMK P3K2DMK WW 1KB D8.T D811 ,PD 
- : P D P I D P 3 '•v pK •tJrtmmv3i-;"i P K Î P Û " 3 
P3 '^3 I? IKE P IB \VT^i 8 n o r n r K "PI " 
P"»PI:K PK .b 'OIK PE *D*^ 811P "IP1K D8D 
1P38Í1 on" iD yDi 'T^B ' iv -" ; H tiyDTPii 
8 ÍP-.TEIV:"» D J I Ü V ^ B T Í D 1M 
• ' :P*I p r í - K ysiyi i ipapn
 #iiiB"DBp"pnB 
•'DKB ' t .ÎPOM1D "PDKDplK^P H |PB»liy P3 
n ^83 DI'T ÎP381V P3^DP PDyp^ ' 1 ¡PJ3V1 
ps^yr. ip^yv P,MK , H ÎK , IPT"I I D P ^ I D D 
iy ip^pn " t c m ,33i3E8n DKnpi lyssn 
1P3'0'!2 t IP3P3 ',83 IP^pll H ,\VV\0 ÜÜBV 
W&nr. yif-yi- ^ y o ^ a i K P3'3y ^ I8oy5 
' , • - - • 
*y3-DC"3D-m D*D 3;ií»"í;8nnyE KIK I*» 
VD PK »lfe;8D IP3P1E ?D3'D;y-V: , ; 
*i3 D33PT3- o » " 3;}^tfKn P"iy r j r P i ^ ; ? 
PD3'D3P-P3 K TK ,IPÜ82"íPD"3*.K - :;-¿. 
-.HE DD1KV.P2 tner OKI f 8 D3"rr . ; ; v - : - ' 
ÏPD^KU *50 ^8P8? Î1K 25 5KP85 ÏK ,--;;•-^ 
IP31K11P3 iy38n "T D811 D8T ÎPM(v;'; c : 
^1 ipr. ,iyo"2"iK npi;ypiD 5 j ^ «trie -^2 
I1D P"*.DD K ïP3KD3*n DE-.K-p; •;'-.'«•.•, 
n ÎK
 #T1CK PK DP .D18D iP^'r;.-;-;-; ; , - ' 
%;»K ' T D ' b r i ; p " n p D ; 8 p
 iD^pii2-cr;,i:,:>": 
•ip pK ,PD!:8P2 P>KpB* pK ^ K ; s r - ; - v : 
*1 IPT'K O^yD^PDpD K iy »*f D"; ; -;*;; 
> T j y c ^ y r B B ÎP3'U D P " - 0 D •?«- ; ' ; ; - : -
D-iBBir.pE ,D"p-i£TîPyEi;B': H « Î ¡p; . 
*'Î ü^Bii p>noD "PDip^y^ipE 8 e ? " r s -
iy3"53 D*C jyp P3?PI DIT -1P28 .DC8PPJ. 
.nyD^snK ' i iP3Vi^»iK^r«hi P3«iy; - ' ; v 
D'2 t8 .IP"Pll DJBTP3 ÍPP 1PD"2-K *^P3Pí' 
'DD"31K P^,pyi p 8 IP;iKHP3 "T \V2tf- - J . 
,1PEPtri8*;r pK DPcn^v. yiy^y-;- ,-xv 
"iPE DIP MB Ï P ; I K I I P : D B " IP2B" "t v : 
MB ÎP31KHP;' ! 3-ty;y p u pK D"X p « u r -
ty3"t "tyD"2nK y3.?pn J P T * ? P S ^ - W V ; -V 
T i n .Dp'^iDD PK IP3KDiy3"iH !y;;'K*'Vi': 
PK OPTI 'T IP2BH ,JnBriDyD -^y»; -;•;•-
M*0 DDP".T i y r t f - p o >T pK Diyp"-: -,=—-
*P3 1P3B" DP '11 ,nnPD TO K IP31KWP3 =•;" 
-BKT n IiK o i y p i B " D-Ï13 D"nn yi ; ì*:s-
-pus? P E IP2B1! p p y r n : ^ T B : ,0-yp*": -; ': 
*«» ysf'yr X P ' ^ D D ny^c yosrìB'rp" n 
y^K iy3'n ,iyìB"P3 oSpoyoy: D;ycsv- ;?: 
S PB.DMB3*DPT *T1K pifHPa 05PDP2P 
^ y n ^BP«DB"IB 1PT .D^D'iaK " ^ B * 
0P3DPDBPD PK IP2BH 1P3K^PÌB^P 
.D^'ydniK-D'DBnEDBP 8 D^8 iyDi;y;;« 
."ìm*G* i i n jpnBv.P3 T K ¿BPBDB^E " 
D^PDirp33P3KTiy Dyp1 iinyii oy woìv" "* ; 
*ipt:iK 1K11 ,oi""io n pK IP^BPBCS"E 
-3^BDip'Tin c i r r i : ll^ji» ^ B f ^ r v - i - s 
,DBT DB11 ,OBT DD1P '11 .DP"1DC VÎ? 
D1PP1B" D3PD1K3 DH»5 ynyî-18 D8V 
Dipii ,1910 pK ipnpnBiy3iK iynp3 ¡Ï 
5«\1
 #"IKD1PT 1CEK DIJ1 T*K 11913 P* ; 
"rvswìitr IP1BHP3 D3^n IP3"i I P ^ p c yn*'"!* 
^ ^"11 ,-iKBiyT D81 PK i jnB ? W " * : s 
n >Ì1
 ft3ìK 1KE ÌPliyj T'K PP'C-^'S 
_ 
,ryc *ita vin PE^no'o .P3*¿npn 
.¡yapa ix jPiipa T*apo i i : r n can 
I • . • • -
* * * 
* * ' 
•TV' ,CP"TOD IP'B H HO "V-X PH 
eayoxjtf oan iB'av- $83HC*"3"PD3*K IPT:IK 
•ya D3%napa rn »piir va pa onn'tpaaa 
naaínpD IX ní pnaïiopo p«a rasa a jpnan 
a ¡vsip tt na D*jnwDppMa«o n o'o I P 
«añPHfB D ' IPD"3IH - , I ïPayn oape^popo B 
»i v>o;ya"K oaao pnanopo y^a n .ipa 
•aipaPi iia ,PESDPP \"¡> p>t ix o*a DP»IDO 
D»Mjrç pe jjtfnt pa DB«"ÍP no IP3B'XB"IÜD 
.ipo^oia IPDBD H PE 
pe inanope ipi tapri a i ipi" i ins 
-iebtynutfb n c o ítrinvcsirp ÏP33BE3S 
'i npv«H uaítóPDPD.K ÍPDKD pa ,onpn 
.jya:«Bpaaïf ^83 TT ipaan OP«-.DD 
I*M Ipvi ? T^ayo pianoyo «IH r«M ìPv. 
"3P1P3. DBP^ BS 11K C"Dp81B PlBnDPO BT8 
i ?D3*D 
na ira iPinpsaap PE pupiopo ata 
TÍ c%\\ \$*3v piapepiopa n jpiv ^íape 
•;vta ,omJ PH ,p*noD opn jpima iX oapa 
•ppwaw ya^pii nKB ,ivtî«3 K oan pa a^a. 
,18*31' « ,*XK3H |yiny IB ipaan o-ip-.ií?o 
•pyeori OIPII ÍP^II oopn iia tañan opojm 
jKsyoü'D B IB ütn'D nj^ ai^  KTK IPH .OVO, 
'? t« .D-ipilCOPPB^BO H P'H IPnpt ¡BT 
.::':""j'-iy P3^I"OIPB3IK ja t'K P"IDD ipt 
¡wyajritmH T ' iPonya DunwoppciaH» n 
•cypya : t«no-w ipoya «t Dan> DP DBU 
nattñpa lan pa tvP"itaD ,|if3t.' n.iPE 
"P-VD a ix ipóip pa îP5i3»mpo lífta ,¡P 
? IJíBnpa ^«a onpu p"ioo a ipn^a ,O3P0 
ÍK ianyoî? by nyn ,ojn w- Tt oynayn DP 
"W i'K DIPIIPOPPBISBQ n IIB p x w ipn 
ana .w*av ipn pa PX*E» ipn i« onpDc DP 
rnj?¡3 D*D iptrapo a i ipa^t IPID"! jn«3 PE 
'-'« íPl^ lDnPB W 1P5'11 D'D J1H EPP 
lfólp [Kl ,Dp»nt5D 'Tin IPOOI^ PB PDDn 
^«2 ;ya"? DP m .ipxapipoaBP pa^ PtK IBE 
;*K ":"1D ÛD"il pK DP1T DPT pH WWW 
Ti - 0*Q ¿5JVÎB
 DCjm lyniS'B'D DPI i^ B 
" E - i ^ î*tE p"1DD B ÛHDK'aK TB
 #îyD8D?lî 
">':v- « -I»E T"Í^3 DQip ,ayn pa lPi"í> pa 
! apn pa OEKIP PE ta'ïaiDD 
~W ÍP^BT TO "Dai pa ,P'ODB-?8-)p;y;rn 
IPiaPinPB p,K P*a-ipap lyraia IPVTDJPS 
n. pa ipxia opn IHE i^ pa PBDTÍIPD CB-; 
•Dipp-ian DitM9**mi 
upa ai^a \vw in»*' "iix povp^ n 
8 *«E IB'XBDUK 1PE"DBDPDD'D PE \Wty 
•íyE D3P5B IPD lia ¡pi: .f-p'v ipoonsppa 
o^a^ipvo. ¡paya DMia ipia
 rfp33<t)n3 ÍPÍI* 
-I»D npseai .onppiar. oiia 0"ffli n IBE 
osn. ,Dip?tf»o DPTí lyvtf'iro -,jni$ JDIVP 
a ta ^aac-pn 0"H3Papí'pa -.iny »a ¡ye 
-nya o^no n pa DPIÍ P"-.DD .?anpaprn 
"rrPE IP3PD iyD"3-K n ca- pa .ly-yinys 
aña .P^IDD .en ippn PE a^aciy DPI tynya 
,|PTP3H;ni|'f'n:;pD8o "IPHHE ^\ ¡pSjm "i 
ip:"t npo*>3"ia yaasoip-; n pe yEnaa.'i 
-*M Oijtt ,Dp*nri0* n pa .yaanr inpt lyuya 
ban ¿Di'pb n î K iPOippaiKft D;PÜVP^ ÏP; 
-»'t 1PDBO H ta
 fipi'«p3oniii T^D»1 Tí 
113 iprpa IB'XKD^B ipaaa? npn ^4: \v;' 
lai 113 .P"1DC pa ÍHPSIXDMIB B'^a's^ah 
•Bpnp pa-DD'^ a *i naya oaaiopa \ya JPII 
-ayEyíopa n ,pE ijhp'iaona n paípr ,[yo 
•'aaana ,hpi *i"ii" ÍPEB^3 ipa«n D3üf»ái» pn 
PE D"X "ipn pa J1H pnS'iys'D'aB'xa: 
lyonan ta ¡yayaiv ¡yo no IBI D^iy ,P"*DC 
o»3 Dan option n umi ix ipopBr vía 
íanoya i^ka orwpa oan canoy .ori^ya 
pí*^ *i PE P3H? n pPDPa-.pE ix pnjrn 
•lyB ptvi ^nr. iia pa
 fipo"aia ipiayt'io 
-Eyip. ipajpnioatf "t PE IP:PP IX ipaanyaya 
-3ynB3.nyi pa \j&#sy vwvi IBE ¡va 
.DD31P1X 1P0 
/ ' 
•npE iy t*a DP^IOD n PE arsEip DPI 
ÍP3"T DP'MOD '1 DB11 ,T -^P*DSVn IVP3 
tyosa pa ¡y^anya oin,Ey33« pa \vzw* 
*1 PB "11 .tlpUl* f,83B^,*3~P03,a iyi pe 
•vi Din'Bya lyxaas pa iy;"t DP"IDD i y e 
.vvmvz 5«ave»?3ijn33?K ns ipi 
,IP-(pií oaatya. -if»aa Tía tía ai lyay 
0*3 IP3BH D1PD*E8 íiB3BBí,,3lPD3,a »1 t« 
BPP ' 1 TPa'H Î1B , P ^ K DP"1DD ' 1 blfTDW 
y^ BPB^  *i ivt:"iix .yocBPa tf>xpi$ *-> pe 
ocnnya Dan D-iyo'EB ^BaaE-'^nyoa'a pa 
*n pE nynpny* pa / p a s c o pa 'aaonan 
-»na ' i lyoipya lynayotrcia %n nyosia DB«I 
• • • ^ • B 
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.•un-pa (W8fi rana» * i |ya*n l yo * ' * 
,iy380BD"ví n—ynoDvo'nyi">P ly i iB 
mî*m PK 8380'p PK IVEKI ,ona t3"mi n 
»$ya yipv? B*O B^yoyoya oiyp^ooyn i m i 
"DjmynD i y r -IEIR wyîinv ps V Ì K OTO 
Î'K DSÍ1 ,D'TW yn"3 lyK'MIX ¿8P8B81B 
t w * pii^p l y i pit ijrwjiw D I ITBWJ"K 
yBD3'BaMÏ H PB JWK PK 1910 pu yoao 
ya^yn i3yavK pK D I ^ tytfgnwag ryto'D 
-¿'oam H pò W«K- VK D8i ; ynoona** ' 
l y i pò ynwDD'n u n PK ìy33iTD8B yoo 
oyn *8P8D$"IB ì y i .saupiiya j « w i>n» 
-38t ,P IKM*3 PK ycfton DI?B3"K I « B8nya 
.1385 jyww t'iya'K T W p jn 
nyfnçf i ta3VD*>«a o n ^ ^ n j n 
-ya T'K B"ri"iD . 1 " ! IK ,B*n»ey: n«a'n ìvz • 
lya'oanYiyi v* WW * i ts PK Bwihc 
•«» i jny ip BKÌP iyays8 i n pu «ira >ya 
l«p o'O îyan jjmya B*3 "WB^nit *i ¡y;.. 
l y i i y a K -ivay^ iy"T B*D B*: ifccn ,TS: 
B*3 Biw.jipar ^K'cjjnyEjnB PÉ oyncV 
or r * oiyàya ow wwvtàvt fìàn fra c r 
8 ìya^aiK n Bi*038i83 PK Bsyi *s *y 
MR TT IW3H IV DyD*D8PTHB ,28^ !tf.;» 
i8B. ofriifrxya yo^yDcysDoys ,tyt«iE iy ; 
#iyi3«3^DD"aiK yapivipya ,1W3«3IIH$ÌÌ 
fD"i^8n ftntf y n e ,|y>ïB>*TW PI8OV;KC 
-D3jmy*"i3 8 ,D"B"iyii8 I « Ë ofoKitn, 
PK MM»$B08P' PK DJfrft;!!» VB Y1WJ3 
- I K B C 8 183 D811 pwy^HHB rttnaftpSp^ 
.pnyaniPB oy ÌPP ì#av PP 
» • » • » » » » • • • » • • • • • • • • • ^ O S •S*=>3*s*S>-fr^ *S"$3*»3^ + • • • • • • •»»4*»<>3>$-«*frS>-
I"Bffty .J? JÍB 
D5KP*5 n TK
 #jyan$a j«p osnya B*3 iya$n 
•IPOPKIIBIK PK oy jyiì jy^yiì 
-nyi"3tc ÌIKT pÌ3"iB o^o lyDKwy iyn * 
i j n w 33nn8B « oSyDtpya^R a«n i8o 
-"381 K 1KB. 11883 iVDPPJttpy í»Kiy3yB,n 
H iyBD;i3 iv ï8'V8B'38 18 linn^Bis:^ \v& 
-ytpy ^Kiy3y^n >i py B$n ,D58P8^"y3"ip 
ì j n w 331B3K D^K inyo B3^»ìiya yirovp 
-Ì3 oysy !K ,iya'i?3 oyi DMK *IÌ .VWCW 
.lyDPKIlDMlK |8'Ï8B'38 UH PB BVil DVB 
-8 i 600 H ìynìpys ìy38n I*D MI I > 8 3 
-y3 TB tya8-i ,iypy»V"DJ8,x8B^K IKB IK^ 
•iy38n D?KP8^ H ya^Pii r « ,y3K^ n BSKIB 
-'K PB B8n,I«Bljn"3B' 3D'B .ìVJioyi T t 
n B'B 'B8BB*e yiyoin3 m^K DKHVA 18 ivo 
H 3H3yByiBiVB PK .D"ypi8" orna B^nii 
] « D Bfenya v * 38-i
 (»|irav ^a i^ 'J iy tM'K 
yì jy3«n Dan ,D58P8^ Î ^ 8 "18B yoyiyB3,K 
»IMK T O i v m "wi .yc^n PK oa^B'uys 
PB ya^p tK ,iy38BB-.yD3,*K lynya ¿VE ñm 
oaycB iyoDyi3*o oyi 0*3 08-i D^KP8^ H 
8 pe 5yo*B Dyi ì,i8 ly iy" iv D*na 
Bin*By338 T'K-y^^y'ì ^ « ^ ' « B ^ K 
D I " I B n PK iyB"3iK n lymix îyiçi^î;; 
DiyeEKi ,Diia b"ii i ì .oyoyiT #iyoo"i 
8 IKB ^'XBB'aK H .oyoyii \vró*iBto N . 
^ t B8fl
 #D1"1B n pK P"1DD ftflWyWi 
.pniv '1,18' *mí 8 o-B pixiatw 
BKîiya 181 lyatfn ya5w*. ^tt'W«« H 
-Í18ÍP ' i lynya |W*n ,3;iB"iy3 ÌIE r ; » : " 
8 asnya ìy38>i oiyp^B BD" Ï I H .iffass 
ïS^VKPaKaiç n iya8 .wa r yiayo^iis 
ly i^ iyn jiK p'iiv. tnya PK jyo^ry ; vip< 
-^'no*B iy3*i3yoBiy3 l y i o»o n : .IVI:EÌ"-
B*O pK wzv ^K38tï,":iyBj,K l y i t'E ys 
18*31* i " i B oayoMU l y i PB ys^MB": -;_ 
-py in*K iyB^8<iyaa8 Ï*K oy MI V D8" " ; >" 
ys^yil ,62 pK 50 ,41 D 8^P8? H .i*«w»! 
is iy3"t ,o*na MÏK iinipiya oayoxyi "*;' 
-yaaiK pK p^p lynya B**V iyo380"yi 
-8H iyiy^3B'o yiy^t ÎID ysaKB .":>-
I8'3v ypiKBB» ,yoMi3 8 jyajfii oomeya 
-inyB ' i .BB3ipiy lycMi l y i PK PK - ï ' , ^ 
D38,3v H PB oiysoyo y3,ayn n i 
~\yp~\W\ Myoma o n « * njn 
2 
-;a-^-K WWK n "BE DB'irrun ffi 
iyïjr? Siimi* n»D PK / 0 # * iwaw | ' T » Í * 
p?ifnirgpn ^*ÍC» W KI OIK ü38py2 oía Û 
-*s';^ .¡ys t^ « JUM I"' oyr oy .Bnptt « 
?•• yraBfl DPO'IHTSBD ¡IK min* D'S ¡PC»! 
W 3 i * n ipc'iix D^ymìtwy o«ny3 TIK 
;P2$- psipn ,iyinxD P ^ C P B ' B JIR MMPE 
oapiopyi pK >P'x p*« o^ yta'iS'ya o«npa ^ t 
•- .;i*;r PP-BOP po<na » :"8t p'K « 
ìpayasip erguya jyasn jymmspvmist: 
B$I ¿KIP i^;!' i n n » ipaany-nsB ft$ 
is-;v s .tfsn p* P*a « m iPiBosrpa «i PK 
20 
<1 p« ¡yiBûK'yaD'iK ¡P3«n'n»b"3*i"n n c«v, 
'"?p HE D"a'-.K n ¡yjyr( -iy-« rnpBpen5imci 
/ 
'py. p « BiPTOU Dip OBP. ? i jn ; y; 
•ya -,p-j$ .ntf-.p ya^ppnsr n pfir» v t BTPD 
tt m>ip ytjrn -sjrai^ fi » |p3<irçcnir pana 
can CIP'73'.B DC-; ,Dinyp-pB ? ipoS'npa 
J»«$U iyi>ip p« • ovoy-iyo;-* ma v* 
inBcy: n uwnriPTPò«p is T U H « ,nw*e . 
nwnpa iraapto n ps WW. jnanp«w pe 
nyo"iiK ñ ipii p« .npcaiK n px aatf ' 
l«5« i n Devlin ¡iK D & D B W I K OT PDBH 
:R .IPD'STM osn D'vnpaaKanpt ipi p« BR# y o s e c o p'<p "t mp*?3« BIT ÜH.-. ,!WsiJf) 
inpc SXL"1 p» ¡poiapa f\ \V2t$r, nyû"3iR n 
DÍ¿ .cbippJ "ÌBT »B "fcn»i o«r, oy MI asp-.. 
&J-HÍ3 I'-.BE DS2 DP"! 1VE»D2^  |ïD»îîya o«n 
•i spaipi liiBTjn .JKPO ne |jna VCBD p* 
•$& *T jyirny:yo â)w.W>V H it? ¿a/rtapo 
¿ïfcpp'lPB ,iP3«n nycan» n iy2« .",yE 
ymivn H Î'K EKín^ai' B TB 'J&JÍWFÁ 
pttfíu^ IÍSVÍI D'na 'Jya n DBI y o ^ i B : 
pi«a [Min üp;is oyT ny2'K .tMytJna» ¿y-
D54iwa a*; ftrsifn p« n^oir ïy;BD'^ y: c^.-s 
;• ."Wijn B *IMK iy2y;r«; 
2yT pfi ?BE:"K íyai^p nyn T*K ^»5i3P 
.I B»nft ¿ipvK^a ¡i« wtt? IJUaon'^ ya 
^•i?;ynyBy"B B ÍIB yyvK H—o,yi38'ia 
« Itofti f a osi .^M is ïycipy;—¡tr;v 
••;»^ B• « K^ Dnyamya ü«n D«n D*CB-E>:BP 
c-yíi^ DpyEUBD ypnBOf K " ' » ,T«>:VV VP 
"*-V3:« iy2^n D'íia 'fra H .¡«^"B'BBDB 
L'*; ;«t i»a Jy2íín «i DBV. ,^BÎ B ¡ynyt ¡ya 
i w w a p I Ï **? onye^ oy DBT — inyry; 
*':»rij pn oyv, ÍHDDVÍÍ'K n Dijr, .psiin 
v T''i ovj'SB'Sîpn iyD"2iK n p« DTI 
's:s ijn oiíii njnaw'n p^p .t$yv ypnBDf 
^ O': Pí's^siiyT B ;yEKcy2 oi$n ^«PIJC 
yiy»t pK 31ÌJR -,i3 .ynDDii^K njn PK 
>:" B^ n2 '5ya H DBV. nyi:iKv, p»p .mnic 
;-N itotfa ip«t Diy^pnp ^ o p'« o*» iva -OTf^wao i n i*í osn inyo r>» OTruiia 
-?ity-i u n pK m&mm o-.pP"neo ?i T ? 
.Q;"xy: a : 
"i^ r.pa DTiTDpa iy;"t pp**TO0 pa i^fCB 1 
H \VY, J3133P1 ir» PK cycD'D ¡nif jyi 
»•; inyc w ¡yiyivj" TP"i jjaçn iyu^2'« 
*1 PE D"O.K "> ¡ya'T
 #íPJ8^DiyE oippp: 
iy2«n ,DDl/u«"ifi jya'^Bry;. » tyc Ttepp 
-piyEE«y: y^^ D ym b5¿p p.K nwain iPÍ?pa 
•any^ iBE y-iyn |P3HPJW;wi IWW ^«^ÜEIÍ 
•Bt^aiB iy"t jyi^iyE yrvsn ->r#2 v» ¡y; 
-SVDPSÍW vtyn Ï'K D'ra '?p3 *1 IBE .;8'y 
oy .lPOTiK>ipa 'ti iypa --pD»ann n PE C"P 
n IPBKtriïaii p^pyíapo ?1 jyayay; "i DKH 
»"i ¡pin,Di3(3,,K P**IS pK iy33nyBy2rys 
. .¡paawipa PT'EK^PC 
•?K"iPD"anK 3V2*tti-ï '- ipaipi IÍKJO PK 
yn»DD\i Tpn PK 7yt3yí-2 P«3 B ocopaiPa 
PE V"IÜO i y i . ip.'TüDWH-iyp^P ^P" P2 
H PE Tyj"K iviip; rK Dipp^stíD'ni " 
lynya ¡ya* M iPû^aiK ,-i jroffiBanPiaiVi 
-«I -ytfì ,ÜI*T,3^3^« D;yxtfiE 15 M*. W e D-: 
-a»D'm TIP ì« PV"«oo P« cM-.B b5»ojn ¡y: 
PK ivDBo njr»J . ^ v o 03PDÓ»?a risirno 
-"K ,i»y3C |jhpi3in ipoya \v?vv v % :iyv.ya 
H'ip^tténa Dtjr, PK " !D8»3^'ppaain "P" 
•JÍ3 DDPP'E PR DWntaD ,-i OH" »X^«B 
.IK'av npi 
- " - WuPD*npa B tyo^nya o»n DBT 
IK nPD«3nn H iy2«n Î8T V2 à&WTW 
V! o^ya^ya p^-iDD.ìPny1 PK D*H2 ^Pa ,-¡ 
•"v: ìyacn poenp-n :|pojriDDPP "iiv v w 
ì'Sìf,.—PD^IIV »i PK "EK» ini^p" ìpntr 
•ìny? o«n "BKC -in#p* nyi p« ."EKC 
n PE e : * w a 70 on« tB ,iPtipa T'K OKO 
.¡B'3V npn pK iP2^2P3 \W npo"2".K 
|1E pn-CD^yaBWitfP IP^-.BOD 
-s»v"""D ^ 11K 3p*ì -ya-n-s^a 




19 iypn$n DJJÍDIW wb njn 
• 
•jMj'njti yiyne* yatfany pe BTÍ«5 ÍX >y*D 
oJnifxya IVD^IÍ »n'pB inyoya *i an* .|W 
ijtóu "i iytaí>»n ,¡ypnB-DD"3*iK mvivn 
-ipyaEMK-"; ^ ; " ? P n *pñyiúti Dwkn 
•onas^aiinK lyaynoyj ¡ya*! oyc*3 yayc 
pe jyt'H» H |ytì»arya ;rar»PttP ys^ 
ÍPi"Tfl-DD"anK ñ PK D"t j"K pe mKBii 
yoma lyaae ix DIK ,t5"t ninyiaK un pe 
DIB KTK *HK .D"X lyXliP « pK JJÍD'ByiB 
ajWBitaaBP pe oyDD'o nyn lyaKOirDay PK 
l'K |fi1K K!K »PIK ; :;TO*nDW21D PK 
,D»n~iin PK D"2IK n yiço ny* pK pns 
•ìctf 8 íyujuya î'K fin D'nyo"2iK am PK 
yj"5p v\ ÍS'BK .BKtrayiia ynairyaaiK ,y3*x 
i» ' o n pK taaBBcyaavK jyo m$n ijn^p 
H .ò"3i* iyi pK iyc?yn *n oawaya PK 
D»2IK H ¡yayao»™ |yay¿B DIBDP»"ID:BP 
; o»nn iyD"3iK ytaDaya^ewninyu n ÍX 
iypy*3* p^B pK i»t»na VOÜÍ^P p iy^n^x-
nya^aiK nyo^ya B .|»a lybfioyu. ayn 
•yfo "t .iny? riyi "IMK yjna jyony: taayte 
5533 pK iy5n$xix w tye-oyaaBo D.TK iyj 
.DDMD1K 35BÏ1 1KB fyD"3"lK 
-ya oyDD'D nytyn v* a 'w^ya ñ IBE 
T»3"K "t ggn D»fi .lycaiKiiya -\\ lyn 
-ya D'j Tyox'K tyayn "t .¡ve ^D « DICES? 
.iyD"3iK vwi co lySnaBfl Dpyín DDIBT 
PK DÇBI^P ^o B DitffitnyB »? Btjn oy 
t'p^nvs aaninya, D*a ¡yaipi ?n .IWBÍDMK 
.nyfiyp yema tyirPB njn$ Dan $v& *itK 
IBB lySiBx ix lyta^aiK *n D38oya agn jyo 
-J8 pK DH$D-5y*:$; ,DEB"IP"3"1D ^yawe 
e^n cyoD'D wftvv nytyn .a^sya inyn 
uwrnayjon* ,vn ya-syp-^ yB « MI T* 
-"3"W H PC OBBXyaDMK Dtfn pK $Kiy3*K 
•ivro ' i l1D Ti»» ' i ÍW ta^a iy"i iyo 
T^yo;iK oyoa lyuya D"x -iy:y PK t'K oy 
.íyosDypya íx DyoD'D lya^airnvc jytyn 
;B""iBtnx"pK oyynx mm ìvw WBVV *Í 
•ya ta^ a i^ 'XBT^ Ba^ B pe ta^ n y^ Ttaona^ K .H 
ljnìya lya^t nyo"3iR H p« IIÍDMI ta^v, 
tra lya.ijn. pn onyoca^iyc -tin taemyc 
.lyoynyoa^ K yny r^ lyaBtatnyc 
B senotfa VH DBH
 tDip*5aiB o$i p« 
p»anK ìve i^ìx nEOBP îïny» PE V* nyom. 
"3*K ^ l ' D I p ^ a i B DB.T OBH — ÍBD^BBP Î^K 
¿jjttïttjWya y-Bta^ BD »i lyayn woyiye 
-ya taaBtíya iya«t iyn"?p H yaSyii nyeaiK 
nini* raynipaifp PE, jy^K n lycscypy; 
nx 5yB inyí p« iyr"".a ' i pe wi^zz' cij-|ynn»bx;"K ^^ayeaiK lynya vx nm : y i 
y2'5r:yo mn*Eix;"«* jruna» [yarv.x -y-n 
• 
•ìy;;ia;ny2-D0V2-K 
¡y;"í ynoona'K nyi pK nyo'onK n 
"T i ,njn;y5 nyi:K PK yayi^ sya p;yoD*»e 
jyD'aya ix DIK. KpnycK p« jycipya |y;»í 
-nniyiiiwi jnyoya lyai^ n p¿ o»mnD inysa": 
•yaa^ nK. «t lya'n'ojn taKo^ aK nya^  ,;;•:: 
DD*Kt -,yn PE EKtroyno oyi pR jy>8s 
•ys OK iy:"t «t po ^nijx ye^na « ..D"p^ 
lynyDnyc ,iy3y5 ny;»<pnycK ('¿'p D:»Í! 
BÍ5K iy;yp pu r^^ f p'P nif: Tjnif :*;vr, 
nyaKpnycK n o^ c aannnya pn |yoip L": 
."I^no íx PK jpci^ n ix [yaKiiB PE intarmi 
íx ciK B"5;:y líiyp ix »pñ3 b'3 r'K.oy 
ÍBD íOT-^ no-ían^ a n pK SKBTI B }VS^P 
|yo5«myn íx aiaya DMP T*K D^II rfsín^xlfa 
MTB tana n VK 5IÍODE(Í .«na PK not?a n 
|yj*»T yayoipyaiy2nK y^a n ÏB .T^py'r 
B IBB Dlfll '3K "IBB iyû"31K IX Wy^filì 
?BDa"H lynyn »i iyn PK ."T o^ a [yo t":£ 
-K5ÍC ijrtn pa U3BÏ3 nyi PK DiB»aa»iK 
nytaaiK nyD s ñi «t oa^no DI^ II ^Ç» \V?'Z 
Dnu^BiífDjn ì'a ^t lynyn ,Ktro jnynif pM 
¡yai^ n " Ì ' ÌK lyxasaj'* IHÌ jyDyaiyc PN 
.y03jn ya^cayo vvrovv&x 
•ix PK DBD^P pK iya;nyn;y H ay*5ix 
ta"3iK H ho
 #D'3rtao y^ B^ xijD yo'iiya :y : 
Ijnyii ta3Boya yntaona'KnyT'Sp -.in "2 
"IK DyT 038Ü Dl^T pK ,0)XVO VO'VM P« 
.njnynt? w tarais IIK lysy? Ciyc-z 
arm "t \ynv3 nnK» Î*K iyoB:$? yc 
lyaajnaiya nyi^ ,DEI? n lyaa^r TIK any? 
B *PIK anayonwi
 #EK^ PK ayta |JWJK3 B ^ 
Doip wt*D nn jyn pK—o«aiK ayo ^yc-y: 
iyo pK not^ a n D*IIK «» PD jyc oau1 í*í 
•ayiDB' B ,03B: PK ¿BD iy»"3iK «t PSB-
,nyD"2iK tiny o*n PK enyoc ivouffi^w 
pnpftpfi DU iy5yT «i m ,iy:vv PK i r r s : 
lyinB1 H hi onyanyn jyo ; D"X wye B 
pK Dan.»5ya jynyn "r .D»ID 1*2 »ia*e N 
.Dûa'jyaMp. pny pB m e nm pK ¡ye?»' 
•ya Dip .DBH "wntriyEB^ptr KTK L'K 
DBn own .p'neo I'IBE ^VBV^ n PK osni" 
.netra n iísn^TiyE pn ma oyn ennwif 
c^ na ^ys y\ jya^n D"t nyiinaK nm pc 
• > ' . 
-« i . 
c< 
rangii oiyon»; D ^ 
#tf|?MUP9B ÌÌK i3P5y D'iyo"3i8 »n opy. 
'¡jnpnc'iH iP^ yn >*t iw ijnvn mirò'owfi 
fmatën yctDD'B^D^K ,po't ipayv.'ip'otfn 
-i-y-^cn;*K IBII ovap' tpv cy ?*IK' 
TÌCS n 3y*My c o y w c e*i Î'K ,iyiy*iE 
•vVsBn* "iJ" JIB PW8D » n ' 5 w
 fyE"*D 
. -? i HH^l 
. D E B S T W E I B iyo 
,18i iw ÏJ«:IP ipp ¡pi -p:-iytD"3iR H urn 
.n&y i"p o,J IP"1"* HB Ptbrirap"» lysip 
- - • r r s w i a i B p« ipte ' tytfmw ^ V Q I B ^ 
¡MraWJfiB p p o*: íyasyis i m ^ i K "yo 
c : TPniip »T3Pn o r ^ t c n ,|íijiflB p p o-: 
: cjn3va5*B.Da*t iy uni ¡ u n u m "yyosn n 
,C»- .iyDBSB'ÌB 5533 DTI3 'Jjtì H îy?Bï„ 
ip'ip£ï*p iv jy r^n i^K nu îp5pii *»i 3MR 
'- p,e lymnoiyB H b^o y i frupo'ciK PB 
pu D ' C W I DPH , I P D » 3 I K povï'383i* 
- ' ÏDH JÎK n:s^ Î1B ijna'ììBnpB t?ï8t3$38D 
lybnwipfi i«B»nD'3"ìK y r ^ i v n c p8 p5a 
. yûcpy D * I nyop3 * Î |Pí»ii . O I » i y " i 
onnp 8 îyox'B r « oy ?Pûyy5 c-m lyit* 
-»: iPtilH iiD îyap^ ìy^ynoónrw ayi pu 
ni ly^issn tínnp lytjpn Û^S ind*5 .j*?x 
M!lPt3D*31B38 Ml O»; p« PD»?DUBÛ 
* * , * 
[M*n in*« «Ti vmvî ,-l |ic íptfiiníí p« ' 
y%-!ODVi3'mn»5P nyi P« iyt3"3i8 *I 
•$0$-'* 8 I B B neo8P T P « Ï T in Drbyt3*"ia 
ÎPii »1B1SBP iP"t ipa'injto:* iy2*n "T .5*p 
**3B;I* 3»i3yût?58& iyry: o*; w : iP rv »ï 
PK*îP3*n oy iyn ,OV3*5B'XD'I l y i * p w 
'*xi8n .pan'ïiinro Ofiynya IMDDVU'B iy i 
pyju? H ytpo iv3(j ,|pM«i»ip3 pi:y3pi3 
"•« vi tyatjn iyi"5 P3<$pmi? pB.yEBcyp 
—E iyiy» .t3pi3*ifi DSBCPS DT*B np»"3 
*y; "ï eçn 33HWiPa-y'*3 p i y ,trisr np» 
Pn'íWfl H ,1PD«W |W "»PÛ«« V^8 D38"3 
"ti:y ycKt3385 8 o i"«p3 yEË^yp ynp«t ÎIE 
™K n . i y û»3 iy"iyûD"3y3 iyp ÎIK sy$pni 
"li ,ynüDn:>K np"t HE nynn'S n« nyo^s 
•0^ yV> 1PY383 "IPÌ I1D *IVD«3ÌK "1 1^8 
r:'i»a n !P3"t lynn^' p j ' ^ c s n p« : 
'« lïhiPa îy ,iUDn3 ,H-iyi ,^p n p« iyasis 
S P8 npD>*3l8 H 18B '.K D'ri3 »5» n "8E 
^ in* P8 n^c In** n38DB-iv ïyïr*oii8: 
:«3i8 lynp: »*3 JPJ^T npb'WK ^ 
"V-î? -V* iPE^yn \X tïf^ D28G OHBT PK 
'? 's5b38D ïpiiya ip3"ï e n s ^y3 n ^ i « 
P« D^PB'W.PE "iyt3";i8 *l ¡yt8^P3'K 
T r t tysBcivz*
 (tîp"3 ' cy;y3«-:-,y » o ^ 
-3<TPS y;?yii EÎ^H , T Î "BE ijrtjr .h'aaripa 
#D*3 D*i omo »Ï .íyü"3i(« îy^ï «I ty;;i: 
îy33nycy3->yE v$x¡Mxr ÎB W V . n r-v. 
ÎPV. ^'-Bf " 3 o*nr tú \vw. ttnsovi ¡y;y-
ÏPD PB ,ry"X lyecDcys B i«t e#PW |Vt= 
.ïy33inycy2-yE y4,3 iv r^c Djny1 D3PTDP 
PB ipvTPn**n íyt:¿'3-,yE x r ' E y*33«2 
" Ï I Ï ¡ysçri P3ípí -^yc"3ik H pD ntms 
" î T8
 fpH8Pno y3'^y¿' B t re îPn^nîf 
1^81^3 T*n iyi"D Uráñw 0*3 1*3 fj^pp 
no 33i:in* pbêB ; i TB ;33i03'';iyE p.B. 
cy iy-"B DyoE';iyc ïyv:«2 Î*B ¡yiyv, 
"1PB IV y3B? .^ytD*,3rB »1 1 
'ü'Ey;y2 :yry 
y iy" t pu 
Ï 'B PH ,=:y - s 
iyO"21B * i 
D3'ïpy c*v. 
*1' H'I'K D"1T 
ï H*73Pû cyv. 
tK rñnvcfá 
cpip PE ¡yi 
i y i B .nici^r. 
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